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Indian on Tuesday trashed
Pakistan Prime Minister

Imran Khan’s offer to probe the
Pulwama terror attack and
highlighted the fact that Jaish-
e-Mohammad (JeM) and its
leader Masood Azhar are based
in Pakistan, which should be
sufficient proof for Islamabad
to take action against them.

India also said disclaiming
Pakistan’s link with terrorist
attacks is an oft-repeated
excuse by the “nerve centre” of
terrorism.

“The Prime Minister of
Pakistan has offered to inves-
tigate the matter if India pro-
vides proof. This is a lame
excuse. In the horrific attack in
Mumbai on 26/11, proof was
provided to Pakistan. Despite
this, the case has not pro-
gressed for the last more than
10 years. Likewise, on the ter-
ror attack on Pathankot airbase,
there has been no progress.
Promises of ‘guaranteed action’
ring hollow given the track
record of Pakistan,” the MEA
said in a statement.

India’s seven-point hard
hitting response came hours
after Khan said he would act
against the perpetrators of the
Pulwama attack if India shares
“actionable intelligence”, but
warned against any retaliatory
action. 

In a video message to the
nation, Khan responded to the

Indian allegations on Pakistan’s
involvement in the attack in
Kashmir last Thursday. The
suicide attack by Pakistan-
based JeM terror group left 44
CRPF personnel dead. 

News agency PTI quoted
Khan as saying that he under-
stood it was India’s election year
and the narrative of blaming
Pakistan would make it easier
to get votes from the masses but
he hoped that better sense will
prevail and that India would be
open to dialogue. The Pakistan
Prime Miniter said Delhi holds
Pakistan responsible each time
an incident happens in
Kashmir and makes Pakistan
its “whipping boy” again and
again.

“The Kashmir issue like the
Afghan issue will be resolved
through talks,” he said.

“If you have any actionable
intelligence that a Pakistani is
involved. Give it to us. I guar-
antee you we will take action -
not because we are under pres-
sure, but because they are act-
ing as enemies of Pakistan,” the
Pakistan PM said.

“I have been hearing and
seeing on the Indian media that
politicians there are calling for
revenge from Pakistan. If India
thinks it will attack Pakistan,
then we will not just think but
retaliate.”

“If someone is using
Pakistan’s soil (to carry out ter-
ror attacks elsewhere), it is
enmity with us. It is against our

interests,” Khan said while talk-
ing about non-state actors.

He said he did not respond
to India’s allegations as he was
busy with Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman’s visit
to the country. “India accused
Pakistan without any evidence
and without thinking  how this
(attack) would benefit us,” he
added. 

In its  statement, the
Ministry of External Affairs
said India was not surprised
that Khan refused to acknowl-
edge the attack on India’s secu-
rity forces in Pulwama as an act
of terrorism, adding his offer to
investigate the attack if pro-
vided proof is a “lame excuse”.

“Disclaiming any link
between the terrorist attack
and Pakistan is an oft-repeat-
ed excuse by Pakistan. The
Pakistani Prime Minister has
ignored claims made by the
JeM, as well as by the terrorist,
who perpetrated this heinous
crime,” the MEA said.

“It is a well-known fact that
JeM and its leader Masood
Azhar are based in Pakistan.
These should be sufficient
proof for Pakistan to take
action,” it said.

Rubbishing Pakistan claim
to be the greatest victim of ter-
rorism and claiming this is far
from truth, the MEA said,
“The international communi-
ty is well acquainted with the
reality that Pakistan is the
nerve centre of terrorism.” 

The MEA  also came down
hard on the Pakistan Prime
Minister for his comments
linking India’s upcoming gen-
eral elections to the narrative of
blaming Pakistan. 

“It is regrettable that the

Pakistani Prime Minister has
insinuated that India’s response
to the terrorist attack is deter-
mined by the forthcoming gen-
eral election,” the MEA said. 

Rejecting the “false allega-
tion”, the MEA said India’s
democracy was a model for the
world which Pakistan would
never understand. 

“We demand Pakistan to
stop misleading the interna-
tional community and take
credible and visible action
against the perpetrators of the
Pulwama terrorist attack and
other terrorists and terror
groups operating from areas
under their control,” it said.

On Khan’s reference to
build a new Pakistan, the MEA

said, “In this ‘Naya Pakistan,
Ministers of the current
Government publicly share
platforms with terrorists like
Hafeez Saeed who has been
proscribed by the United
Nations.”

“Pakistan’s Prime Minister,
Imran Khan has called for dia-
logue (with India) and
expressed his readiness to talk
about terrorism. India has
repeatedly stated that it is ready
to engage in a comprehensive
bilateral dialogue in an atmos-
phere free from terror and
violence,” the MEA said. 
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The All India Dravida
Munnetra Kazhakam

(AIADMK), which looked vul-
nerable and weak till Monday
sprang a surprise on Tuesday
by forming a mega-alliance
with the BJP and the PMK to
fight the upcoming Lok Sabha
election. The BJP would con-
test five out of the total 39 seats
at stake from Tamil Nadu,
while the PMK has been allo-
cated seven seats.

But the efforts to rope in
DMDK leader Vijayakanth into
the AIADMK-led front
remained a non-starter as the
efforts by the BJP leader Piyush
Goyal who is in charge of
Tamil Nadu BJP did not bear
fruit despite an hour-long dis-
cussion with the former. 

“In politics, there is some-
thing by name personal human
relationship also. My visit was

to enquire about the health and
well being of Vijayakanth and
wish him all the best. My
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and party chief Amit Shah
had asked me to convey their
regards to Vijayakanth,” Goyal
said while speaking to reporters
after the meeting. He also dis-
closed that alliance talks would
continue with the DMDK
leadership.

Tuesday morning saw S
Ramadoss, the founder of the
PMK, accompanied by his
entourage of party leaders, dri-
ving down to Hotel Crown
Plaza in Chennai where Chief
Minister Edappadi
Palaniswamy and Deputy Chief
Minister O Panneerselvam
were waiting for him.

Within minutes of
exchanging pleasantries, the
AIADMK and the PMK signed
a deal allocating seven Lok
Sabha constituencies to the
latter. It was also agreed to allo-
cate a Rajya Sabha seat to the
PMK while the latter would
support the AIADMK in the
bypolls to be held on 21
Assembly seats in the State.

Continued on Page 4
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The International Court of
Justice on Tuesday refused

to entertain Pakistan’s request
to adjourn the hearing in the
case of Kulbhushan Jadhav to
appoint a new ad-hoc judge.

The four-day hearing in the
Jadhav case opened on Monday
at the ICJ headquarters in The
Hague amid heightened ten-
sions between India and
Pakistan following one of the
worst terror attacks in Jammu
& Kashmir by Pakistan-based
Jaish-e-Mohammad terror
group that killed at least 40
CRPF soldiers. 

Pakistan, which is pre-
senting its case, asked the judge
to adjourn the case, citing the
illness of its ad-hoc judge.
Tassaduq Hussain Jillani, the
ad-hoc judge for Pakistan in
the ICJ, suffered a cardiac
attack ahead of the hearing. 

Attorney General Anwar
Mansoor Khan, who is repre-
senting Pakistan, at the start of
the hearing, said, “We applied
our right provided to us that we
can appoint an ad hoc judge. 

“But since our judge is
indispensable at this point. In
light of the above Pakistan
would like to place before the
court that another judge to be
sworn in which right has been

provided under article 35-5 and
the judge be given ample
amount of time to go through
the briefings before going
ahead with arguments.” 

But the ICJ declined
Pakistan’s plea and asked it to
continue argument in the
absence on the ad-hoc judge.  

On the first day of hearing,
India urged the ICJ to annul
Jadhav’s death sentence and
order his immediate release,
saying the verdict by a Pakistani
military court based on a “far-
cical case” hopelessly fails to
satisfy even the minimum stan-
dards of due judicial process.

Jadhav, a retired Indian
Navy officer, was sentenced to
death by a Pakistani military
court on charges of “espionage
and terrorism” after a closed
trial in April 2017. His sen-
tencing evoked a sharp reaction
in India which moved the ICJ
in May the same year for the
“egregious violation” of the
provisions of the Vienna
Convention by Pakistan by
repeatedly denying New Delhi
consular access to the 48-year-
old Indian national. 

Under Article 31 of the
Statute of the Court, a State
party to a case before the ICJ
may choose a person to sit as
judge ad hoc in that specific
case. 
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In  a tragic incident,  two of
the IAF’s aerobatic team

Surya Kiran crashed mid-air,
killing a pilot and injuring two
who ejected to safety during a
rehearsal for the Wednesday’s
Aero India show, in Bengaluru
on Tuesday around 11.50 am. 

Video clips showed the
two jets crashing to the ground
after mid-air collision and
bursting into flames  in a bushy
area in a residential layout
near Yelahanka airbase.

Thick plumes of black
smoke were seen billowing
from the mishap site moments
later, with a man in the video

yelling “Oh my God, oh my
God.”

According to police
sources, the Hawk jets were
performing a manoeuvre when
one was flying inverted carry-
ing a pilot and the other below
it with two pilots moments
before they hit each other and
spun out of control.     

“There were three pilots,
one has died, two are safe with
injuries,” DGP Fire Services
MN Reddi, who rushed to the
mishap site, tweeted

One of the three aircrews
of the aircraft, Wg Cdr VT
Shelke and Sqn Ldr TJ Singh
ejected. However Wg Cdr Sahil
Gandhi sustained fatal injuries,
it said. The two aircrew have
been airlifted to AIF command
hospital, Bengaluru, it said.
A Court of Inquiry will inves-
tigate the cause of the accident,
the statement said. 

“I’m aware of it (incident),”
Defence Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said, but did not
elaborate.

Continued on Page 4
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Despite reports that recent
rain and hailstorm in key

growing States have impacted
the wheat crop, the Ministry of
Agriculture has claimed that
the wheat output might cross
100 million tonnes, an all-
time high level.

As per agriculture data,
sowing of wheat, the main rabi
(winter) crop, is almost com-
plete and the acreage under the
crop has reached 298.47 lakh
hectares till last week, slightly
lower than 299.84 lakh hectares
in one year ago. 

“As compared to 622.12
lakh hectares planted in 2017-
18, the sowing covered only
591.64 lakh hectares during
rabi crop season this year. In
other words, 30 lakh hectares
less planted this year during
rabi crop season,” the
Agriculture Ministry said. 

On the other hand, farm-

ers have claimed that recent
hailstorm and untimely rain
damaged the quality of wheat
crop, pulses, potatoes and
onions. Wheat production
stood at a record 99.70 million
tonne in 2017-18 crop year
(July-June). The final assess-
ment is yet to be made on the
damage of rabi crops due to
hailstorm and untimely rain.

“No negative impact of
rain on the wheat crop report-
ed so far. There may be some
minor impact in patches,”
Indian Council of Agriculture
Research (ICAR) Director
General Trilochan Mohapatra
said.

Continued on Page 4
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In the last fifteen years (2003-
2018), India lost nearly

2,39,572 hectares of forest land
due to various developmental
activities such as mining, ther-
mal power plants, and dams
besides road construction.
Eight States — Punjab,
Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Kerala,
Arunanchal Pradesh and
Rajasthan — accounted for
half of the total green land
diversion of 1,60,878 hectares
of forest land during the peri-
od. In other words, the annu-
al rate of diversion of forest
land for infrastructure pro-
jects has been at 15,971.48
hectares.

During this period, the
Union Environment Ministry
cleared 14,692 proposals for
various developmental activities.

Punjab topped the forest
land diversion list, reporting
loss of 60,658 hectares of for-
est area followed by Madhya
Pradesh (23,726 ha) and
Uttarakhand (15,532 ha),
according to a report ‘Status of
forests in India,’ tabled in
Parliament recently.

Under the Forest
(Conservation) Act, 1980, for-
est areas can be diverted by the
Union Environment Ministry
for non-forestry purposes like
mining. In lieu of the land,
money is collected by the
Government which is then
used by the authorities for

afforestation.
According to the report

prepared by a Parliamentary
Standing Committee, in the last

five years since 2013-2018, at
least 3,226 proposals related to
mining, thermal power plants
and dams among others saw

light of the day, resulting into
diversion of 70,920.61 hectares
of forest land for non-forestry
purposes under the Forest

(Conservation) Act, 1980.
This is one-third of the

2,39,572 hectares of forest land
that India overall lost to vari-
ous developmental activities
in the last 15 years (2003-
2018), according to the official
data submitted in Parliament
recently.

While a significant forest
land portion has been divert-
ed for non-forestry purpose,
the committee noted that an
insufficient budget allocation to
the National Afforestation
Programme (NAP) was ham-
pering achieving the annual
targeted area of afforestation
during the last few years, which
had already declined gradual-
ly over the last four years.

“There had been a decline

in progress in terms of area
covered under the NAP from
80,583 hectares in the year
2013-14 to 35,986 hectares in
the year 2015-16,” said the
panel.

Replying to the observa-
tions of the Committee, the
Ministry informed the
Committee that in the 10th,
11th and 12th Plans period,
�1,205 crore, �2,000 crore and
�2,500 crore respectively had
been allocated under the NAP
scheme. However, the overall
outlays in the annual plans
were restricted each year which
led to less fund availability for
afforestation. 

With the increase in wage
rate in the States and low allo-
cations, the target area for

afforestation has been steadily
decreasing over the years,
noted the panel. 

As per approved outlay for
the 12th Plan, annual allocation
for NAP should have been of
the tune of �500 crore each
year. However during 2012-13,
the allocation in the annual
plan was �318.15 crore, which
itself was less than the propor-
tionate annual outlay and
which was further reduced to
�218.15 crore at the revised
estimate (RE) stage. Likewise
during 2013-14 though the
allocation was �318.15 crore, it
was reduced to �257.62 crore. 

Similarly, in the year 2014-
15 also, the Budget was reduced
to �243.78 crore at Revised
Estimate (RE) stage. 
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One of the top Army com-
manders of the Indian

Army in Kashmir on Tuesday
did some plain speak by direct-
ly blaming Pakistan’s intelli-
gence agency ISI, along with
terrorist organisation, Jaish-e-
Mohammad for the recent
Pulwama attack that left over
40 CRPF personnel dead.

Addressing a joint Press
conference in Srinagar, 15
corps commander Lt-Gen KJS
Dhillon reassured Army’s com-
mitment that terrorists enter-
ing the Kashmir will not go
back alive.

“In a Kashmiri society,
mother has great role to play.
Through you, I would request
the mothers of Kashmir to
please request their sons who
have joined terrorism to sur-
render and get back to main-
stream. Anyone who has
picked up gun will be killed and
eliminated, unless he surren-
ders,” Dhillon reiterated.  

He said, “They (forces)
were tracking the top JeM
leadership in the Valley. I am
happy to inform the country
that in less than 100 hours, the
top JeM leadership has been
eliminated.”

Continued on Page 4
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In a major boost to India’s
efforts to get JeM chief

Masood Azhar on the list of
global terrorists, France will be
moving a proposal at the UN
in a “couple of days” to ban the
head of the UN-proscribed
group, French sources said on
Tuesday.

Pakistan-based outfit Jaish-
e-Mohammad (JeM) has
claimed responsibility of the
Pulwama terror strike. 

The French sources said
that it will insist on maintain-
ing Pakistan on the “grey list”
of countries at the ongoing
meet of the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) in Paris. 

Pakistan was placed on
the FATF grey list in June
2018 and put on notice to be
blacklisted by October 2019 if
it did not curb money laun-
dering and terror financing. 

Continued on Page 4
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Shardendu Goel, the licence
holder of Hotel Arpit Palace

in Karol Bagh, wherein, a mas-
sive fire broke out and killed 17
people last week, was arrested
by the Delhi Police, police said
on Tuesday.  

Deputy Commissioner of
Police (Crime) Rajesh Deo
said, “Goel was produced at Tis
Hazari court and police cus-
tody will be sought. His antic-
ipatory bail was dismissed by
the court.”

Goel is the elder brother of
Rakesh Goel, the owner of
Hotel Arpit Palace who was
arrested on Saturday from
Delhi airport when he arrived
from Qatar. 

The hotel’s General
Manager and receptionist were
also arrested in the case. A look
out circular (LOC) was issued
against Rakesh and Shardendu.

Seventeen people died
while 35 were injured in the

massive fire that broke out at
the hotel on February 12. 

Some of the victims were
charred to death and others
died of asphyxiation. 

A woman and child had
jumped from the fourth floor
to save themselves but died on
the spot.
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Under ‘Sashakti’ initiative by
the Delhi Police, 400

school girls were taught ‘Krav
Maga’ — an Israeli combat
system during a self-defense
workshop organised by the
Station House Officer (SHO) of
Badarpur Police Station Suhaib
Farooqui in Southeast District
of Delhi.

Additional Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Southeast) Ghanshyam Bansal
said that the workshop was
organised from February 11 to
February 18 last and the stu-
dents were trained by interna-
tionally certified instructors. 

Students studying in classess
VII, VIII, IX, and XI of Kendriya

Vidyalaya, Badarpur participat-
ed in the workshop. “They were
trained in self-defence moves
and tackle during their morning

session at the premises of the
school itself,” he said. 

“The participants were
trained in ‘Krav Maga’ - an
Israeli Military Combat System

by ‘Contact Combat India’ —
a professional Self Defense
Training studio. Krav Mega is
a military self-defense and
fighting system developed for
the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)
derived from the combination
of boxing, wrestling, judo and
karate, along with realistic fight

training,” Bansal stated. 
The Joint Commissioner of

Police (Southern Range)
Devesh Srivastava congratu-
lated the school girls for
empowering themselves and
for successfully completing this
vigorous training. 

“The students securing top
10 positions during the train-
ing programme as well as top
positions in the painting com-
petition were felicitated by the
Chief Guest. Further, all the
participants were also reward-
ed with certificates for suc-
cessful completion of training,”
he said. 
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The Delhi High Court on
Tuesday sought the

response of the AAP
Government and the three
municipal corporations in the
city on a plea for immediate
action against hotels or guest-
houses flouting fire safety and
other norms.

Referring to the recent fire
at a hotel in Karol Bagh here
that claimed 17 lives, the appli-
cation by a lawyer has sought
directions to the Delhi gov-
ernment and the North Delhi
Municipal Corporation to take
strict action against the officials
whose negligence resulted in
the incident.

A bench of Chief Justice
Rajendra Menon and Justice V
K Rao issued notice to the
Delhi Government and the
three corporations (North,
South and East Corporations),
asking them to file their replies
to the plea filed by advocate
Arpit Bhargava, who has also
sought payment of compensa-

tion to the families of those
who died in the fire.

Apart from that, Bhargava
has urged the court to direct
the authorities to frame and
implement a policy for periodic
inspections of all community
halls, hotels and guesthouses in
the national capital to ensure
such establishments comply
with the provisions of the law,
especially fire safety and struc-
tural safety norms.

The application was filed
by him in his pending main
petition against the running of
illegal community or banquet
halls in the national Capital.

During the brief hearing,
the lawyer told the bench that
inaction of the authorities has
led to the incident in 
question and if steps were not
taken, a major catastrophe may
occur.

He told the court that he
had moved the petition against
illegal banquet halls two years
ago but till date, no action has
been taken by the authorities to
address the issue.

His application said the
inaction of the authorities had
forced him to file an application
seeking contempt action
against the officials concerned
for not ensuring compliance of
fire and structural safety
norms. 

The bench directed the
Delhi government and the cor-
porations to indicate their
stand before the next date of
hearing on March 13. The
erstwhile unified Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
was trifurcated in 2012. 
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ASaudi national
was arrested by

custom officials at
Terminal-3 of Delhi
airport for alleged-
ly smuggling 15
gold biscuits and
one cut piece wei-
ghing a total of 1.6
kg and worth appr-
oximately �53 lakh. 

According to
an official state-
ment, custom offi-
cials were keeping surveillance
on the Saudi man arriving
from Dammam in Saudi
Arabia on Sunday. 

He was intercepted and a
detailed personal and baggage
search was conducted. Custom
Officials recovered 15 gold bis-
cuits weighing 100 grams each
and one cut piece of gold
weighing 108 grams from the

Saudi national. 
“The gold biscuits were

concealed in a plastic wrapper
which was tied to his waist and
the cut piece was found on his
shoulder bag,” it said.

The accused was arrested
under section 110 of Customs
Act, 1962, they said, adding
that they are further investi-
gating the matter. 
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In another incident of hit
and run in the Capital, a 24-

year-old man working as a
Disc Jockey (DJ) was killed
after an unidentified truck hit
his scooty while trying to over-
take the two-wheeler in north-
west Delhi’s Adarsh Nagar,
police said on Tuesday.

According to police, the DJ
was identified as Monu, a res-
ident of Jhuggi Mouzi Wala, Lal
Bagh. “A police control room
(PCR) call was received on

Monday around 10.40 pm at
Adarsh Nagar police station
regarding a fatal incident which
took place outside Mandi Gate
in Azadpur Mandi,” said a
senior police official. 

“On reaching the spot it
was found that the rider of the
scooty was hit by an 
unknown truck,” the official
said. Preliminary investigation
suggested that the truck was
over speeding while trying to
overtake the scooty during
which the two-wheeler sus-
tained a hit. 

The driver of the truck
immediately fled the spot leav-
ing the injured Monu behind,
police said. He was rushed to
the Babu Jagjivan Ram
Memorial Hospital where he
was declared brought dead.

“A case was registered at
Adarsh Nagar police station,”
the officer said. However, the
truck is yet to be identified
since there were no CCTV
cameras in and around the
accident spot. The body of the
victim has been sent for post-
mortem. 
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The Executive Engineer, Civil Division No. VII, Irrigation & Flood Control Deptt., Govt, of NCT of Delhi, Sector- 15, Rohini, Delhi invites online percentage
E-tenders on behalf of the President of India from approved and eligible contractors of I&FC Deptt. The contractors who are registered with other
Departments but granted provisional permission by the Chief Engineer (I&FC) are also eligible for participation of e-tendering for the following works:-

Sr. NIT No. Name of Work Head of Estimate Cost Earnest Money Time Tender ID Last date &
No Account (In Rs.) (In Rs.) Allowed No. time for

submission
of Price Bid.

1. EE/CD-VII/ Restoration of Sazra Road & Construction of RCC 4515 1,45,79,659/- 2,91,593/ 6 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Drain from Village Tikri Khurd to Singhola in Capital months _168226_1 upto 15.00
19/74 Distt. North. Hrs.

2. EE/CD-VII/ Maintenance & Removal of obstruction from 2711 5,92,824/- 11,856/- 6 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Mukundpur Minor for the period of 06 months. Revenue months _168247_1 upto 15.00
19/85 Hrs.

3. EE/CD-VII/ Construction of Boundary wall on Gram Sabha 4515 38,05,330/- 76,107/- 6 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Land at Kh. No. 18/15 (4-16) at village Harevali  Capital months _168121_1 upto 15.00
19/89 in Distt. North, Delhi. (Panchayat Hrs.

Works)
4. EE/CD-VII/ Construction of Streets in Ambedkar Colony 4217 35,20,783j- 70,416/- 04 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 

NIT/2018- Extension Part-II (Reg. No. 25-LOP) at Village Capital Months _168107_1 upto 15.00
19/90 Bankner in Distt. North, Delhi. Hrs.

5. EE/CD-VII/ Improvement of Streets of Jeet Ram Colony 4217 29,68,746/- 59,375/- 2 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- at Village Budhpur in Distt. North. Capital months _168125_1 upto 15.00
19/91 Hrs.

6. EE/CD-VII/ Remodeling & Construction of Side Drain and Street 4217 13,32,368/- 26,647/- 2 2019_IFC 25.02.2019
NIT/2018- of Unauthorized Saptrishi Garden Colony, Holambi Capital months _168271_1 upto 15.00
19/92 Kalan (Reg. No. 343) Narela in Distt. North, Delhi. Hrs.

7. EE/CD-VII/ Improvement& Construction of side Drain and 4217 54,18,794/- 1,08,376/- 3 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Streets of Unauthorized Rajiv Colony Extn. Capital months _168114_1 upto 15.00
19/93 (Reg. No. 593), Narela in Distt. North, Delhi. Hrs.

8. EE/CD-VII/ Constructuion & repairing of Safety Wall upto 4515 55,88,281/- 1,11,766/- 6 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Shree Shyam Ji Mandir Road along the Sannoth DVDB months _168262_1 upto 15.00
19/94 Link Drain at Village Sannoth in Alipur Block. Hrs.

9. EE/CD-VII/ Development of existing Qubristan at Kh. No. 457 & 4515 1,57,03,82/- 3,14,076/- 12 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- 490 Ravidas Nagar at Mamoorpur, Narela, Delhi DVDB months _168111_1 upto 15.00
19/95 Works Hrs.

10. EE/CD-VII/ Construction of Road & Side Drain at Village MLALA 40,93,720/- 81,874/- 2 2019_IFC 23.02.2019 
NTT/2018- Budhpur in Distt. North. D Funds months _168176_1 upto 15.00
19/96 Hrs.

11. EE/CD-VII/ Cleaning & Removal of Malba /Waste Material from 2711 17,58,017/- 35,160/- 2 2019_IFC 23.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Bawana Escape Drain from RD 13555M to 19790M Revenue months _168175_1 upto 15.00
19/98 and disposal of same to approved dumping point. Hrs.

12. EE/CD-VII/ Cleaning & Removal of Malba /Waste Material from 2711 9,50,205/- 19,004/- 3 2019_IFC 23.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Bawana Escape Drain from RD 7560m to 13555m Revenue months _168171_1 upto 15.00
19/99 and disposal of same to approved dumping point. Hrs.

13. EE/CD-VII/ Cleaning of Jungle & maintenance of Sub Minor 1 to 2711 11,72,195/- 23,444/- 5 2019_IFC 23.02.2019 
NIT/2018- 5 for the period of 5 months of CTP Network in Burari. Revenue months _168168_1 upto 15.00
19/100 Hrs.

14. EE/CD-VII/ Cleaning & removal of obstruction & cleaning of Khera 2711 6,42,345/- 12,847/- 2 2019_IFC 20.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Khurd Link Drain from RD 0 m to RD 5200m & Revenue months _168202_1 upto 15.00
19/107 disposal of same to approved dumping point. Hrs.

15. EE/CD-VII/ Cleaning & Removal of Malba /Waste Material from 2711 11,94,112/- 23,88/- 2 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Bawana Escape Drain from RD 0m to RD 7560m Revenue months _168104_1 upto 15.00
19/111 and disposal of same to approved dumping point. Hrs.

16. EE/CD-VII/ Restoraion of Road & Construction of both Side MLALA 18,05,153/- 36,103/- 2 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Drain in 20-Point Colony at village Tikri Khurd in D Funds months _168128_1 upto 15.00
19/112 Distt. North. Hrs.

17. EE/CD-VII/ Providing & Laying of 450mm dia NP-2 class RCC 4711 53,88,002 /- 1,07,760/- 4 2019_IFC 25.02.2019 
NIT/2018- pipe conduit for carrying out treated water from Wet l Capital months _168130_1 upto 15.00
19/113 and system at RD 9920m to existing pond at 11150m Hrs.

on left side of Bawana Escape Drain.
18. EE/CD-VII/ Protection of Wet Land at Bawana Escape Drain 4711 1,04,38,893/- 2,08,778/- 6 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 

NIT/2018- beteen RD-9700 M by providing brick lining on Capital months _168257_1 upto 15.00
19/114 both banks of drain. Hrs.

19. EE/CD-VII/ Construction of Streets in Basti Bankner Near Bharada 4217 1,24,17,559/- 2,48,351/- 4 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Pana, Shamshan Ghat Road (Extended Portion) Capital months _168158_1 upto 15.00
19/115 (Reg. No. 502-A) at village Bankner in Distt. North. Hrs.

20. EE/CD-VII/ Improvement of side drain & street of Unauthorized 4217 1,62,17,530/- 3,24,351/- 3 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- Krishna Mamurpur (Reg. No. 153), Narela in Distt. Capital months _168140_1 upto 15.00
19/116 North, Delhi. Hrs.

21. EE/CD-VII/ Improvement of Streets & Side Drain in Unauthorized 4217 1,83,24,317/- 3,66,486/- 6 2019_IFC 27.02.2019
NTT/2018- Colony (Reg. No. 7 LOP Part 6) Shahbad Extension Capital months _168254_1 upto 15.00
19/117 2 in Bawana AC. Hrs.

22. EE/CD-VII/ Development of Street in New Colony Sannoth 4217 3,58,83,432/- 7,17,669/- 10 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- (Reg. No. 200) at Village Ghoga Sannoth Ghoga Capital months _168154_1 upto 15.00
19/118 More in Distt. North, Delhi. Hrs.

23. EE/CD-VII/ Demolishing & Construction of Side Drain & Street 4217 3,67,02,779/- 7,34,056/- 8 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- of Unauthorized Gautam Vihar Colony (Reg. No. 371) Capital months _168141_1 upto 15.00
19/119 Part-B. (Street No. 11 to 15) in Narela Distt. North, Delhi Hrs.

24. EE/CD-VII/ Improvement & Construction of Side Drain & Street 4217 3,71,69,985/- 7,43,400/- 8 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- of Unauthorized Gautam Vihar Colony (Reg. No. 371) Capital months _168142_1 upto 15.00
19/120 Part-A, Street No. 1 to 10) Narela in Distt. North, Delhi. Hrs.

25. EE/CD-VII/ Demolishing & Construction of Side Drain & Street of 4217 3,99,62,330/- 7,99,247/- 8 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/ 2018- Unauthorized Sanjay Colony (Reg. No. 607) Capital months _168147_1 upto 15.00
19/121 (Saboli Road Street No. 1 to 4) Part-C, Narela in Hrs.

Distt. North, Delhi.
26. EE/CD-VII/ Demolishing & Construction of Side Drain & Street 4217 4,16,05,423/- 8,32,108/- 8 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 

NIT/2018- of Unauthorized Gautam Colony Extn., Arya Nagar, Capital months _168144_1 upto 15.00
19/122 (Reg. No. 278) Safiabad Road in Narela in Distt. North Hrs.

27. EE/CD-VII/ Development of Street in Sannoth Extension 4217 4,50,98,090/- 9,01,962/- 6 2019_IFC 27.02.2019 
NIT/2018- (Reg. No. 1196 part- I, II, III) at Village Sannoth in Capital months _168150_1 upto 15.00 
19/123 Distt. North, Delhi. Hrs.

1. The enlistment of the contractors should be valid on the last date of opening of tenders. In case, the last date of opening of tender is extended, the
enlistment of contractor should be valid on the original date of opening of tenders.

2. Earnest money in physical form and self attested copy of Registration of enlistment & other documents (eg. ESI & EPF registration, copy of PAN card,
Copy of GST documents ) should be submitted in the Office of Executive Engineer, Civil Division-VII, I&FC Depth, Govt, of NCT of Delhi, Sector-15,
Rohini, Delhi-110085 upto 2.00 PM on the last date of submission of technical bids for obtaining the deposition slip for uploading.

3. The details of above mentioned work(s) can be seen and downloaded from the website http://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in
4. The agencies who do not fulfill eligibility criteria do not submit required documents upto the stipulated time, their tenders shall be rejected summarily at

technical bid stage.
5. Tenders submitted through e-procurement portal shall only be considered and no manual tender shall be accepted.
6. Intending tenders participating in tendering process in EE CD-VII, I&FC shall furnish ESI & EPF registration along with other required documents and

the same shall be uploaded while bidding. Moreover the ESI & EPF registration documents of all contractors shall be kept on records and ESI & EPF
registration documents of lowest tenderer to whom the work awarded shall form the part of the agreement.(I&FC department office order No.1417-48
dated 29.01.2016).

PRESS NOTICE
Request for Proposal (RFP) is invited from Consultant/ Joint Venture/ Multidisciplinary Consortia, Government Organization , Public Sector undertaking,
Government Educational Institute and I&FC Empanelled agencies, for Project Management Consultancy (PMC) for the work to rejuvenate drain in
holistic manners by using ecologically sensitive sustainable technique like creation of stationary and floating wetlands and in-situ aeration & installation
of ozonizer in drains which can reduce BOD load, improve dissolved oxygen levels, reduce bad odour and harmful gas emission from the drains. Further
to develop the vacant land by landscaping, developing it for recreation activities such as cycling track, jogging track, Illumination of dark spots of drain
by installation of street lighting automated with solar energy/wind energy wherever feasible and Installation of solar panels for generation of solar energy
where ever feasible in respect of drains falls under the jurisdiction of Civil Division VII, I&FC Department, Govt, of NCT of Delhi.The bid is to be submitted
off line upto 03.00 PM on 25.02.2019 in the office of Executive Engineer-CD VII, I&FC Department, Govt, of Delhi, Sector-15 Rohini, Delhi-110085. RFP
Document and other details can be download from the web site https://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in/nicgep/app or web site of Irrigation & Flood Control
Department, Govt of Delhi http://delhi.gov.in/wps/wcm/connect/doit irrigation/Irrigation+and+Flood+Control/ Home

Sd/-
DIP/Shabdarth/2979/18-19 EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (CD-VIII)

PRESS E-TENDER NOTICE
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After writing a letter to Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal

accusing him of  delaying to
regularise the unauthorised
colonies in the national Capital,
Union Housing and Urban
Affairs Minister Hardeep Singh
Puri on Tuesday again hit out
at the Delhi Government say-
ing that the AAP dispensation
has been a “stumbling block” in
regularisation of these colonies. 

Puri accused that the Delhi
Government adopts one posi-
tion in public, but takes a com-
plete opposite stand when it
comes to doing something.

“I am deeply pained to
have to say to you... I find that
elected representatives some-
times, you know who I am
referring to, adopt one position
in public to say...We must reach
out to the people because those
are the vote bank and then,
when it comes to doing some-
thing for them, they follow
policy and take measures com-
pletely opposed to them,” Puri
said addressing at a two day day
international conference organ-
ised to discuss the ‘Master Plan
for Delhi-2041’. 

The event witnessed

detailed deliberations on ‘MPD-
2041’ on a range of issues.
Lieutenant Governor of Delhi
Anil Baijal,  HUA Secretary
Durga Shankar Mishra, DDA
vice chairman Tarun Kapoor,
senior fellow, Marron Institute
of Urban Management Pedro B.
Ortiz, various stakeholders and
experts on Urban planning
were present on the occasion.
Puri  urther said, another
important issue for Delhi is the
need for regeneration of brown
field areas in the city.

Last week, Puri had written
to Kejriwal, alleging that the
whole process of regularising
unauthorised colonies in Delhi
was stalled due to “apathy and
inaction” of the AAP govern-
ment, which vehemently reject-
ed his claim.

At the event, the Union
minister claimed that the Delhi
government has sought two
more years to do mapping of
these colonies required for their
regularisation.

In reference to his recent
letter to Kejriwal over regular-
isation of unauthorised
colonies, Puri said, “When we
tried to do something for those
people living in informal set-
tlement, they (AAP govern-

ment) have been a stumbling
block. We did not accept that
position, we are going ahead in
any case...”

There are over 1,795 unau-
thorised colonies in the nation-
al capital where migrant popu-
lation plays a vital role in decid-
ing the fate of any political party
during elections.

In the letter, Puri had said,
“The Centre is keen to regu-
larise all unauthorised colonies
of Delhi which are covered
under the regulations, but the
whole process is stalled due to
the apathy and inaction on the
part of your government to
finalise the boundaries after
survey of these colonies.”

Responding to Puri’s alle-
gations, the Delhi government
had said the contents of the let-
ter are factually “misleading,
incorrect and imaginary”. “It is
a well known fact that the cen-
tral government does not like
the existence of unauthorised
colonies in Delhi and has been
opposed to their regularisation.

“The chief minister will be
sending a detailed response
rebutting all false allegations
made in the letter, this week,”
the government had said in a
statement issued on Sunday. 
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India has recorded
a historic moment

in its march towards
implementation of
Carbon Offsetting
and Reduction
Scheme for
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Aviation (CORSIA)
and alternate taxing
solutions, in the avi-
ation sector. 

With this, Indian is now the
only country where Performance
Evaluation Trials were success-
fully completed with TAXIBOT
operations for AIRBUS A320
Family of Aircraft by a com-
mercial airliner. 

According to Delhi
International Airport Limited
(DIAL), three airbus Operators
were present with INDIGO
Airlines being the first to com-
plete the trials successfully.

“The remaining two shall be
doing the trials shortly,” DIAL
said releasing official state-
ment. 

All possible operational
scenarios were successfully
enacted in a live environment
with TAXIBOT attached to an
A320 aircraft during the 4
hour performance evaluation
window at IGI Airport Delhi,
showcasing the handling and
operational capabilities of the
semi robotic machine.
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The Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) will

expose the “real anti-
Delhi face of the BJP”
in the coming Lok
Sabha polls by pre-
senting the facts, lies of
the Central
Government and dis-
tributing all previous mani-
festoes before the public. 

It said the voters will be
informed about lies and the
deceits of the BJP-led Central
Government during last five
years with the sole intention of
causing injustice to Delhi by
not giving the city full
Statehood.

Accusing the Central
Government for snatching
away the legal powers of the
elected Delhi Government by
issuing May 2015 notification,
it said that the party will also
take door-to-door to inform it

to public.
“Through this notification,

the Modi Government
snatched Services and the Anti
Corruption Branch (ACB)
from the elected Delhi gov-
ernment. The Constitution of
India had permitted Centre’s
control only on Land, Police

and Public Order in
Delhi,” it said.

“The party will also
launch a full-scale strug-
gle to inform the people
that the Narendra Modi-
Amit Shah duo’s BJP
has no respect even for
the founding fathers of
their own party as they
have ruthlessly shattered
the dream of late Atal

Bihari Vajpayee and L K
Advani by not granting full
statehood to Delhi,” , the AAP
said in a statement. 

“Delhi voters gave them all
seven Lok Sabha seats in 2014
only to be deceived by the
Modi-Shah duo which does not
like Delhi at all,” it said.

On Sunday, the party had
announced to launch a mass
movement ahead of the 
general elections. It has called
a series of meeting to discuss
strategies for the campaign at
a meeting of lawmakers and
office-bearers.
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The Delhi Government may
consider handing over for-

est land for its better protection
and conservation to Indian
Army’s ‘Eco Task Force’ which
is already assisting the depart-
ment in protection and con-
servation of forest land.

The idea was coined after
a surprise visit by Delhi
Environment Minister Imran
Hussain, observing encroach-
ment on forest reserve area -
Delhi ridge, which is also con-
sidered as Delhi’s lung pro-
tecting people from dusty-
gusty winds from Rajasthan
and adjoining areas of Capital.

Hussian, during his visit
observed that large chunk of
ridge and forest land have been

found under encroachment
and illegal occupation of pri-
vate persons.

The Minister immediately
ordered suspension of two for-
est officers for their failure to
protect the forest land. 

Directing the Principal
Chief Conservator of Forest to
seek explanation of the con-
cerned officers, failed to detect
and prevent such large scale
encroachment of forest and
ridge land and initiate depart-
mental action against the guilty.

The encroachment on

ridge land was demolished by
removing the illegal structures
and large chunk of land was
brought back under the pos-
session of the Government
during the inspection by the
Minister.

Hussain informed that
demarcation of forest and ridge
land is going on in various vil-
lages by teams of Revenue and
Forest Department officers.

“Similar surprise inspec-
tions will be carried out in other
forest areas to check proper
conservation and protection of

forest land,” said the Minister.
Citing the complaints

records against misuse of forest
land, he directed FIR should be
lodged by Forest Department
against all the encroachers and
trespassers for initiation of
action as per law including for
violation of relevant environ-
ment and forest laws.

No instance of encroach-
ment on the reserve area land
will be tolerated by the gov-
ernment, “Strict actions will be
taken against not only the
encroachers but also the
departmental officers and 
officials who are found in 
collusion and connivance 
with land mafia,” Hussain 
said while directing the forest
official. 

Member of Legislative
Assembly (MLA)   Kartar Singh
Tanwar, Principal Chief
Conservator of Forest, and other
senior officers of the
Environment and Forest
Department conducted the
inspection on the direction of
department , Tehsildar and rev-
enue department official. 
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Following the Pulwama ter-
rorist attack, Delhi

Commission for Women
(DCW) has launched a study to
understand the plight of
women widowed in terrorist
attacks and provide recom-
mendations to ensure the wel-
fare of these women and their
families. 

The Commission wrote a
letter to Ministries of Home
and Defense seeking the names
and addresses of such families.
“Today, the entire country is
submerged in grief over the
deaths of our brave soldiers in
the terrorist attack in Pulwama.
The attack on our soldiers has
left a deep gash in the soul of
our motherland, a heinous act
that must be avenged,” it read. 

“Each and every soldier
who has died for our country
has left behind a family and it
is the responsibility of the state

to ensure their well being. In
the Pulwama attack, many
women have been widowed at
a young age, some with small
children,” the letter read.  

Further, the commission
wrote that a large number of
war widows reside in Delhi and
some of them may be facing
difficulties. 

“The Commission will
undertake a study on the pre-
sent condition women whose

lives have been devastated due
to untimely death due to terror
attacks.  The study shall help
the Commission ascertain 
the problems being faced by the
war widows and their 
families and help the
Commission provide 
recommendations to the
Government for ensuring their
welfare and rehabilitation,” said
DCW Chairperson Swati
Maliwal. 
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Delhi Congress president
Sheila Dikshit on Tuesday

demanded the AAP
Government to pay compen-
sation to the farmers whose
crops had been damaged due to
recent hailstorms in the nation-
al Capital.

The former Delhi chief
minister raised the demand
after meeting a delegation of
All India Kisan Congress that
told her about farming losses
incurred due to the hailstorms.

Realising the difficult con-
dition of the farmers, the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP)

Government should give suffi-
cient compensation to them, as
the farmers are looking towards
the Delhi Government with
much expectation to bail them
out from their crop losses
caused by hailstorms, Dixit said. 

She said that the AAP
Government has not

announced any compensation
for farmers despite knowing the
fact. “The party considers its
duty to solve the problems of the
farmers and it would approach
the Delhi Government and the
Lieutenant Governor to address
their issues without any further
delay,” she said.  

The farmers informed that
due to the huge hike in the per
kilowatt power supplied to the
farmers, they are forced to pay
huge electricity bills, said the
party in a statement.   “It was
the duty of the Delhi
Government to solve the prob-
lems and difficulties of the
farmers,” she added.  
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With the total number of
people suffering from

seasonal influenza H1N1 in
Delhi to be 1,965, the Delhi
Government’s Health
Department, on Tuesday,
released an advisory, including
some preventable measures for
general public.

According to the advisory,
children with mild illness but
with predisposing risk 
factors, pregnant women, peo-
ple aged 65 years or older,
patients with lung diseases,
heart disease, liver disease,
kidney disease, blood disor-
ders, diabetes, neurological
disorders, cancer and
HIV/AIDS are the most vul-
nerable to the disease.

The advisory said the 
common symptoms of the
flu are fever, cough, sore
throat, runny or stuffy nose
a n d
dif f iculty in breathing 
however the flu can be pre-
vented by avoiding any 
direct or indirect physical 
contact with the person
infected as the flu is highly
contagious.

“Seasonal Influenza
(H1N1) is a self- limiting viral,

air borne diseases spread from
person-to-person, through
large droplets generated by 
the act of coughing and 
sneezing, indirect contact 
by touching a contaminated
object or surface and close
contact,” said the advisory.

The symptoms may
include body aches,  
headache, fatigue, chills, diar-
rhoea and vomiting and
Blood Stained Sputum (a mix-
ture of mucus and saliva), it
said further.

Influenza H1N1 can be
categorised into three types.
While category A which con-
sists of mild fever and cough
with occasional bodyache,
diarrhea and vomiting does
not require any medication,
Category B may require med-
ication. “In addition to all the
signs and symptoms men-
tioned under Category-A, if
the patient has high grade
fever and severe sore throat,
may require home isolation
and medication,” the adviso-
ry stated.

The most dangerous type
of the H1N1 Influenza is
Category C. In this category of
Influenza, the common symp-
toms are breathlessness, chest
pain, drowsiness, fall in blood
pressure, sputum mixed with
blood and bluish discoloura-
tion of nails.

“Children with influenza
like illness who had a severe
disease as manifested by the red
flag signs (Somnolence, high
and persistent fever, inability to
feed well, convulsions, short-
ness of breath, difficulty in
breathing, etc),” added the
release. However, the flu can be
prevented by taking various
measures. 
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A19-year-old man has been
arrested in Greater Noida

and charged with sedition for his
alleged anti-national activities on
social media, police said Tuesday.
The accused, Shahzaad Solanki,
was held around 10.30 pm on
Monday during a security check
on a road near Dungarpur,
which comes under the juris-
diction of Dankaur police sta-
tion, they said.

According to police,
Solanki, a class 12 student, was
disturbing “communal harmo-
ny” and “spreading hatred” by
using social media for his “anti-
national” activities.  “He was
posting pro-Pakistan slogans on
WhatsApp which were getting
circulated further. The police
took suo motu cognisance after
the posts reached on the
WhatsApp of a local police offi-
cer,” a police official told PTI.
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Delhi Deputy Chief Minister
and Finance Minister

Manish Sisodia on Tuesday
wrote to Union Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley, demand-
ing postponement of Goods
and Services Tex (GST)
Council meeting to be held
through video-conference on
Wednesday.

Sisodia wrote a letter to
Jaitley and said that both the
agenda items - special scheme
for real estate sector and single
rate of tax on lottery —are of
crucial nature and requires
detailed discussion before
arriving at a considered deci-
sion on the matters.

Sisodia, who also holds
pivotal portfolios in ruling
Aam Admi Party (AAP) gov-
ernment, said that crucial
issues cannot be discussed
through a video conference
and conveying of a physical
meeting is important to take a
consolidated decision.

“I would, therefore, request
to kindly postpone the pro-
posed 33rd meeting through
video-conference and call for a
physical meeting at an appro-
priate date,” he said.

A state ministerial panel set

up to review tax rate on lottery
Monday favoured a uniform
GST rate of either 18 per cent
or 28 per cent — a final call on
which would be taken by the
GST Council at its meeting on
Wednesday. Currently, a state-
organised lottery attracts 12 
per cent GST while a state-
authorised lottery attracts 28
per cent tax. 
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Rainy days and hailstorm
activity are expected to

continue for another three 
days as wind is changing its cir-
culation over Rajasthan 
making them southeasterly
and hence the winds have
caused the weather to be
humid. 

In past 24hrs, 2.8mm of
rains have been recorded at
Safdarjung observatory. 

With Relative Humidity
(RH) 98 percent, the 
maximum temperature 
settled at 23.5 degree Celsius

while minimum temperature
was fluctuating between 14
degree Celsius and 17 degree
Celsius. 

According to Indian
Meteorological Department
(IMD), Delhi will witness 
moderate and dense fog for
three consecutive days 
starting from February 21 till
February 24. 

As per the weekly 
weather forecast, Delhi will
witness another short spell of
rains from February 25, while
there will be no major fluctu-
ations in maximum and min-
imum temperatures. 
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Arecent survey by a sports
organisation has found that

female students attending
schools in Delhi have better
Body Mass Index (BMI) than
boys. Overall, 61 per cent
schoolchildren in Delhi have a
healthy BMI, revealed the sur-
vey. 

The survey conducted by
EduSports revealed that 63 per
cent of girls attending school
have a healthy BMI as com-
pared to 59 per cent of boys. 

As per the data given by the
organization, of the students
attending government schools
across the country, only 47 per
cent have a healthy Body Mass
Index (BMI) as compared to 61
per cent of children attending
private or public schools. 

Similarly, around 39 per
cent of the children of govern-
ment schools are underweight

while in private schools, the
percentage is 15 per cent, the
data suggested further. 

The data further revealed
that around 44 per cent of the
children of government schools
have better lower body strength
as compared to the 38 per cent
of the private school children. 

However, the detailed
analysis of the data reveals
that 52 per cent of the children
attending private schools have

better upper body strength in
comparison with just 24 per
cent of government schools
attending children. 

On the other hand, the
Government schoolchildren
are healthier than the private
school children in various fit-
ness parameters such as lower
body strength, flexibility and
aerobic capacity. 

On the analysis of the data,
it was found that 82 per cent of
the government school chil-
dren are flexible as compared
to 67 per cent. In addition to
that, only 33 per cent of the pri-
vate school students possess
aerobic ability which is 11 per
cent lower than that of gov-
ernment school students. 

The nationwide study 
covered 1,53,441 children with-
in the age groups of 7 years to
17 years in 279 schools across
113 cities and towns in 21
states. 
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New Delhi: More than 30
Bollywood celebrities, including
Jackie Shroff, Kailash Kher,
Sonu Sood and Vivek Oberoi,
have allegedly been caught in a
sting operation for agreeing to
promote the agenda of political
parties on social media plat-
forms in exchange for money,
online portal Cobrapost
claimed on Tuesday.

Operation Karaoke by
Cobrapost had its reporters
posing as representatives from
a public relations company and
meeting actors, singers, dancers
and TV stars through their
managers to allegedly strike a
deal ahead of the upcoming Lok
Sabha elections.

Addressing a press confer-
ence here, Cobrapost editor-in-
chief Aniruddha Bahl said the
sting revolves around 36
celebrities agreeing to post
messages on their Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram accounts
to help create a favourable
environment for certain polit-
ical parties in the run up to the
elections. 

The celebs, most of them
second rung TV and film stars,
agreed to tweet content on var-
ious issues to be provided to
them before posting the same
on their social media pages to
make it look as their own, he
alleged. 

"They would defend the
Government even on contro-
versial issues such as rape and
fatal accidents such as bridge
collapses. They were even will-
ing to sign a dummy contract
for endorsement of products to
disguise the real nature of the
proxy political campaigning
that they were willing to do,"
Bahl said.

According to Cobrapost,
the party in question was, in
most cases, the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) and the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), and the
Congress in some instances. 

Many celebrities  agreed to
share their PAN number and
banking details but most pre-
ferred cash, he claimed. 

The media portal has put
out a series of tweets with

videos of the celebrities caught
in the sting.

Sood released a statement
where he alleged that his con-
versation with outlet's repre-
sentatives was "wrongly repro-
duced and projected". 

"This is a clear case of sab-
otage. The editing has been
tampered with and only a cer-
tain elements of the conversa-
tion have been used and pro-
jected in the wrong light," he
said.

The actor said it is regular
for brands, political parties and
corporates to use celebrities'
social media platforms for pro-

motions. He promoting them is
not wrong   as long as one
believes in the product and the
ideology.

"With reference to the con-
tract, I had also clearly stated
that I want everything to be
officially put on paper as that is
the regular protocol," he added. 

According to Cobrapost,
most of the celebrities did not
blink an eye before saying “Aye”
to the proposition, asking for a
fee ranging from �2 lakh to �50
lakh per message. 

"Some even quoted a fee of
�20 crore for an eight-month
contract, and almost none of

them said no to black money
when we told them a bulk of
their fee would be paid in
cash," the outlet claimed. 

Representing a fictitious
PR agency and taking on alias-
es, Cobrapost reporters
approached these celebrities
asking if they would be willing
to promote a political party dis-
creetly on Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram. 

In a statement on the sting,
Cobrapost said some of the
celebrities tweeted without hav-
ing been paid any money to
"show their eagerness". 

Some celebrities turned

down Cobrapost's offer to pro-
mote a political party on social
media.

"When we approached
Vidya Balan, Arshad Warsi,
Raza Murad and Saumya
Tandon with our proposition,
these celebs chose to go by their
conscience and straightaway
refused to play ball," it said.    

Apart from Shroff, Kher,
Sood and Oberoi, those who
agreed to tweet for money
included names such as Shreyas
Talpade, Sunny Leone, Shakti
Kapoor, Ameesha Patel, Tisca
Chopra, Rakhi Sawant, TV star
Pankaj Dheer and son Nikitin
Dheer, Puneet Issar, Rajpal
Yadav, Minissha Lamba,
Mahima Chaudhary, Rohit Roy,
Aman Verma, Koena Mitra
and Rahul Bhat among others.

Singers Daler Mehndi,
Mika, Abhijeet Bhattacharya
and Baba Sehgal, choreogra-
pher Ganesh Acharya and
comedians Rajpal Yadav, Raju
Srivastava, Krushna Abhishek
and Vijay Ishwarlal Pawar (VIP)
were also part of the list. 

TV actor Hiten Tejwani,
whose name also figures in the
list along with wife Gauri
Pradhan, told PTI, "All I can say
that we haven't taken any
money ..They wanted to give us
money and made a sting out of
it ..They are showing half con-
versations ..The accusations are
fake as the Cobra Post."  PTI
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Dehradun: Twenty-two stu-
dents were arrested for protest-
ing outside a college here
demanding expulsion of
Kashmiri students, police said
on Tuesday.

They were arrested outside
the Uttaranchal College of
Science and Technology on
Sahastradhara Road on Monday
after they shouted slogans
demanding expulsion of
Kashmiri students, Dehradun
SSP Nivedita Kukreti said.

They were later released on
bail.

There have been a series
protests against Kashmiri stu-
dents in the city after the
Pulwama terror attack, with
even the authorities in Jammu
and Kashmir expressing con-
cerns over their safety.

The managements of two
city colleges even announced
they will not admit Kashmiri
students in the future following
the protests.

However, Anil Saini,
Chairman of Alpine College of
Management and Technology,
one of the two colleges, told PTI
that they were forced to make
the announcement under pres-
sure but have taken no such
decisions.

Baba Farid Institute of
Technology, which was the other
city-based institution to give a
similar commitment in writing,

also admitted that it did so under
pressure from a mob.

Authorities in Dehradun
have assured full safety and
security of the students from
Jammu and Kashmir.

IG Garhwal range Ajay
Rautela said the Kashmiri stu-
dents are completely safe and
they should not worry. Police
patrolling in Premnagar area,
where most of the Kashmiri stu-
dents live, has been stepped up.
He also appealed to people to
maintain calm. 

Police have also taken action
in a few cases.

A Kashmiri student of
Sridev Suman Subharti
University was arrested for send-
ing WhatsApp message to his
friends exulting over the terrorist
attack on CRPF personnel.

A case was also registered
against activist from JNU, Shehla
Rashid, after she claimed on
Twitter that some girl students
were "trapped" by a mob shout-
ing slogans outside their hostel
in the city.

Police said there has not
been a single incident on
Tuesday with no complaints or
distress calls received from any-
where.

The Jammu & Kashmir
government has also set up a
helpline for students with des-
ignated officers appointed to
take care of those in the city. PTI
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From Page 1
According to Mohapatra, the extended

winter has been good for the crop as low
temperature will boost the crop growth, he
said while cautioning that the crop could be
affected if there is rain or hailstorm in the
coming weeks.

“Wheat sowing is complete. The acreage
under the crop is slightly lower than last year,
but we expect higher yields and overall pro-
duction will definitely cross 100 million
tonnes,” Mohapatra said.

On other rabi crops, the ICAR chief said
that gram (chana) and mustard crops’ con-
dition is good. There is a possibility of
bumper rabi crop output in 2018-19. The
Centre will soon announce production
estimates for rabi crops of 2018-19.

The acreage under pulses dropped to
151.6 lakh hectare, a little over six per cent
lower than in the same period in 2017-18.
The drop is mainly due to less sowing of
gram - the main rabi pulse crop - in
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Karnataka and
Gujarat. Though there was a slight increase
in pulses acreage in Madhya Pradesh,
Jharkhand, West Bengal and Tamil Nadu,
it wasn’t enough to pull up the numbers.
Two pulse varieties that have reported
higher sowing this year were green peas and
kulthi, which are substantially higher than
in the same period last year.

Another group of crops hit by drought
conditions is coarse cereals. As per data,
there is less cultivation of oilseed in
Maharashtra and Karnataka that led to a 14
per cent fall in acreage, which is 47 lakh
hectare as compared to 54.63 lakh hectare
in the corresponding period in the previ-
ous year.
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He said, “The focus of the security

forces, including the Jammu and Kashmir
police, was very clear on terrorism, and
militant recruitments had decreased in
the Kashmir Valley in recent times, which
was a positive sign.”

Representatives from the Jammu
and Kashmir Police and the CRPF were
also present at the Press conference. 

Responding to a question whether any
major security lapse led to the Pulwama
terror attack, Lt Gen JJS Dhillon, 15 Corps
Commander, said, “There are many inputs
on such matters we keep on receiving,
which I will not discuss. We are acting on
it.”  

He added that recruitment had come
down in the recent months, and that he
would like to congratulate the people of
the Valley on it. He said in the recent
months infiltration has not taken place

through the Line of Control in Kashmir
valley but it is continuing through other
routes along the International border and
south of Jammu. He said we have reports
that Pakistan is pushing infiltrators
through Samba, Hiranagar and Pathankot
sectors as well. 

SP Pani, IG, J&K Police, also con-
firmed that recruitments had come
down significantly in the recent past, and
people of the Kashmir Valley had played
an important role in curtailing youngsters
from diverting towards militancy. “Top
commanders are being hunted down,
conspirators are being eliminated, I am
sure recruitment will gradually go down,”
he said.

On the kind of explosive used in the
Pulwama terror attack and radicalisation
of the Kashmiri youth, Dhillon said, “We
have details on what kind of explosive is
being used. We have details but we would

not like to divulge them.” 
He said radicalisation had not helped

anyone, and all the stakeholders in
Kashmir needed to work collaborative-
ly. The police chief also said they had a
credible lead on where the explosives
came from, and were investing the mat-
ter.

On the issue of a security lapse,
Zulfiqar Hasan, IG, CRPF, said the ROP
(road opening party) was inspecting the
area through which the CRPF convoy
was passing. “The ROP had fully secured
the NH, but now we are changing the
civilian traffic so the entire area will be
cleared before any such movement.” 

Referring to a query of media per-
sons, IGP Kashmir said they are fully
focused on JeM and in last year 58 JeM
terrorists were killed here while 12 ter-
rorists out of 31 killed in this year so far
were affiliated with JeM.

From Page 1
Sitharaman is slated to

inaugurate the five-day bien-
nial event organised by the
Ministry of Defence at the
Yalahanka air base, north of
Bengaluru.     Soon after the
mishap, Bengaluru
Commissioner of Police T
Suneel Kumar said the crash
occurred at the ISRO layout
and that ‘minor damage’ has
been caused to a house near-
by that had no inmates.

Both the aircraft were
reduced to a mangled heap.
“We were watching the
manoeuvre. The aircraft took
off and after some time, they
brushed against each other
while performing a manoeu-
vre and crashed. We heard a

loud noise,” Chetan, an eye-
witness, said.

He said soon after the
crash, about 100-150 people
rushed to the site and tried to
help the injured pilots.    “I held
the hand of a pilot and tried to
comfort him. He was calm. He
was conscious and was
responding,” Chetan said,
adding, that the injured pilots
were thereafter shifted to hos-
pital by authorities.

The tragedy, just a day
before Asia’s premier air show
is to commence, comes about
three weeks after a Mirage-
2000 trainer aircraft of the IAF
crashed at the Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited Airport
here on February 1, killing
both pilots. 

‘Surya Kiran’ (ray of the
Sun), with its breathtaking
manoeuvres and formations, is
always a major attraction in
Aero India shows.        The
team initially used Kiran Mark
II (HJT-16) built by HAL
before switching over to
Hawks.    Also known as “The
Sharks”, the Surya Kiran team,
which has performed in air
shows across the world, is
based at Bidar in north
Karnataka.

The Surya Kiran team
was formed in 1996 with the
objective to serve as “ambas-
sadors” of the Indian Air Force
and showcase their mettle.
After Aero India 2011, the
Surya Kirans were grounded
because the air force faced

shortage of training aircraft.
The aerobatics team was back
in 2017 for Aero India after a
six-year hiatus.

The 12th edition of Aero
India will be held from
February 20-24 in Bengaluru.
As against 72 aircraft in the
previous edition in 2017, only
61 aircraft have registered for
flying and static display on the
tarmac of the air base this time.
Similarly, the number of glob-
al and Indian aerospace firms
participating in the expo has
slumped to 373 from 549 last
time. Of the 373 exhibitors, 200
are from India, 45 from France
and 28 from the US. The rest
are from countries like Russia,
the United Kingdom, Israel,
Germany and Italy. 

From Page 1
Tuesday turned out to be

the birth-star day of
Jayalalithaa, the AIADMK
supremo who ruled the party
with an iron hand till she
breathed her last on
December 5, 2016. Union
Minister for Railways and
Power Piyush Goyal who flew
down to Chennai on Tuesday
and he also drove down to the
hotel for a meeting with
Edappadi Palaniswamy and

Panneerselvam for firming
up the alliance between the
Hindutva party and the
AIADMK.

The discussion between
the AIADMK and the BJP
lasted for more than two
hours giving an indication
that some hard bargaining
could have taken place in the
board room of the star hotel.
The announcement about the
AIADMK-BJP alliance was
made by Deputy Chief

Minister Panneerselvam at
4.45pm (past the inauspicious
Rahu Kaalam which ended at
4.30 pm).

“The AIADMK and the
BJP hereby announce the for-
mation of a mega alliance in
Tamil Nadu. We have allocat-
ed five seats to the BJP in the
ensuing Lok Sabha election
while the BJP would support
as in the remaining seats and
in the 21 Assembly con-
stituencies where by-polls

would be held,” said
Panneerselvam.

Goyal told reporters
after the meeting that the
BJP karyakartas would
work sincerely for the suc-
cess of  all 40 seats (39 from
Tamil Nadu and the lone
seat from Puducherry).
“We will win all the 40
seats,” said Goyal. He also
said that while the BJP
would be part of the
AIADMK-led front in
Tamil Nadu, the con-
stituents of the front led by
the AIADMK have
resolved to strengthen the
hands of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi by being
the part of the National

Democratic Alliance. Goyal
and the AIADMK leaders
said that the constituencies to
be contested by the parties
would be disclosed in due
course.

The forging of the mega
alliance by the AIADMK has
not gone well with the DMK
and its allies, if the initial reac-
tions from Stalin and other
front partners are any indica-
tion. “Ramadoss has sold the
interests of the people of Tamil
Nadu by joining hands with
the BJP and the AIADMK,”
charged MK Stalin, the DMK
chief. Thol Thirumavalavan,
the VCK founder, said that the
PMK’s move to join the
AIADMK led front would
strengthen the DMK front.

Ramesh, veteran colum-
nist and political commenta-
tor pointed out that the DMK
camp was upset over the for-
mation of the AIADMK-led
front. “Stalin has been scarred
because it is not going to be a
cakewalk for him in the elec-
tion. The AIADMK front
would put up a good fight and
may end up with double dig-
its in the election results,”
said Ramesh.

From Page 1
The proposal, when moved, will be fourth such bid

at the UN in past ten years. In 2009 and 2016, India
moved the UN’s Sanctions Committee 1267 to ban
Azhar, also the mastermind of attack on the air base in
Pathankot in January, 2016.

India was joined by P3 countries --the US, the UK and
France-- in the 2016 proposal.

In 2017, these P3 countries moved a similar propos-
al at the United Nations. However, China has always blocked
the proposal from being adopted by the UN.

According to sources, this time around also, France,
a permanent member of the UN, is expected to be joined
by other countries in the proposal.

“At the UN, France will lead a proposal to put Masood
Azhar on the terrorist list... It will happen in a couple of
days,” a senior French source told PTI.

The French decision was discussed between Philippe
Etienne, Diplomatic Advisor to the French President and
National Security Advisor Ajit Doval this morning,
sources added. While expressing his sincere condolences,
the French leader, who called Doval, also emphasised that
the two countries should coordinate their diplomatic efforts. 

The proposal will be a boost to New Delhi’s efforts to
designate Azhar as a global terrorist at the UN.

After the Pulwama attack, New Delhi reached out to
the international community, most of which condemned
the terror strike, to highlight the role of Pakistan in using
terrorism as an instrument of state policy.

China expressed deep “shock” over the Pulwama attack
carried out by a Jaish suicide bomber, but did not give an
assurance to India that it will back New Delhi’s appeal to
list its chief as a global terrorist. Significantly, a day ahead
of his visit to India, Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman in a joint statement with Prime Minister Imran
Khan in Pakistan on Monday also called for avoiding “politi-
cisation” of the UN listing regime, a position that may not
go well in New Delhi.

From Page 1
This had adversely affected not

only the plantation and maintenance
activity of that year but also the
afforestation works carried out in the
previous years, which had led to seri-
ous constraints in successful imple-
mentation of the scheme as the
approved annual work programme
could not be followed by the States. 

Moreover, with the change in
funding pattern from 100% Centrally
sponsored to sharing pattern in 2015-
16 as 60: 40  between Central vs State,
and decline in budget allocation from
�100 crore for 2015-16 to a meagre �60
crore for 2016-17, the targeted area of
afforestation annually has already
declined gradually over the last 4
years. 

Only 35,986 hectares of new areas
could be sanctioned during 2015-16
due to change in the funding pattern
and budget constraints, noted the
panel. 

Further, due to budget insuffi-
ciency ancillary activities like strength-
ening of Joint Forestry Management
Committees, soil moisture conserva-
tion, fencing, awareness generation,
monitoring and evaluation, etc. could
not be supported properly which
adversely affected the very purpose of
this scheme such as preservation of
forests by participatory approach.
During 2017-18, afforestation over
39,847 hectares has been targeted and
Rs.80 crores has been released. 

Further, as the scheme is demand
driven, several proposals from some
States could not be approved due to
want of budget allocation in 2017-18,
said the panel.
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Israel has offered uncondi-
tional help to India in

defending itself, especially
against terrorism, asserting
that “there is no limit” to its
assistance, an assurance which
assumes significance amid
demands that the Government
should consider Israeli-type
retaliation to terror strikes.

The comments by newly-
appointed Israeli envoy Dr
Ron Malka came in response to
a question on up to what extent
Jerusalem will go to help India
which has been a victim of ter-
rorism. 

Last Thursday, in one of
the deadliest attacks in Jammu
and Kashmir, Pakistan-based
terror outfit JeM killed 40
CRPF personnel after which
there have been growing
demands that the government
should explore Israeli-type anti-
terror operations. Israeli mili-
tary is known for its precise and
quick strikes.

“Whatever India needs to
defend itself there is no limit.
We are here to help our close
friend India to defend itself
specially against terrorism
because terrorism is the prob-
lem of the world and not only
of India and Israel,” Malka
told PTI in an interview early

last week. 
Emphasising that the world

should fight terrorism and
eliminate it by collaborating, he
said, “So, we help India, share
our knowledge, share our tech-
nique because we really want to
help our really important
friend.”  

The 52-year old Malka,
who was in Israeli military
service from where he retired
with the rank of Full Colonel,
said Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu told him that India
was a very “important partner,
very important friend and he
wants to collaborate to enhance
ties and deepen them... To
share our knowledge.”
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The Supreme Court on
Tuesday expressed concern

over thousands of illegal
migrants being kept in detention
centres for years in Assam with-
out being repatriated or deport-
ed to their countries of origin.

“Don’t you think some
explanation is called from State
Government as to why these
people are detained for such a
long period? Many of them
have been detained for last 9-
10 years. What is the justifica-
tion,” a bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi asked
Solicitor General Tushar Mehta.

Mehta, who was appearing
for the Assam Government,
said there was a need for evolv-
ing a mechanism for repatriat-
ing them and it should be
done expeditiously.

The Solicitor General
explained the nitty gritty
involved in dealing with the ille-
gal migrants whose verification
were done to determine their
nationality before deporting
them from the detention centres.

However, the bench, also
comprising justices L
Nageswara Rao and Sanjiv
Khanna, raised several issues
connected with the detention
centre and said that the
detainees cannot be held for
indefinite period. 

“For all these years, the liv-
ing condition at the detention
centre are far from satisfacto-
ry. People are detained for the
last 10 years. You are unable to
repatriate them,” the bench
said adding that “condition in
the detention centre are sub-
human and it is pathetic.”   

The bench, which agreed
to the request of the solicitor
general to give him two weeks’
time to address the concerns
raised by it, posted the matter
for March 13.
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The Supreme Court on
Tuesday granted protec-

tion from arrest in all cases reg-
istered against former IPS offi-
cer Bharati Ghosh, who had
recently joined the BJP.

A bench headed by Justice
AK Sikri said no coercive
action should be taken against
her and posted the matter for
further hearing after three
weeks.

Ghosh, once considered
close to Mamata Banerjee, had
moved the apex court seeking
protection from arrest, saying
the West Bengal government
has registered 10 FIRs against
her.

She said that apex court
had already granted protection
from arrest in seven cases but
the state has registered three
more FIRs against her.

The West Bengal govern-
ment opposed the plea of
Ghosh and said there are clear
evidences against her and sub-
mitted a transcript of a pur-
ported conversation between
Ghosh and her personal secu-
rity officer.
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The Supreme Court on
Tuesday said it will hear

afresh the Centre’s review plea
against its verdict along with the
new petitions filed against the
amendments to the SC/ST Act as
the old bench has now changed.

The top court listed all the
matters on March 26 and said
it will hear them continuously
for three days.

The Centre has filed the
review petition against the  last
year’s March 20 verdict by
which the top court, taking
note of rampant misuse of the
stringent SC/ST Act against
government servants and pri-
vate individuals, had diluted
the arrest provisions.

A bench of Justices UU
Lalit and Indu Malhotra said
that since the old bench which
comprised Justice (retd) Adarsh
Goel has changed, all the mat-
ters will now be heard afresh.

“The old bench comprising
Justice Goel, which heard the
Centre’s review petition for
quite some time has changed
due to the retirement, it would
be appropriate if all the peti-
tions are heard de novo
(afresh). List the matter on
March 26,” the bench said.

It clarified that the hearing
will continue for three consec-
utive days and if need arises
then it can be taken over for
one or two days more.
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Giving up the restraint it
showed so far, the

Congress on Tuesday attacked
the Government over the
Pulwama terror attack, alleging
“huge security lapses” and ask-
ing Prime Minister Narendra
Modi to “walk the talk”. The
Congress in the last few days
had avoided directly attacking
the Government after party
chief Rahul Gandhi said that
his party is not going to have
any conversation over the next
couple of days other than the
fact that “our most beloved
people have been killed, their
families need us, and we are
going to stand with them”. 

Congress spokesperson
Abhishek Manu Singhvi said
Modi in his run up to the cam-
paign in 2014 made highly
provocative statements includ-
ing resignation calls for then PM
(Manmohan Singh) at smallest
incident. “We do not do so post
Uri, post Parliament attack,
post Pulwama. But huge secu-
rity lapses have to be plugged for
no recurrence,” he said.

The party also questioned
“huge security lapses” including
the “ridiculous idea” of moving
2,500 jawans in 78 vehicles at
one go, allowing any civilian
vehicle on road simultaneous-
ly, ignoring direct written intel-
ligence reports on Jaish suicide
attack since December 2018.

Another senior Congress
leader Kapil Sibal also hit out
at the government over the
Pulwama terror attack on
Tuesday. “Modi ji you say: It’s
over, the time to talk. You may
be right, but: It’s time to walk
the talk,” he said in a tweet.

Senior Congress leader
Ahmed Patel termed Saudi
Arabia signing a slew of invest-
ment agreements worth USD 20
billion with Pakistan as “unfor-
tunate” and said he expected
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to convey the nation’s senti-
ments to the crown prince of that
country during bilateral talks.

“As Crown Prince
Mohammed Bin Salman arrives
in Delhi, his decision to reward
Pakistan by giving them a USD
20 billion package, 96 hours
after our jawans were martyred
is most unfortunate. I expect the
Prime Minister to convey the
nation’s sentiments to the Saudi
Arabian delegation,” he added.

Meanwhile, senior
Congress leader Digvijaya
Singh urged his party colleague
Navjot Singh Sidhu, engulfed in
a political row over remarks fol-
lowing the Pulwama attack, to
convince his “friend” and
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan to act against terrorists.

Singh’s tongue-in-cheek
remarks come amid the con-
troversy over Sidhu’s comments
asking whether an entire nation
could be blamed “for a handful
of people”. “I know Modi ‘bhak-

ts’ are going to troll me for this
but I don’t care. Imran Khan a
cricketer who I admire, can’t
take on these Muslim funda-
mentalists and ISI sponsored
terrorist groups, I can’t believe,”
Singh said in a series of tweets.

He also asked the Pakistan
Prime Minister to show “guts”
and hand over Hafiz Saeed and
Masood Azhar to India,
terming them as “self-con-
fessed perpetrators of terror”.
Khan would not only bail
Pakistan out of the financial
crisis, but also be the front run-
ner for Nobel Peace Prize for
doing so, he said.

“Navjot Singh Sidhu ji apne
dost Imran bhai ko samjhaiye.
Uskii vajah se aap ko gali padh
rahi hai (Convince your friend
Imran. You (Sidhu) are getting
abused because of him),” the
former Madhya Pradesh chief
minister said.

Singh also called for stop-
ping “unnecessary persecution”
of innocent Kashmiri students
and traders across the country.
“Do we want Kashmir with the
Kashmiris or without
Kashmiris? We as a nation
have to make a choice,” he said.

“We are all to be blamed.
Can’t we for sometime sweep
our political differences under
the carpet and come together
to bring back the communal
harmony and Kashmiri
Muslim and Kashmiri Hindu
brotherhood...Which was the
hallmark of J&K?” Singh said.
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Aturbaned Sikh, barred
from participating in a

sporting event without a helmet
or protective gear, cannot claim
discrimination or interference
with his religious rights, the
Supreme Court said on
Tuesday.

The top court refused to
interfere with the alleged dis-
qualification of a Delhi-based
50-year-old Sikh cycling enthu-
siast from a long-distance
cycling event for refusing to
wear a helmet.

A bench of Justices SA
Bobde, SK Kaul and Deepak
Gupta also took strong excep-
tion to the submission of peti-
tioner Jagdeep Singh Puri that
if Army can allow a Sikh to
wear a turban on the line of
duty, how can the organisers of
a sporting event object.

Senior advocate RS Suri,
appearing for Puri who is a
graphic designer, said that if a
Sikh can be allowed to wear a tur-
ban in the Indian Armed Forces
then why can’t he be allowed to
wear it in a sporting event.
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The Supreme Court on
Tuesday decided not to

pass any order directing per-
sonal presence of West Bengal
Chief Secretary, DGP and for-
mer Kolkata Police
Commissioner before it in con-
nection with the Saradha chit
fund scam in which they have
been issued a contempt notice.

“We are not passing any
order. We will take up this mat-
ter tomorrow,” said a bench
comprising Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justices LN
Rao and Sanjiv Khanna.

According to the February
5 order, the matter was listed on
whether Chief Secretary Malay
Kumar De, DGP Virendra
Kumar and Rajeev Kumar, for-
mer Kolkata Police
Commissioner would be
ordered to appear personally
before the court on February 20
after the perusal of their affi-
davits filed yesterday.

Kumar was on Monday
shifted as Additional Director
General of Police (ADG) and
Inspector General of Police
(IGP), Criminal Investigation

Department (CID), West
Bengal.

The apex court on
February 5 had issued con-
tempt notice to the trio on CBI
allegations that they obstruct-
ed the agency and there was
tampering with the electronic
evidence in the cases arising
out of the Saradha chit fund
scam.

The top court had said that
after perusing their affidavits,
a decision would be taken
whether their personal appear-
ance would be required or not
and if needed, the Secretary
General, apex court would
inform them.
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Afour-day Agricultural
Science Congress will com-

mence on Wednesday with an
aim to deliberate on doubling
farmers’ income by 2022 with
a spotlight on transformation
through farm innovation.  

Agriculture Minister
Radha Mohan Singh will inau-
gurate the event being organ-
ised by the National Academy
of Agricultural Science (NASS),
Indian Council of Agriculture
Research(ICAR) and Indian
Agricultural Research Institute
(IARI) at Pusa complex. 

“The theme of the Congress
is ‘Innovations for Agricultural
Transformation’ which is high-
ly topical at the juncture when
the government is making all
efforts to lessen the agrarian cri-
sis and improve welfare of farm-
ers through enhancing income,”
NASS President Panjab Singh
told reporters.

The Congress provides a
single platform for agri-scien-
tific community to discuss the
problems and plan out a new
strategy at a time when the
prime minister has given a tar-
get of doubling farmers’ income
by 2022, said ICAR Director
General Trilochan Mohapatra.

The Congress, organised
once every two years, will
showcase agriculture not only
as the main source of employ-
ment and livelihood security
for nearly 50 per cent of the
country’s population, but also
as a business opportunity, ser-
vice provider, industry and
ecosystem protector.

Reflecting on the journey
from green revolution to gene
revolution, the Congress will
underpin the need for innovation
to drive congruent acceleration
of productivity, profitablility, sus-
tainability and inclusivity.
Director of IARI A K Singh said
that there will showcase of tech-
nolongies being used in the areas
of crops, animal husbandry, fish-
eries and horticulture.

About 2,000 delegates from
17 countries are expected to
attend the event that will end on
February 23. There will be 10
thematic areas, 32 technical
sessions which will cover the
cutting edge area of science and
technology such as genomics,
genomic selection, genome edit-
ing, speed breeding, protected
cultivation, vertical farming,
drones, remote sensing and
post harvest management crops.
A convention hall will also be
unveiled on the occasion.
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Union Home Minister
Rajnath Singh on

Wednesday launched emer-
gency helpline number 112
for women security and imme-
diate assistance to anyone in
distress in 16 states. The 112
helpline is an integration of
police (100), fire (101) and
women (1090) helpline num-
bers. The health helpline (108)
will be integrated with it soon.

Launching the ‘112’
helpline, under the Emergency
Response Support System
(ERSS), Home Minister
Rajnath Singh said the central
government is committed to
the safety of citizens, particu-
larly women, for whom laws
were changed to ensure the
guilty is punished in a time-
bound manner. “The helpline
number ‘112’ will be activated
across the country by next
year and anyone in distress can
reach the helpline by pressing
a single key of phones which
will be pre-programmed,” he
said.

The 16 states and Union
Teritories are Andhra Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Punjab, Kerala,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh, Telangana,
Tamil Nadu, Gujarat,
Puducherry, Lakshadweep,
Andaman, Dadar and Nagar

Haveli, Daman and Diu,
Jammu and Kashmir.

The ‘112’ helpline has
already been launched in
Himachal Pradesh and
Nagaland.

To access emergency ser-
vices, a person can dial ‘112’ on
a phone or press the power but-
ton of a smart phone three
times quickly to send a panic
call to the Emergency Response
Centre. In case of a normal
phone, a long press of the ‘5’ or
‘9’ key will activate the panic
call. People can also log onto
the ERSS website for the
respective state and send an
emergency email or SOS alert
to state ERC. They can use 

‘112’ India mobile app,
which is available free on
Google Play Store and Apple
Store. The single number for
emergency services is similar to
‘911’ in the United States.

The Home Minister said
safe city implementation mon-
itoring portal will instill a sense
of security in women in metro
cities. “The Government has
identified eight cities for imple-
mentation of safe city projects
in first phase at a cost of Rs
2,919 crore. The cities are
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Lucknow and
Mumbai. The projects are
funded under Nirbhaya Fund
scheme,” he said.
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Preliminary probe into the
Pulwama attack has

revealed that there was virtu-
ally no movement of civilian
vehicles in the vicinity two and
a half hours before the suicide
bomber hit the CRPF convoy
killing at least 40 paramilitary
personnel on February 14.  

The alarming finding is
being probed by the agencies to
ascertain if the locals were aware
about the impending attack.
The probe assumes significance
as it will help in ascertaining the
level of local support for the
Jaish-e-Mohammad squad that
executed the deadliest terror
strike in the Valley in the last
three decades, sources said. 

Meanwhile, the NIA has
called many witnesses for ques-
tioning including three persons
whose call detail records sug-
gest several calls were made to
some unknown numbers in the
run up to the terror strike. 

While the impact of the
blast was such that one of the
buses of the CRPF convoy was
turned into a lump of mangled
remains even as other buses

also bore the brunt, not a sin-
gle civilian vehicle came under
its impact. According to the
policy then prevalent, civilian
vehicles were allowed to ply
during movement of paramil-
itary convoys. 

“The role of the locals in
logistical support to the JeM
module is being probed even as
the chemical analysis of the
explosives used in the blast is
awaited,” an official privy to the
probe said. 

While the NIA suspects the
explosive used in the suicide
bombing to be ammonium
nitrate as foul smell was emit-
ted after explosion, the distinct
feature is missing in case of
RDX. However, the Jammu
and Kashmir police estimates
suggest the chemical used in
the fidayeen attack to be RDX. 

The inputs for the retalia-
tory strike by the security
forces on Monday in which

three JeM commanders were
liquidated came from the
sources in the Hizbul
Mujahideen, also a terror group
but is ostensibly sidelined off
late by their masters in the
Pakistan army and the ISI,
sources said.  

On Monday, the security
forces killed three Jaish teror-
rists, including outfit’s com-
mander Kamran who was a
key aide of the main conspir-
ator of the Pulwama suicide car
bombing on the CRPF, Abdul
Rashid Ghazi. 

Kamran had infiltrated
Jammu and Kashmir in
December last year along with
Abdul Rashid Ghazi and
Mohammad Umer, a nephew
of JeM chief Maulana Masood
Azhar to avenge the killing of
Jaish commanders Usman and
Talha Rashid by the security
forces. Both  Usman and
Rashid were nephews of Azhar.
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Congress General Secretary
Priyanka Gandhi has

sought some more time from
the party to kick-start her
General elections campaign in
the crucial State of Uttar
Pradesh. While Priyanka has
asked the party workers to
start aggressively right from
booth level and then hit the
streets taking to the people the
ideology of the party and the
good works of the past
Congress regimes, she con-
veyed her availability for the
full-fledged campaign from
only the second week of March. 

AICC sources close to her
said that Priyanka, who entered
into active politics early this
month, is still trying to grasp
more of the Purvanchal equa-
tion so that she does not falter
in the the high voltage Lok
Sabha campaign. Priyanka is
incharge of the Eastern UP
which has 41 Lok Saha seats
including that of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
Varanasi. 

“Before she goes full throt-
tle and makes UP her home
until the elections are held she
wants to do proper homework.
She has engaged party workers
and formed an intelligence

team to gather all information
pertaining to each Assembly
constituency of all the
Parliamentary seats under her
charge. She wants everything to
be on finger tips and for that
she needs time. Probably by
March second week she will
start her campaign,” sources
close to Priyanka said.  

In a meeting with party
workers on Monday she said
they should not expect a “mir-
acle” from her and the party’s
performance depends on its
booth-level organisation. She
asked the Congress workers to
strengthen the booth-level
organisation of the party.

Alongwith Priyanka,
Jyotiraditya Scindia was also
appointed AICC general sec-
retary incharge for UP west.
Both the leaders have held a
series of discussions with party
workers both in Lucknow and
Delhi as the party is trying to
revive itself in the state where
it faces a challenge from the
BJP as well as an alliance of
Samajwadi Party and Bahujan
Samaj Party. 

Both the rivals from UP,
the BSP and the SP recently
formed an alliance leaving
Congress alone in its fight to
take on sitting the BJP which
currently has 68 MPs of the
total of 80 Lok Sabha seats.
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As the Bills could not pass in
Rajya Sabha due to stiff

opposition, Union Cabinet on
Tuesday approved ordinances to
prevent instant Triple Talaq,
amendments proposed in the
Indian Medical Council,
Companies Act. The Cabinet
meeting also approved increase
in the Dearness Allowance by 3
per cent effective from January
1, 2019, a move which will ben-
efit 1.1 crore central government
employees and pensioners.

The Triple Talaq bill which
seeks to make the practise of
talaq-e-biddat void, is pending
in Rajya Sabha. The bill will
lapse on June 3 with the disso-
lution of the present Lok Sabha.
The Cabinet has given its nod
to the Triple Talaq Ordinance,
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
said. Once signed by President
Ram Nath Kovind, the triple
talaq ordinance will come into
force for the third time in less
than one year.

The Cabinet Committee
on Economic Affairs (CCEA)
has approved the revision of
norms under Mid-Day Meal
Scheme with an outlay of
�12,054 Crore for 2019-20 in
addition to the subsidy of about
�8,000 crore borne by
Department of Food & Public
Distribution, said the statement
issued by the Government.
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Ahead of 2019 Lok Sabha
polls, the Union Cabinet

on Tuesday approved a project
Rapid Rail Transit System
(RRTS) connecting Delhi-
Ghaziabad-Meerut covering a
distance of 82.15 kms.  The
project will cost �30, 274 crore.
The rapid rail will have a
design speed of 180 kmph and
will operate at 160 kmph. It is
expected to cater to nearly 7.4
lakh daily commuters as per
the detailed project report.
The rapid train will cover the
distance in 55 minutes from
Meerut to Delhi.  Presently,
traveler takes 2 to 3 hours to
complete the distance between
Delhi and Meerut.

Addressing after the cabi-
net meeting, Union Minister
Arun Jaitley said that the cen-
tral assistance to this project in
the form of grant and sub
ordinate debt will be Rs 5634
crore.  “The implementation of

this project will provide addi-
tional public transport infra-
structure to the National
Capital Region to address the
issue of congestion, air pollu-
tion, catalyse balanced and
sustainable regional develop-
ment,” 

As per proposal, there will
be 24 stations between Delhi
and Meerut. Of the total length
of 82.15 kms, 68.03 kms will be
elevated while 14.12 kms will
be underground. The RRTS
station can accommodate 12-
coach trains with superior
amenities is all set to change the
way India travels on rails.

The Sarai Kale Khan sta-
tion, the starting point of the
Delhi-Meerut corridor will be
a transit hub, with an existing
inter-state bus terminal, the
Hazrat Nizamuddin Railway
Station, and the upcoming
Delhi Metro station, on the
Pink Line, which you can read
about here.

The trains will have the
facilities of universal access,
which means differently-abled
people won’t have an issue
embarking or disembarking.
The stations will have platform
screen doors, and trains will be
loaded with safety features for
safety and stability at high
speeds.
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In a major development,
Unites States has resolved to

cooperate with India on counter
terrorism and work with it to get
to the nadir of the terror attacks.
The US also called on Pakistan
to put an end immediately to its
support and safe haven, pro-
vided to all terrorist groups
operating from its soil.
Addressing the media on the
sidelines of a programme on
Tuesday, the US Ambassador to
India, Kenneth I Juster, has
said US is closely working with
India in terms of getting to the
bottom of the terrorist attacks.
He was referring to Pulwama
incident in Jammu & Kashmir
and said US will ask Pakistan to
stop supporting terrorists from
its soil.

He said "We are working
closely with the Government of
India in terms of getting to the
crux of the terrorist attacks. We
have condemned them. We
have previously condemned
terrorist sanctuaries that exist in
Pakistan and we have suspend-
ed military assistance to them"   

"This incident bolsters our
resolve to cooperate with India
on “counter terrorism matters”
and work with them to get to
the bottom of what occurred last
week," he said on the Pulwama
incident, in which 40 CRPF per-
sonnel were killed in one of the
deadliest terror strikes in

decades in Jammu & Kashmir.
Juster described the

Pulwama attack as "horrific."
Pakistan-based Jaish-e-
Mohammad (JeM), headed by
Masood Azhar, has claimed
responsibility for the attack in
which a suicide bomber
rammed a vehicle carrying
explosives into a bus in the
CRPF convoy.

The US ambassador is here
leading a high-level US delega-
tion for the five-day Aero India
event beginning in Bengaluru
on Wednesday  at the outskirts
at Yalahanka air base.

Asked if he would foresee
Pakistan ordering a crack-
downon terror groups operating
from its soil with more pressure
from the US, Juster said "I don't
want to get ahead of the situa-
tion that is developing, we have
condemned the existence of
terrorist sanctuaries and we are
urging Pakistan to crackdown
on those and we will have to see
what the factual... in terms of
exactly how this incident
occurred."

On US' defence relationship
with India, Juster said it con-
tinued to undergo a rapid
expansion as part of the deep-
ening strategic partnership
between the two countries.
He said the US and India were
committed to strengthening
defence cooperation in line
with India's status as a major
defence partner and added that

defence acquisition was a key
element of "deepening our bilat-
eral relationship."

The US delegation to Aero
India includes Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Sustainment
Alan Shaffer and Director of the
Defense Security Cooperation
Agency Lieutenant General
Charles Hooper.

Twenty eight U.S. compa-
nies are participating in Aero
India, 19 of which are exhibit-
ing in the USA Partnership
Pavilion, organized for the fifth
consecutive edition by Kallman
Worldwide.  There are four
Pavilion exhibitors presenting
for the first time at Aero India.
In addition to U.S. Department
of Commerce and U.S.
Department of State officials,
more than 100 U.S.
Department of Defense per-
sonnel will support the U.S. del-
egation at Aero India 2019,
including a demonstration
team for the C-17 Globemaster
III assigned to the 535th Airlift
Squadron, Joint Base Pearl
Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii, and
the F-16 Fighting Falcons
assigned to the 35th Fighter
Wing, Misawa Air Base, Japan.
U.S. Naval assets on display will
include the F/A-18 Super
Hornet from VFA-27 Marine
Corps Air Station Iwakuni,
Japan, and a P-8 from VP-47
Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island, Washington.

Varanasi (UP): Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Tuesday invoked poet-saint
Guru Ravidas on his birth anniversary,
urging people to end caste discrimination
and identify those who promote it in their
"self interest".

Modi addressed two meetings and
launched development projects worth
�3,000 crore during the visit to Varanasi,
the second in a month to his Lok Sabha
constituency ahead of the parliamentary
elections.

He hit out indirectly at Congress
president Rahul Gandhi and Samajwadi
Party president Akhilesh Yadav for “mock-
ing” the high-speed Vande Bharat train
from Varanasi to Delhi after it developed
a snag, saying they had insulted the engi-
neers involved in the project.

Laying the foundation stone for the
Ravidas Janmasthali area development pro-
ject here, Modi said caste discrimination
is an impediment in achieving social har-
mony.

"Guruji had said that there should be
no discrimination on the basis of caste. Till
caste discrimination is there, people can-
not connect with each other, social har-
mony is not possible and equality cannot
be ensured," Modi said.

"Identify those who in their self-
interest, create caste discrimination and
promote it," he urged, without taking any
names.

The prominent saint from the Bhakti
movement of the 15th and the 16th cen-
turies was born in Varanasi.  His hymns
often addressed caste issues.

"He dreamt of a society where all are
taken care of. We have tried to follow this
tenet during the past four and a half years
with 'Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas' (inclusive

development),” the Prime Minister said.
"My Government focused on ‘panchd-

harma’ — education, income, medicine,
irrigation and addressing public grievances
— irrespective of caste, creed and other fac-
tors," he said.

"Unfortunately, caste discrimination
has not been removed till now. The New
India will witness this change with the help
of the youth," he said.

Modi also paid homage to Varanasi's
Ramesh Yadav, one of the soldiers killed
in the recent terror attack in Kashmir's
Pulwama.

"The entire country will be forever
indebted to the families of the soldiers who
laid down lives for the country," he said.

Modi referred to attempts to fight back
money and corruption in property deals,

and hit out against complacency.
"A ‘chalta hai’ mentality had crept in.

My Government tried to change it," he said.
"Those who looted public money are

being brought to book and honest people
are being honoured," he said.

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath called Modi "Kashiputra", or
a son of Varanasi.

Hitting out at political rivals for mak-
ing farm loan waivers an issue before the
polls, the Prime Minister said �7.5 lakh
crore will reach the farmers' accounts
directly over the next few years under his
Government's schemes. He said while
emphasising on developing infrastructure,
his Government was also focusing on mak-
ing life better for the poor, the farmers and
the middle class. PTI
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Allahabad: Five tents were
gutted in a fire that broke out
at a camp in Kumbh Mela here
on Tuesday, officials said.

The fire started at around
11:30 am from a tent at the
camp in Sector 5 here when
prasad was being prepared.
Four nearby tents were also
gutted in the fire, said Pramod
Kumar Sharma, the chief fire
officer (CFO) of Kumbh.

There was no injury or loss
of life in the fire, the CFO said.

Seeing smoke billow out,
fire tenders were rushed to the
spot, he said.

The fire was doused with-
in 10 minutes, the Sharma said.

The tents which caught
fire were the ones where
'Kalpwasi' pilgrims from
Madhya Pradesh were staying.
Quilts and other domestic
items were damaged in the fire,
the official said.

The incident took place on
the auspicious occasion of
Maghi Purnima.

The penultimate bathing
day of the over 50-day-long
Kumbh Mela, Maghi Purnima
marks the end of the month-
long penance period of
Kalpwasi pilgrims.

There have been some
minor fire incidents at the
Kumbh this year.

Last week, Bihar Governor
Lalji Tandon escaped unhurt
after a fire broke out at a tent
located on the Kumbh Mela
campus here. PTI

Jammu: A truck driver was
critically injured when he was
allegedly fired upon by securi-
ty forces for jumping a check
point in Jammu & Kashmir's
Samba district, police said on
Tuesday.

Naresh Kumar (27), a res-
ident of Hiranagar area in
Kathua district, was signalled to
stop by security forces near a
checkpoint at Veer-Boomi park
along the Jammu-Pathankot
highway, but he did not pay any
heed and tried to speed away,
a police official said.

Getting suspicious, he said
security forces allegedly fired a
few shots, resulting in bullet
injuries to the driver.

The incident occurred
around 12.45 am on Tuesday.
The injured driver was initial-
ly shifted to a local hospital and

later referred to the
Government medical college
hospital in Jammu for spe-
cialised treatment, the official
said.

He said the condition of
the driver was stated to be "crit-
ical".

Police have taken cogni-
sance of the incident and start-
ed investigations, he said. PTI
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Mata ki Jai' rent the air at the
Kumbh Mela on Tuesday as
people offered prayers for the
CRPF personnel killed in the
Pulwama terror attack and lakhs
of devotees took a dip in the
waters of Sangam here on the
occasion of Maghi Purnima.

The penultimate bathing
day of the over 50-day-long
Kumbh Mela, Maghi Purnima
marks the end of the month-
long penance period of
Kalpwasi pilgrims.

Uttar Pradesh-resident
Ashutosh Ranjan was among
the several who prayed for the
paramilitary personnel killed in
last week's suicide attack in
Jammu and Kashmir.

"More than cleansing my
sins, me and my family are here
to pray for the souls of our brave
men and for strength of their
friends and family. I hope this

holy day of Maghi Purnima
blesses us all with good wisdom
and peaceful thoughts for one
and other," a teary-eyed Ranjan
said.

There were also chants of
'Har Har Mahadev' and 'Ganga
Maiya Ki Jai' across the Sangam
— the confluence of Ganga,
Yamuna and the mythical
Saraswati rivers.

An old ascetic said Kalpwasi
pilgrims living on the banks of
the Ganga for nearly a month
would head home after taking
the dip on Tuesday.

"Kalpwasis are usually
regarded the most faithful pil-
grims of Prayaga Kumbh Mela.
They vow to live an austere and
minimalist life on the banks of
the Ganga for a month," he said.

A nip in the air failed to
deter the overwhelming crowd
of devotees seen taking the
holy dip at the Sangam as early

as 4 am, despite vehicle restric-
tions in the vicinity of the
makeshift township of Kumbh
Nagri.

"I have seen that the crowd
picks up later in the day. So it
makes sense to take the dip early
in the morning," said Aditya
Langar from Pathankot, who
was busy drying up his clothes
after taking the dip.

Forty nine special trains and
2,500 buses were pressed into
service by the administration to
ferry devotees from far away
places to the Kumbh on Maghi
Purnima.

Though not a shahi snan,
Maghi Purnima — like Paush
Purnima and Maha Shivratri —
is called a 'parv snan' and is part
of the six important bathing
days during the Kumbh.

The belief is that a dip in the
Ganga on the auspicious day
washes away sins. PTI
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Kolkata: The Kashmiri doctor,
who claimed he was asked to
leave Kolkata following the
Pulwama attack, is considering
bidding adieu to the city after
his daughters complained of
ostracism in school and neigh-
bourhood.

The doctor, a cardiologist
who has been living here for
the last 22 years, has claimed
that a day after the terror
attack, he was threatened of
"dire consequences" if he con-
tinued to stay in the city with
his family.

The Pulwama terror strike
in Jammu & Kashmir on
February 14 claimed the lives
of 40 CRPF personnel and
injured several others.

In spite of the threats, the
doctor said on Monday that he
would stay put after the West
Bengal Government came to
his rescue.

The doctor's daughters,
aged nine and seven, are stu-
dents of one of the leading
English-medium schools in
the city.

Ananya Chakraborti,
Chairperson of the West
Bengal State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights,

who had been coordinating
with the family and assured all
support to them, said both the
girls have been ostracised by
their friends in school.

"The doctor told me that
his daughters' friends are not
interacting with them proper-
ly. I told him not to get tensed.
I spoke to the school author-
ities and they said they will
look into it," Chakraborti told
PTI.

Some kids who go to
school with the doctor's
daughters, all of a sudden,
have stopped travelling with
them, she said.

The doctor also told me
that some children even
stopped talking to his daugh-
ters, Chakraborti said.

"We have assured all sup-
port. But this is an alarming
situation which is being delib-
erately created ahead of the

elections, with the sole aim of
polarisation," she said.

The doctor, who did not
wish to be named, could not
be contacted as he is not will-
ing to speak to the media.

He had said on Monday
that he was heckled but he did
not pay much attention to the
threats he received initially.

However, his concern
grew when some men gath-
ered outside his residence and
threatened to harm his daugh-
ters, unless he "returned to
Pakistan".

According to the doctor,
on February 15, a day after the
Pulwama attack, five men aged
between 20 and 25 years had
come to his house after he
returned home from his cham-
ber, asking him to leave the
city immediately and "go back
to Pakistan as Kashmiris have
no place in this country". PTI

Ahmedabad: A court at
Khambhaliya in Dwarka district
of Gujarat on Tuesday awarded
life sentence to seven members
of a family, including two
women, for the 'honour killing'
of a married couple in 2014.

Additional sessions Judge A
M Sheikh sentenced the seven
- the victim woman Puriben
Chauhan's parents Jesabhai
Chauhan and Kantaben, and
her relatives Babubhai
Chauhan, Manoj Chauhan,
Devabhai Chauhan, Vanraj
Chauhan and Pujiben Chauhan
- to imprisonment for the rest
of their lives.

The victim had married
Govindbhai Chauhan in 2010

against the wishes of her par-
ents. Four years after their
marriage, the woman's parents
and other relatives attacked
the couple with sharp weapons
while they were working in a
field at Jamgadhka village.

Govindbhai Chauhan died
on the spot while his wife
Puriben Chauhan was serious-
ly injured and died later at a
hospital in Jamnagar.

The couple had a daughter,
who was three years' old at the
time of the incident.

A case was filed at
Kalyanpur police station in
connection with the incident
under various Indian Penal
Code sections, including 302

(murder).
After investigation, the

Kalyanpur police concluded
that it was a case of 'honour
killing' and arrested the seven
people.

The court, after considering
deposition of 31 witnesses, doc-
umentary evidences and argu-
ments of public prosecutor L R
Chavda on behalf of the state
Government, convicted all the
seven under IPC Section 302
and awarded them life impris-
onment.

They were also awarded
one month imprisonment and
a fine of �2,500 each under IPC
Section 447 (criminal tres-
pass). PTI
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Lakhimpur Kheri (UP): A
rare Indian snake species —
Red Coral Kukri — has been
sighted in the Dudhwa Tiger
Reserve (DTR) here after a
gap of 82 years, park officials
said on Tuesday.

The snake was sighted on
Monday night. The reptile was
first sighted in Dudhwa in
1936 and even its zoological
name 'oligodon Kheriensis'
finds its roots in its Kheri-spe-
cific location. "It is after almost
82 years that this species has
been rediscovered in Dudhwa
forests," said Field Director,
DTR, Ramesh Kumar Pandey.

Pandey told PTI that "on
Monday night, a team was
patrolling in south Sonaripur
range forests when about a one
metre long snake clinging to
railway track near Sonaripur
Railway Station was sighted."

"Its bright orange colour
attracted the attention of the
team as this type of snake was
never before sighted here," he
said, adding, "Out of curiosity,
he photographed the snake
and recorded it." Pandey said
during a study it was found to
be Red Coral Kukri snake.
During his stint at Katarniaghat
Wildlife Sanctuary in 2004,
Pandey had rediscovered
another snake species known as
Branded Krait.

Mahavir Kaujlagi, deputy
director, DTR said, "Red Coral
Kukri snake's presence in
Dudhwa is enthusing though it
was sighted in Katarniaghat
forests seven years
ago.""However in Dudhwa, its
presence has been registered
after 82 years," he added.

According to experts, Red
Coral Kukri is a nocturnal non
venomous reptile feeding on
insects and worms. PTI
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Jaipur: A speeding truck
ploughed into a marriage pro-
cession in Rajasthan's
Pratapgarh district, leaving
nine people, including four
children, dead and 19 others
injured, police said on Tuesday.

The accident happened
near Ramdev Temple on
National Highway-113 on
Monday night when the truck
going to Banswara from
Nimbahera rammed into the
marriage party moving on the
roadside, SP, Pratapgarh, Anil
Beniwal told PTI.

Police had earlier put the
number of those killed as 13.

Traffic was disrupted on
the highway Tuesday as a group
of 200-300 people blocked the
road demanding higher com-
pensation for families of the
deceased. 

The State Government has
announced �50,000 to aggriev-

ed family members, DSP
Vijaypal Singh Sandhu said.

“Traffic was diverted as
the highway was blocked for
nearly 2 hours as family mem-
bers of deceased demanded
higher compensation. Traffic
was resumed after pacifying
protesters,” Sandhu said.

Sandhu said bodies were
handed over to family mem-
bers after post-mortem and a
case registered against the truck
driver. 

“We have seized the truck
and tracked down the abscond-
ing truck driver,” he said. 

Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot has expressed condo-
lences with the families of
those killed in the accident. 

Nine of the deceased have
been identified as Daulatram
(60), Bharat (30), Shubham
(5), Chotu (5), Dilip (11),
Arjun (15), Ishu (19), Ramesh
(30) and Karan (28), police
said.  PTI
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Tensions escalated along the
line of control in Rajouri

late Tuesday evening following
'unprovoked' ceasefire violation
by the Pakistan army. 

According to ground
reports, the firing which start-
ed in the evening continued till
late in the night. 

The entire stretch from
Jhangad in Nowshera wit-
nessed heavy exchange of fir-
ing. The Indian army jawans
remained in a state of high alert
to prevent any strike by Border
Action Team of Pakistan army
or fresh infiltration bid.

The local villagers in the
area also remained closeted
inside their houses along the
line of control.

Defence PRO in Jammu, Lt
Col Devendra Anand said, "
Pakistan army initiated 'unpro-
voked' ceasefire violation by
using small arms fire late

Tuesday evening".
"The Indian army retaliat-

ed strongly and effectively", he
added.  

In plain areas of Jammu,
especially along the
International border, the
counter infiltration grid has
been beefed up to prevent any
infiltration bid following
Pulwama terror attack.

Small groups of heavily
armed infiltrators were spotted
in the areas by the border
guards close to the
International border. 
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Pune: NCP president Sharad
Pawar on Tuesday criticised
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
for skipping the all-party meet-
ing called by the NDA
Government in the wake of the
Pulwama terror attack.

Instead of attending the
meeting over such a serious
issue, Modi chose to address ral-
lies elsewhere, the former Union
Minister said.

"An all-party meeting was
called on Saturday...In fact we
were told that PM Modi would
chair the meeting. Presuming
that Modi would attend the
meeting, we all went to Delhi as
it (the terror attack in South
Kashmir) was an attack on the
nation," Pawar told reporters
here. "Upon reaching there, we
came to know that PM was not
there....When 40 CRPF jawans

got martyred and there was a
serious situation, the PM should
have been present at the meet-
ing, but he chose to address pub-
lic rallies in Dhule and Yavatmal
(in Maharashtra), where he crit-
icised us (opposition parties)," he
said. Pawar was speaking to
reporters after unveiling a stat-
ue of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the
premise of MIT World Peace
University here.

Asked about the BJP-Shiv
Sena alliance which was
announced Monday, Pawar said
it was bound to happen.

"For the last few months,
they hurled abuse at each other
and now they are holding hands.
But the people of the state are
mature enough and know the
politics behind it. The people
will give a proper reply to those
who cheated them," he said.  PTI

Bengaluru: Two people were
mowed down and three others
injured by a car in which senior
state BJP leader and MLA C T
Ravi was travelling near
Kunigal in Tumakuru district
early Tuesday, police said.

The victims, who had
come in two vehicles, were
standing by the roadside when
the accident occurred, accord-
ing to the first information
report.

The injured have been
rushed to a hospital, they said.

Ravi said he was sleeping in
his car and was on his way to
Chennai from
Chikkamagaluru along with
his gunman.

"I realised that something
happened only when the air
bag opened and I stepped out.
Till then, I did not realise" he
said.

The MLA suffered chest
pain and minor injuries in the
incident, the state BJP said.

Ravi said he was told that
two people had died and he
immediately called the ambu-
lance and rushed the victims to
a private hospital in Bengaluru.

He also underwent treat-
ment at the same hospital, he
added. "I understand the pain
(of the victims' families). This
was not something that anyone
wanted," he said. PTI
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Kolkata: A member of terror
outfit Jamaat-ul-Mujahideen
Bangladesh (JMB) was arrest-
ed from Santragachi railway
station in Howrah district, the
police said on Tuesday.

The Special Task Force of
Kolkata Police arrested Asif
Iqbal alias Nadeem, a resident
of Murshidabad district, from
Santragachi railway station on
Monday night, a police officer
said.

Iqbal is an active member
of JMB since 2017. He had gone
to Chennai and was trained
under Kausar, arrested in 2018
by the National Investigation
Agency (NIA).

The police produced Iqbal
before a court which remand-
ed him to police custody till
March 5, officials said.

He is the second JMB oper-
ative arrested in less than a
week.  On Saturday the STF
had arrested a 22-year-old JMB
operative Ariful Islam alias
Arif from Babughat area of
Kolkata.  PTI

Bengaluru: Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on Tuesday
slammed Pakistan for seeking
proof of its involvement in the
Pulwama terror attack and said
it was India which has been pro-
viding evidence but the neigh-
bouring country has not taken
any action on it.

She was reacting to Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan's
message to India to share
'actionable intelligence' if his
country was involved in the ter-
ror attack for any action.

"Since the Mumbai attacks,
not just this government, the
earlier government also had
sent dossiers after dossiers, evi-
dence after evidence, what
action has Pakistan taken on
them?" she asked.

Also, at every level India has
been following the process of law
and the Mumbai attackers had
been brought to book and pun-
ished by court of law, she told a
press conference here.

"In Pakistan not even the
first court is doing its job. There
is nothing for Pakistan to show,"
she added.

Reacting to Khan's com-
ments over the attack,
Sitharaman said she would not
want to say how the government
was going to respond to it as no
word is sufficient enough to
assuage the anger and disap-

pointment of every person of the
country.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has already allowed the
Indian Army to respond at any
given time and as they see fit,
Sitharaman said.

On the defence forces
morale following the Pulwama
terror attack, Sitharaman said
"The morale is not affected at all,
they are absolutely ready to do
their job.

The response the people of
India have shown, has brought
greater motivation to them,"
she said.

Asked what the govern-
ment is doing to avoid a repeat
of Pulwama type attacks,
Sitharamana said India was
gathering more information to
prevent any such incidents in
future.

"The security agencies are
working tirelessly to gather more
information from the ground.

Every effort will be taken to
prevent any future incidents
such as Pulwama Terror attack,"
she said.

India Tuesday rubbished
Prime Minister Imran Khan's
comments on the ghastly
Pulwama attack, saying dis-
claiming Pakistan's link with ter-
rorist attacks is an oft-repeated
excuse by the "nerve centre" of
terrorism. PTI
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Days after a Trinamool
Congress MLA was shot

dead near his house at
Krishnaganj in Nadia district,
another people’s representative
of the Bengal ruling outfit was
shot at and critically wound-
ed at port town of Budge
Budge in South 24 Parganas,
not far from Capital Kolkata.

Two assailants on Monday
evening fired two shots at

Mithun Tikadar a municipal
councilor of Budge Budge
from a pointblank range while
he was sitting inside his party
office, sources said adding the
felons came lobbing bombs
and fled in a similar fashion
when the locals and other
party workers gave them a
chase.

Tikadar was hit below his
chest and under belly, party
sources said adding he had
been operated upon and was
under observation.
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Former Additional Director
General of Police, Anuj

Sharma, on Tuesday took charge
as the new Commissioner of
Police of Kolkata after his pre-
decessor, Rajiv Kumar, was
transferred out as the new
Additional Director General of
State CID.

Kumar was being investi-
gated by the Central Bureau of
Investigation for his role in the
way the mutli-crore Sharada chit
fund was probed by the State
Government formed Special
Investigation Team. Kumar was

the head of the SIT before the
case was transferred to the CBI
in 2014 following a Supreme
Court order.

The CBI earlier this month
had made a botched attempt to
raid Kumar’s residence after he
allegedly refused to respond to
its summons of appearance
before it.

Even as the “State police
versus CBI” tussle turned into
a high-tension battle between
the Trinamool Congress
Government and the Narendra
Modi Government with Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee staging a dharna

against alleged central arm-
twisting the Supreme Court
directed Kumar to appear before
the CBI at a neutral place in
Shillong where the former
Kolkata Commissioner of Police
was grilled for 40 hours over
several days. The central agency
had been claiming that the erst-
while Kolkata Police chief had
destroyed the evidence in the
chit fund scam when he head-
ed the SIT. It further said the
copies of call records handed
over by SIT to CBI were doc-
tored. Kumar and the State
Government however rejected
the charges.
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Ahmedabad: A per-
sonal website of
Gujarat BJP vice-pres-
ident IK Jadeja was
hacked Tuesday and
"Pakistan Zindabad"
was written on it, he
said.

"Someone hacked
my personal website
www.Ikjadeja.In and
posted `Pakistan
Zindabad' it its Blog section. I
have taken steps to delete that,"
the former state minister told

reporters. A screenshot of the
hacked page was doing rounds
on social media. PTI

Aligarh (UP): Students of the
Aligarh Muslim University
(AMU) ended their six-day-
old agitation here to protest
against the booking of 14 stu-
dents under sedition charges,
after a meeting between varsi-
ty administration, district offi-
cials and leaders of the stu-
dents' union.

The dharna ended mid-
night on Monday after the
agitating students were assured
by the district authorities that
no vindictive action would be
taken against any student in
the meeting that took place at
the residence of AMU Vice
Chancellor Tariq Mansoor.

Fourteen AMU students,
including their union chief,
were booked under sedition
charges after violence broke
out between two student
groups on the campus on
February 12 over reports of a

planned visit by AIMIM law-
maker Asaduddin Owaisi.

The protest intensified on
Monday after the arrest of a
student from the university
campus on Sunday night.

AMU spokesman
Professor Shafey Kidwai said,
"The protesting students have
agreed to end their dharna
after the district authorities
gave an assurance that no vin-
dictive action will be taken
against any student and justice
will be meted out after care-
fully scrutinising all allegations
as per the law."

Kidwai said that the cam-
pus atmosphere was expected
to "rapidly normalise".

District Magistrate
Chandra Bhushan Singh told
reporters, "We have given an
assurance that no innocent
student would be harassed.
Further action including arrest

of those named in the FIRs
would only be taken after a
thorough inquiry."

Leaders of the AMU stu-
dents union, while addressing
the protestors on Monday after-
noon gave a call for a 'jail bharo
andolan' urging the students to
court arrest in protest against
the manner in which AMU
students had been unfairly
booked under stringent sec-
tions including sedition. 

President of AMU stu-
dents union Salman Imtiaz
told reporters, "We have writ-
ten to the President, who is also
the university's Visitor asking
him to intervene in this grave
crisis."

"We are anguished over 
the fact that whereas fourteen
of our students were charged
with sedition our FIRs 
were not even registered," he
added. PTI
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In an incident unprecedented
in the history of the Campus,

Vice Chancellor of prestigious
Jadavpur University, Suranjan
Das, on Tuesday got injured
and had to be hospitalised
after hundreds of students
mobbed him during an agita-
tion, demanding students’
council election.

Das a noted Scholar of
History said the matter was
unprecedented in a highly
esteemed educational institu-
tion like Jadavpur University.
He however would not call in
the police “as a matter of poli-
cy” saying he always respected
freedom of educational insti-

tutions and that was against
using force against the students.

Das was reportedly pushed
by the students who resorted to
vehement sloganeering out-
side his office.

“They had reportedly come
to give a deputation but had not
give it even after the executive
council meeting,” a senior
University officer said adding
they students who were raising
slogans charged at the VC
when he came out of his office.

JU a hotbed of Left politics
had been at the centre stage of
controversy following restive
students’ movements leading
the State Government to often
allege presence of ultra-Leftist
elements inside the campus.
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Kasaragod (Ker): In a setback
to the ruling CPI(M), its local
leader A Peethambaran was
arrested on Tuesday in con-
nection with the killing of two
Youth Congress activists in
Kasaragod district, as the
Governor sought an urgent
report from the State
Government on the status of the
police probe.

Soon after Peethambaran's
arrest was recorded by police,
Kasaragod district committee

expelled him from the party fol-
lowing directions from the state
committee, a CPI(M) state-
ment said Wednesday night.

Stating that the CPI(M)
never promoted violence, Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan and
the party state leadership had
earlier said it had no role in the
killings.

The accused had instigated
the killings of Kripesh (24)
and Sarath Lal (21) on Sunday
night, district police superin-

tendent A Srinivas told
reporters in Kasaragod.

He would be produced
before the court on Wednesday,
Srinivas said, adding that the
interrogation of six others, who
were taken into custody, was
going on.

State Governor P
Sathasivam on Tuesday sought 
an urgent report from 
the Chief Minister on the sta-
tus of the police probe into the
incident. PTI
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In the next few weeks, a billion peo-
ple in India would experience
supreme excitement watching the
World Cup to be held in England
and Wales. India is infatuated with

cricket and even in other parts of South
Asia, cricket has now reached every vil-
lage and every street corner. Geoff Marsh,
former Australian cricketer, who a decade
ago visited the TERI cricket grounds
(where several international matches
have been played), was overwhelmed by
the amount of cricket that is played in
India, on the basis of which he predict-
ed that India would certainly soon
become the dominant force in this game.
His prediction appears to have come true,
given the serious competition among
Indian cricketers now playing first class
cricket and adapting to the variations of
the game right from the five-day tests to
the shortest T20 format.

Those who witnessed the third T20
game between India and New Zealand,
must have been disappointed with the
outcome, while India lost the game by
four runs. But as a famous football coach
in the US stated, “Winning isn’t every-
thing; it’s the only thing.” On balance,
India had a far better team in that game
but it appears that the hunger to win was
missing, which is the hallmark of teams
excelling consistently. In some respects,
much depends on the captain of the team
and his ability to lift the players he com-
mands to a level which takes them to the
limits of their capabilities. India has had
outstanding captains, not just in cricket
but in other games as well. Who could
have doubted the genius of Dhyan Chand
in the heyday of India’s complete domi-
nance of hockey, where as a captain, he
led by example?

Our first win in the 1983 World Cup
was crafted by none other than Kapil Dev,
who as a captain, always led by example.
As India’s best all-rounder, excelling in
bowling, batting and fielding, Kapil Dev
hardly ever had any fitness problem. This
not only helped him perform beyond the
call of duty but also set an example
through his infectious enthusiasm.  

Way back during India’s tour of
Australia in 1947-48, Lala Amarnath was
India’s captain, leading a severely deplet-
ed team in the wake of the Partition of
India and other factors. Yet, in an
unprecedented move, it  was Lala
Amarnath’s courageous approach to the
game that allowed him declare in the
third test, even though India was 103 runs
behind after it rained overnight. Of
course, Don Bradman was equal to the
challenge, sending in his tail enders, but
he must have been worried when SG
Barnes, the fourth Australian wicket, fell
at the score on 32. But then, the
Australians recovered and beat India by
an innings and 16 runs. The major dis-

covery of the tour for India
was Vinoo Mankad and Dattu
Phadkar (who scored 51 in the
second test, getting Bradman’s
wicket in the third and then
hitting a century in the
fourth). It was this writer’s
privilege to be coached by the
great Dattu Phadkar after his
retirement several decades
ago.

In the past, Mahendra
Singh Dhoni, or ‘Captain
Cool’, has shown remarkable
abilities not only to inspire
and motivate his team but also
to perform both as an out-
standing wicket-keeper and
consistently aggressive bats-
man. Even today, he is regard-
ed as the best finisher of the
game and his presence in the
World Cup would be an inspi-
ration to the entire Indian
team with his insights, which
he is never reluctant to share
with his captain, the bowlers
as well as the batsmen with
whom he is in the middle.  

Virat Kohli is another
leader, who is likely to take the
Indian team to greater heights,
even though he may not as yet
possess the confidence and
ability to perform on the field
when it matters the most.
That is where Dhoni’s advice
would be crucial in supple-
menting the skills of these two
outstanding cricketers.

The third T20 in Hamilton

at New Zealand came as a dis-
appointment, because this
match could have proved to be
the climax after India’s
progress during the ODIs and
the second T20.  Rohit Sharma
is such a gifted player with a
remarkable cricketing brain
and as a captain gets the best
out of his team. That day,
unfortunately, he appeared to
have been out of sorts.
Perhaps, there was inadequate
consultation between Rohit
Sharma and the team manage-
ment, because given the excel-
lent batting conditions and
short boundaries at Hamilton,
India should justifiably have
batted first. 

It was entirely within their
reach to set up a mammoth
total against the black caps
and set them a daunting tar-
get. What was even more dis-
appointing was the slow rate
at which Rohit Sharma played
for the period that he was
there, scoring barely 38 runs
in 32 balls. If only he had
scored another 10 runs in
those 32 balls he faced, 
victory would not have elud-
ed India! 

This was an aberration,
given Rohit Sharna’s ability to
send the ball sailing into the
crowds with his sixers hit all
over the park. His emphasis
on taking singles and having
Vijay Shankar and Rishabh

Pant do all the slogging placed
undue pressure on these tal-
ented but inexperienced bats-
men.

The essence of the match
in Hamilton lies in the posi-
tive frame of mind that the
captain must carry constant-
ly redefining strategy, a qual-
ity which Rohit Sharma has
displayed on so many occa-
sions. Perhaps, on that occa-
sion, there was a level of com-
placency, a decline in courage
and a loss of his usual consis-
tency which came in the way.
The score of 212 by the black
caps was never such a daunt-
ing total, given the fact that
every observer regarded 220
and 225 as a challenging total
to reach on that ground.

Once the World Cup
comes around, Virat Kohli
will certainly feel equal to the
task and will no doubt lead by
example but it would be
important for him to maintain
a level of confidence, unfail-
ing courage and consistency
as captain. Most importantly,
he must have faith in the
ability of every member of his
team. In this, he may turn to
others but certainly maintain
his active rapport with MS
Dhoni, ‘Captain Cool’.

(The writer is former
chairman, Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change,
2002-15)
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Pulwama offensive” (February
18). It was painful to hear about
the death of 43 Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) personnel in
a suicide car bomb attack diabol-
ically perpetrated by the Jaish-e-
Mohammed (JeM) in Jammu &
Kashmir’s Pulwama district.
Today, there is a sense of anguish
all across the country. The tragedy
calls for a stern and even a knee-
jerk response from India against
Pakistan, which is know to pro-
vide shelter to the terrorists.

The neighbouring country
continues to disturb the peace of
our nation. I offer my deepest
condolence to all the bravehearts,
who lost their lives in the suicide
attack. The entire nation stands by
the bereaved family in their hour
of need. 

Tushar Anand 
Patna
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Sir — Australia’s tour of India,
which will include one-day inter-
nationals and two Twenty-twen-
ty matches, is set to commence in

a few days. It would have been a
good idea to rest the batsman,
Rohit Sharma, as well as other
players who would have already
had a very long tour of Australia
and New Zealand. However, I am
glad that youngsters such as
Rishabh Pant and Vijay Shankar
have been inducted in the squad
against Australia. This is a good
chance to correctly assess them
for the World Cup. They can also

play a crucial role in the series. 
Md Afzal 
Bengaluru
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Sir — This refers to the report,
“Jobless growth has made youths
restless: Ex-PM” ( February 18).
It was shocking that such remarks
came from a former Prime

Minister Manmohan Singh, who
had called himself “accidental”
because he was chosen for the
august office as his boss, Sonia
Gandhi, could not do so as she
was a foreigner. That time, there
was opposition not only from the
BJP — Sushma Swaraj even
threatened to go on fast — but
even from the Congress itself.

Sadly, Manmohan Singh’s
regime was bedeviled by several

scams and policy paralysis. No
wonder, the Congress was
reduced to an unprecedented
rump with 44 MPs in the 2014
general elections. This seemed no
cause of concern for the Congress
leader, Singh. But his latest con-
cern was that growth under the
present ruling party was ‘jobless’.
For an average Indian, it is diffi-
cult to understand how ‘growth
can be jobless’? Should not a for-
eign-educated politician acknowl-
edge those things the ruling party
has done right?  

M Ratan
Via email
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Sir — As a sovereign nation with
all rights to defend, secure and
protect its territory and people
from sinister designs of terror
groups, the demand from sever-
al quarters for the Government to
give a befitting reply to the terror
group and its sponsors seems jus-
tifiable but this critical moment
calls for sobriety and wisdom.

M Jeyaram
Via email
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While neighbouring Pakistan
needs to be taught a lesson
for sponsoring terrorist

attacks in Kashmir, the need is to also
address the Kashmir problem internal-
ly. There can be no doubt that there
are many things that need attention,
including the radicalisation of the
youth in the State. It was indeed dis-
heartening to hear that it was a local
young suicide bomber who caused the
Pulwama attacks. It needs to be
probed further as to why misguided
youths are getting increasingly attract-
ed towards militancy and terrorism. 

For quite some time now, there
have been intense debates on whether
a sizeable number of educated youths
are joining militant ranks in some
parts of south and north Kashmir or

not. Former Union Minister Yashwant
Sinha was right when he noted that
radicalisation is happenning not
because of one reason but due to a
combination of things. This includes
the role of Pakistan, Wahabism and
Islamic fundamentalism. 

Alienation and disempowerment
among Kashmiri youth is yet anoth-
er factor as also proxy war from
Pakistani side for the youth to get
recruited by militant organisations like
the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM).
Further, Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI)-sponsored propaganda and intol-
erant religious and ideological narra-
tives have played an instrumental role
in eroding the ideals of Kashmiriyat
and has gradually taken them towards
jihadist culture. 

As Chief of Army Staff General
Bikram Singh noted in a recent arti-
cle that compared to 131 youth, who
joined various terrorist outfits in
2017, the number rose to over 200 in
2018. Some new terrorist outfits, such
as the Islamic State Jammu and
Kashmir and Ansar Ghazwat-ul-Hind
aligned to the Islamic State (IS) and
Al Qaeda ideologies have also marked

increased presence in the last few
years. Experts point out that these are
children from conflict zones, who have
seen guns and rifles on the streets
when they were growing up. These
children missed their childhood and
saw only violence and conflict, which
robbed them off their childhood. 

Second, it is the lack of education-
al opportunities in the State that is
alienating the youth. 

Third, the youth do not find ade-
quate jobs. Former Research and
Analysis Wing (R&AW) chief, AS
Daulat, feels that the youth are getting
radicalised because they feel that they
have no hope. The Jamaat-e-Islami is
going about systematically filling this
vacuum. They also enjoyed support

from the People’s Democratic Party
(PDP), which won the elections with
support from the Jamaat. Now, there
is huge disillusionment in the Jamaat
over PDP. Social media was one of the
major tools used by militants to prop-
agate their ideology and to corrupt
young minds of the Kashmir Valley. 

The only way to reverse this
trend is to bring them round. There
is an imperative need to look inwards
and correct things as even now, it is
not too late. The fact that a Kashmiri
kid decided to be a suicide bomber in
Pulwama is an answer from the youth
of the State to the flawed policy of gun
in Kashmir. The young boy was one
of those who felt he had no hope left
in Kashmir. His father is a farmer and

the boy was shot in the leg some time
back perhaps for pelting stones on the
streets. So, he decided to blow himself
up. This attack shows the extent of
extreme alienation of the youth. 

The counter-narrative is the
immediate requirement. The
Government as well as political par-
ties must address this on a priority.
Kashmir Governor Satya Pal Malik
told this writer that after six in the
evening, there is no activity in the vil-
lages. To address this problem the
Governor has started the screening of
cinema and radio shows as also some
sports activities for the young to keep
them occupied. It is a welcome step
that the Governor has already set up
some groups for a counter-narrative
and is also in talks with the maulvis
to get them on board so as to tackle
fundamentalism. Governor Malik
feels that mainstream politicians are
not taking the responsibility. Hardcore
radicals are not many and he had told
the forces to address the problem of
home-grown radicalisation. He is
worried that the youth are now using
‘Jannat me jaane ka hai’ language. 

The immediate thing is to set our

own house in order. More guns are not
the answer. Something else needs to
be done. Kashmir experts like Daulat
feel radicalisation could be reversed if
proper measures are taken. As a first
step, the Centre can talk to State lead-
ers like National Conference president
Farooq Abdullah, former Chief
Minister of Jammu & Kashmir Omar
Abdullah, PDP chief Mehboobha
Mufti and even the Hurriyat. One real-
ly cannot talk to the suicide bombers. 

The next step should be the
installation of a popular Government
as a democratic Government. This will
be the real answer to settle things in
the State and not Governor’s rule. 

Above all, there is an immediate
need to calm down sentiments and
bring back normalcy in the State.
Confidence-building measures and
not bashing up of Kashmiri boys and
girls in Chandigarh or elsewhere
should be the answer. Bashing would
further alienate the youth. This would
have further reaction in the State. In
short, what is needed is a steady and
long-term Kashmir policy. 

(The writer is a senior political com-
mentator and syndicated columnist)
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Carlos Bilardo, manager of the 1986
World Cup winning Argentina
national football team, had something
in common with late J Jayalalithaa, the
All India Anna Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam (AIADMK) supremo. Whenever
Bolardo was asked about the composition of his
team for the World Cup matches, he had a stan-
dard reply: “My team will feature Diego
Maradona and 10 other players. That’s all I have
to say.” Such was his trust and confidence in the
Argentine superstar.

At the time of the Lok Sabha and Assembly
elections in Tamil Nadu, Jayalalithaa’s exhorta-
tion to the voters was somewhat the same:
“There will be a candidate contesting in the two
leaves symbol of the party. Please elect him/her.”
This was the essence of Jayalalithaa’s election
campaign speech. During the 2014 Lok Sabha
election, the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
(DMK) had fielded A Raja, the 2G Spectrum
tainted former Union communications Minister
from the Nilgiris, which the party felt would be
a safe constituency. Jayalalithaa sprang a sur-
prise by nominating C Gopalakrishnan, a
political lightweight from Nilgiris.

When asked about his fate in the contest
against the DMK heavyweight, Gopalakrishnan
replied: “Sir, I am going to win hands-down
because I was hand picked by Amma. She had
asked the electorate to vote for me and they would
oblige Amma.” Gopalakrishnan won by a mar-
gin of more than 1,20,000 votes. While J
Gopikrishnan of The Pioneer, through his superb
investigating reports, unseated A Raja from the
Union Council of Ministers, Gopalakrishnan
demolished the “halo” around the DMK leader
by waving Jayalalithaa’s picture.

However, these are things of the past. Cut to
2019, and there is neither Jayalalithaa nor
Karunanidhi around. While the disintegration of
the AIADMK has picked up momentum, the
DMK’s end, too, is not far off. It will be reflect-
ed in the Lok Sabha election results of 2019. MK
Stalin, the DMK chief, who succeeded his
father Karunanidhi (the undisputed party pres-
ident for almost five decades) is nowhere near
the latter’s intelligence. His only unique selling
proposition is his hatred for Hindutva and the
BJP. His only offer to the people of Tamil Nadu
is that he would bring in a stable and steady
Government. Stalin feels that by humiliating the
Hindus, he may be able to consolidate the minor-
ity votes of the State.

Despite an image make-over he underwent
as per the directives of his son-in-law, Stalin
remains the same old self. Unlike his father, who
could charm the crowd with his one-liners and
dramatised dialogues, Stalin is a poor commu-
nicator. Despite wearing black goggles,
Karunanidhi was a success with women voters
among the crowd, whom he could amuse with
spicy and witty dialogues. While Jayalalithaa did
not bother to groom a second-line leadership in
the AIADMK, Karunanidhi did not allow any-
body outside his immediate family raise their
heads in the party. Though he wanted to anoint
MK Muthu, his elder son born to Padmavathi,
his first wife, Muthu ended up as a wayward
youth, finding solace in alcohol. He had every-

thing at his command. An obliging
father, whose only mission was to see
Muthu emerge the numero uno in
DMK politics and finally as the Chief
Minister to keep the family flag flying.
Karunanidhi ousted MGR from the
party to facilitate Muthu’s entry into the
top league of the DMK. But MGR retal-
iated by launching the AIADMK and
the people of Tamil Nadu, who were fed
up with the kind of politics played by
Karunanidhi and his family, elected the
former with a huge majority. Since
1977, when MGR became the Chief
Minister, till his passing away in
December 1987, Karunanidhi was in
political wilderness.

There was a split in the AIADMK
immediately after the demise of MGR
and this helped the DMK bounce
back. In the Assembly election held in
1989, the DMK bagged 150 seats on its
own. The faction of AIADMK headed
by Jayalalithaa won 27 seats while the
faction headed by Janaki
Ramachandran (widow of MGR) had
to contend with just two seats. But the
women saw the writing on the wall that
the split in the AIADMK would bene-
fit only the Karunanidhi clan. They
buried the hatchet, merged the factions
and Janaki made a dignified exit from
politics. Karunanidhi thoroughly
underestimated Jayalalithaa and joined
hands with secessionist forces operat-
ing in the State. Following the murder
of Rajiv Gandhi, who was electioneer-
ing at Sriperumbudur near Chennai
during the Lok Sabha election of 1991,
by the hired assassins of the LTTE and
the all-round failure of law and order
situation in the State, the Karunanidhi

Government was dismissed by the
then Chandrasekhar headed Union
Government.

The truth is that people elected
Karunanidhi in 1989, 1996 and 2006 out
of anger and angst as they had no other
option. Karunanidhi saw to it that the
Congress, which ruled the State unin-
terrupted till 1967, became weak and
ridden with groups. The only option for
the electorate was the AIADMK, which
had a semblance of nationalism and
democracy in it. For the DMK, democ-
racy began and ended at the
Gopalapuram residence of Karunanidhi
and in the houses of his other two wives
and nephew Murasoli Maran.

But Karunanidhi kept his obsession
for dynasty under cover, thanks to his
expertise in double-speak. Whoever
questioned the legality of Stalin’s emer-
gence as his heir, ended up outside the
party headquarters. The list is long and
includes Vaiko, the eternal rebel and V
R Nedumchezhiyan, described as the
man with a golden tongue. Now, Stalin
is surrounded by acolytes and a cabal
of wheeler dealers. 

Karunanidhi, who had vehement-
ly opposed Hindutva and the BJP, did
not think twice before extending sup-
port to the BJP in 1989. The DMK can
never survive without the life support
it gets from the power of office.
Karunanidhi and Stalin are always
willing to join hands with any forces
which offer them uninterrupted
“power”. That’s why they jumped from
the National Front Government of VP
Singh in 1989 to the Deve Gowda
Government of 1996 and then to the
NDA Government led by Vajpayee in

1999. When they saw that the possibil-
ity of the NDA coming back to power
in 2004 was bleak, Karunanidhi crossed
over to the Congress’ camp and
emerged as the “critical component” of
the UPA. For the next nine years, the
DMK was in charge of the money spin-
ning Ministries, popularly known as
Any Time Money (ATM) ministries.

Since 2011, the DMK has been out
of power in Tamil Nadu while in New
Delhi, it remains out of Government
since 2013. Stalin hopes that the weak-
ening of the AIADMK would help him
regain power in Tamil Nadu as a split
in AIADMK votes would benefit only
the DMK. As pointed out earlier, the
Congress is a weak entity in the State
though there are ‘paper tigers’ like P
Chidambaram and Mani Shankar
Aiyer. “There are more leaders and
groups in the Congress than the party
cadre,” said N Kalyanasundaram,
chronicler of Tamil Nadu politics. The
Congress had survived in Tamil Nadu
over the years only by riding piggyback
on the shoulders of either the
Dravidian parties — the DMK or the
AIADMK, according to O
Panneerselvam, deputy Chief Minister
and AIADMK leader.

For all practical purposes, the
Congress in Tamil Nadu has become
the B team of the DMK. What about the
BJP? The less said about the Hindutva
party the better. Dravidian parties
have succeeded in keeping the BJP in
their arc through an intelligently craft-
ed strategy. That and other details will
be told in the next part of this series.

(The writer is Special Correspondent,
The Pioneer)
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Benchmark Sensex nursed
losses for the ninth session

on the trot on Tuesday follow-
ing a bruising sell-off in IT
stocks amid unabated foreign
fund outflows.

Lacklustre global cues and
rising geopolitical instability
further soured risk sentiment,
analysts said.

The 30-share BSE Sensex,
which opened in the positive
zone, suddenly dived in late
afternoon trade amid heavy
selling in IT and financial
counters. It finally finished at
35,352.61, down by 145.83
points, or 0.41 per cent.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty declined 36.60 points, or
0.34 per cent, to 10,604.35.

TCS was the top loser in
the Sensex pack, tumbling 3.39
per cent, followed by NTPC,
IndusInd Bank and Infosys.

On the other hand,
Vedanta, ICICI Bank, ONGC,
M&M, L&T, Tata Steel, SBI and
Bajaj Finance were among the
gainers, rising up to 3.38 per
cent.

“The fall was mainly due to
the sudden fall in the IT stocks
like TCS, Wipro and Infosys.

“There is a certain level of
inaction stemming from the
European economic numbers
indicating a slowdown in

growth, and an enhanced
rhetoric in the sub-continent
on the Indo-Pak relations,”
said Joseph Thomas, Head
Research — Emkay Wealth
Management.

Sectorally, the BSE IT index
lost the most, shedding 2.09 per
cent, followed by power and
utilities.

Metal, telecom, auto and
realty indices, however, ended
in the green.

Broader indices outper-
formed benchmark indices,
with the BSE Midcap and
Smallcap rising up to 0.55 per
cent.

Investor sentiment also
turned negative on heavy sell-
ing by foreign institutional
investors (FIIs), traders said.

FIIs sold shares worth a net

�1,239.79 crore, while domes-
tic institutional investors (DIIs)
were net buyers to the tune of
�2,336.74 crore on Monday,
provisional data available with
BSE showed.

Globally, equities slipped
from four-month highs even as
US and China moved ahead
with their trade talks.

In Asia, Hong Kong’s Hang
Seng fell 0.42 per cent and
Korea’s Kospi fell 0.24 per cent.
Japan’s Nikkei ended 0.09 per
cent up and Shanghai
Composite Index inched up
0.04 per cent.

In the Eurozone,
Frankfurt’s DAX was down
0.12 per cent, Paris CAC 40 fell
0.40 per cent, and London’s
FTSE shed 0.55 per cent in
early deals.
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Flipkart co-founder Sachin
Bansal has invested about

�650 crore in Ola, giving the
Indian ride-hailing company
more ammunition to com-
pete with rival Uber.  

The investment is in
Sachin’s personal capacity and
is also the largest financing by
an individual in Ola till date,
Ola said in a statement.

In January, Ola had issued
shares worth �150 crore to
Sachin as part of series J round
of funding. 

Sachin, who founded
Flipkart over a decade ago
with Binny Bansal, had quit
after US retail behemoth
Walmart picked up 77 per cent
stake in the Indian e-com-
merce company for $16 bil-
lion.

“Ola is one of India’s most
promising consumer busi-
nesses, that is creating deep
impact and lasting value for
the ecosystem,” Sachin said.

The investment is part of
Ola’s plans to raise about $1
billion in funding. In October
last year, the Bengaluru-based
company had announced rais-
ing $1.1 billion funding from
China’s Tencent Holdings and
SoftBank Group. 

It had also stated that it
was in “advanced talks” to
close an additional $1 billion
funding to take total mop-up
to more than $2 billion.
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The founder of Chinese tele-
com giant Huawei has hit

back at US efforts to blacklist
the company, saying defiantly
that the world cannot do with-
out Huawei and its “more
advanced” technology.

“There’s no way the US can
crush us,” Ren Zhengfei said in
an interview with the BBC.

“The world cannot leave us
because we are more
advanced.” Ren, 74, also
denounced as “politically moti-
vated” the December arrest of
his daughter, Huawei Chief
Financial Officer Meng
Wanzhou, who is accused of
violating US sanctions against
Iran and faces an extradition
hearing in Canada next month.

“We object to this,” he said.
“But now that we’ve gone

down this path, we’ll let the
courts settle it.” The normally
media-shy Huawei founder has
been forced to step into the
limelight in recent months as
the company has come under
increasing pressure over espi-
onage concerns and the US-led
campaign to persuade other
countries to ban its technology.

Last year, security con-
cerns prompted Australia to
ban Huawei equipment from its
future 5G network.

New Zealand has also
blocked its largest telecom carri-

er from using Huawei technolo-
gy for the next generation net-
work, while the Czech Republic
has reportedly excluded it from
a 20-million-euro ($22 million)
tender to build a tax portal.

US prosecutors are also
charging Huawei with stealing
trade secrets, saying it offered
rewards to employees for steal-
ing technology from other
rivals. Ren shrugged off the
growing pressure.

“If the lights go out in the
West, the East will still shine,” he
said. “America doesn’t represent
the world.” “Even if they per-
suade more countries not to use
us temporarily, we can always
downsize and become smaller.”

Signs that US efforts to
convince its allies to shun
Huawei technology could fall
through are also growing.

British intelligence con-
cluded that security risks posed
by using Huawei’s 5G equipment
can be managed, The Financial
Times reported on Monday.

“Other nations can make
the argument that if the British
are confident of mitigation
against national security threats
then they can also reassure
their publics and the US admin-
istration that they are acting in
a prudent manner to allow
their telecommunications ser-
vice providers to use Chinese
components,” an unnamed
source told the newspaper.
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The Finance Ministry is
mulling launching an

exchange traded fund consist-
ing of PSU bank stocks in the
next financial year, an official
said.

“We are open to the idea of
floating an ETF consisting of
stocks of PSU banks. We are
studying the price movement of
the probable stocks which
could form part of the index,”
the official told PTI.

The bank exchange traded
fund (ETF) would be in addi-
tion to the two ETFs — CPSE
ETF and Bharat-22 ETF —
launched by the Government
which have seen huge investor
demand. 

The Government has
raised �32,900 crore through
Bharat-22 ETF since 2017, and
�28,500 crore from CPSE ETF
since 2014.

The official further said the
ETF route would bring back
investor confidence in the
banking stocks.

“Individual bank scrips
may not be attractive for
investors at the moment but

bunching of banking stocks
through ETFs might see
investor demand pick up,” he
said.

Among the 20 public sec-
tor banks, the Government
holds 58.53 per cent stake in
SBI, 70.22 per cent in Punjab
National Bank, 70.62 per cent
in Canara Bank, 77.23 per cent
in Oriental Bank of Commerce
and 83.09 per cent in Bank of
India.

Besides, it holds 63.74 per
cent in Bank of Baroda, 87.01
per cent in Bank of
Maharashtra and 67.43 per
cent in Union Bank of India. 

The Government has set a
disinvestment target of �90,000
crore for 2019-20, up from
�80,000 crore in 2018-19. So far
this fiscal, the Government has
raised �53,558 crore from CPSE
stake sale and share buyback. 

In an interview to PTI,
Secretary in Department of
Investment and Public Asset
Management (DIPAM) Atanu
Chakraborty had earlier said
DIPAM would conduct a study
to provide risk-free investment
option to retail investors in the
form of sector-specific ETFs.
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Honda Motor Co plans to
close its car factory in

western England in 2021, the
company said on Tuesday, in a
fresh blow to the British econ-
omy as it faces its March 29 exit
from the European Union.

The Japanese automaker
announced the decision, which
will imperil 3,500 jobs and pos-
sibly many more, at a news
conference in Tokyo.

Honda’s president and
CEO, Takahiro Hachigo, told
reporters the decision was not
related to Brexit, but was based
on what made most sense for
its global competitiveness in
light of the need to accelerate
its production of electric vehi-
cles.

“We still don’t know what
sort of changes Brexit will
bring at this point,” he said.
“We have to wait until we have
a better idea about the situa-
tion.” Hachigo said the com-
pany would begin discussions
with affected workers at the fac-
tory in Swindon right away.

“I very much regret this,”

he said, adding that “this was
the best choice the circum-
stances.” Honda makes its pop-
ular Civic model at the facto-
ry, 115 kilometers (70 miles)
west of London, with an output
of 150,000 cars per year. 

Its restructuring is aimed at
adjusting its operations to
reflect stronger demand in
Asia and North America,
Hachigo said.

The next model of Civic to
be sold in Britain will be
exported from Japan, the com-
pany said.

Honda is also adjusting its
operations in Turkey, where it
makes 38,000 Civic sedans a
year. It said it would continue
operating there, however, and
hold a “constructive dialogue”
with local stakeholders.

British businesses are issu-
ing increasingly urgent warn-
ings about the damage being
done by the uncertainty around
Brexit. The UK has yet to seal
a deal laying out the divorce
terms and establishing what
trade rules will apply after
Brexit.

In presenting the restruc-

turing plan, Hachigo stressed
that Honda was striving to
adjust to a fast changing glob-
al industry.

“We are facing increasing-
ly severe competition from
Chinese and Indian manufac-
turers,” he said. “We have to
move more quickly.” But
Christian Stadler, a professor at
Warwick Business School in
England, said Brexit had to be
a factor. The loss of free entry
into the European market from
Britain undoes one of its top
advantages as a manufacturing
base.

Many businesses fear eco-
nomic chaos if there isn’t an
agreement on the rules and
conditions that will replace
the 45 years of frictionless
trade that came with being an
EU member. The uncertainty
has already led many firms to
shift some operations abroad,
stockpile goods or defer invest-
ment decisions.

Earlier this month, Japan’s
Nissan announced that it
would not build a new SUV at
its plant in Sunderland,
England, as previously planned. 
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The country’s total solar
power generation capacity,

including 3.85 gigawatt (GW)
rooftops, stood at 28.05 GW
while 17.65 GW was under
implementation as on December
31, 2018, according to a report
by Bridge To India (BTI).

The quarterly market report,
titled ‘India Solar Compass Q4
2018’, gives a detailed analysis of
capacity addition, tender
issuance, market players, price
trends for the past quarter and
the whole year 2018.

India’s total solar installed

capacity and pipeline stood at
28,057 MW and 17,658 MW as
on December 31, 2018, accord-
ing to the report. This capacity
is split between utility scale and
rooftop solar as 24,202 MW and
3,855 MW, respectively.

It said only 1,446 MW
capacity was added in the
October-December 2018 peri-
od, 990 MW in utility scale solar
and 456 MW in rooftop solar.

The utility scale solar
capacity addition has been
sluggish since the second quar-
ter ended June 30, 2018, and is
down 46 per cent over the
fourth quarter of 2017.
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Commerce and Industry
Minister Suresh Prabhu on

Tuesday said in the coming
days, stalls of GI products,
such as Darjeeling Tea, will be
set up at all the 103 airports in
the country.

A geographical indication
(GI) is primarily an agricultur-
al, natural or a manufactured
product (handicrafts and indus-
trial goods) originating from a
definite geographical territory.

The famous items that
carry this tag include Basmati
rice, Darjeeling Tea, Chanderi
Fabric, Mysore Silk, Kullu
Shawl, Kangra Tea, Thanjavur
Paintings, Allahabad Surkha,
Farrukhabad Prints, Lucknow
Zardozi and Kashmir Walnut
Wood Carving.

“At Goa airport, it has
already been set up. All airports
will have GI product stalls in
the coming days,” Prabhu said
here at an event of Government
eMarketplace (GeM), an online
platform for public procure-
ment.
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New Delhi: Recent rains and hailstorm in key growing states have not
affected the wheat crop and the output might cross 100 million tonnes, an
all-time high level, in the current rabi season, a senior government official
said Tuesday.  Sowing of wheat, the main rabi (winter) crop, is almost com-
plete and the acreage under the crop has reached 298.47 lakh hectare till last
week, slightly lower than 299.84 lakh hectare in the year-ago period, accord-
ing to the official data.  Wheat production stood at a record 99.70 million
tonne in the 2017-18 crop year (July-June). “No negative impact of rains on
the wheat crop reported so far. There may be some minor impact in patch-
es. However, the majority of the crop is in good condition,” Indian Council
of Agriculture Research (ICAR) Director General Trilochan Mohapatra told
PTI. The extended winter has been good for the crop as low temperature will
boost the crop growth, he said while cautioning that the crop could be affect-
ed if there are rains or hailstorm in the coming weeks.  "Wheat sowing is com-
plete. The acreage under the crop is slightly lower than the year-ago period,
but we expect higher yields and overall production will definitely cross 100
million tonnes," Mohapatra said. On other rabi crops, the ICAR chief said
that gram (chana) and mustard crops' condition is good. There is a possi-
bility of bumper rabi crop output in 2018-19.  The Centre will soon announce
production estimates for rabi crops of 2018-19.  The government had increased
the minimum support price (MSP) of wheat to Rs 1,840 per quintal from Rs
1,735 per quintal, as part of its decision to fix the support price at least 1.5
times of the production cost. The Food Corporation of India (FCI), the nodal
agency for procurement and distribution of foodgrains, and state agencies
buy wheat from farmers at MSP and the grain is distributed at Rs 2 per kg
to over 80 crore people under the National Food Security Act. 
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New Delhi: The country's largest carmaker Maruti Suzuki India Tuesday
said its compact SUV Vitara Brezza has crossed the 4 lakh units' sales mile-
stone in less than three years of launch. In the ongoing fiscal, the company
said, the model has grown at an average of 7 per cent with a monthly aver-
age of sales of 14,675 units. “The benchmark success of Vitara Brezza with
over 4 lakh customers in less than three years is a testimony of the customers'
increasing preference towards the refreshed design and innovative features
of the compact SUV," Maruti Suzuki India senior executive director
(Marketing and Sales) R S Kalsi said in a statement. The Vitara Brezza was
launched in March 2016. Out of the total sales of the model so far, MSI said
the automatic gear shift (AGS) variant has accounted for 20 per cent after
its introduction in May 2018.  As on date, the Vitara Brezza commands 44.1
per cent market share in the compact SUV segment, MSI claimed. The seg-
ment stood at around 3 lakh units in April-January period of the ongoing
fiscal. 
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Giving major relief to bud-
ding entrepreneurs, the

government Tuesday relaxed
the definition of startups, and
allowed them to avail full angel
tax concession on investments
worth up to Rs 25 crore.

Earlier, a startup was
allowed to avail tax concession
only if total investment, includ-
ing funding from angel
investors, did not exceed Rs 10
crore. “Considerations of shares
received by eligible startups for
shares issued or proposed to be
issued by all investors shall be
exempt up to an aggregate limit
of Rs 25 crore,” Commerce and
Industry Minister Suresh
Prabhu said in a series of tweets.

The development assumes
significance as several startups
have claimed to receive angel tax
notices, impacting their busi-
nesses. Various startups have
raised concerns on notices sent
to them under the section
56(2)(viib) of Income Tax Act,
1961, to pay taxes on angel
funds received by them. 

The minister said that a
notification regarding simpli-
fying the process for startups to
get exemptions on investments
under section 56(2)(viib) of
Income Tax Act will be issued
on Tuesday by the Department
for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade (DPIIT).

To provide these tax con-
cessions, the department has
relaxed the definition of star-
tups.

Now “an entity shall be
considered as startup if its
turnover for any of the finan-
cial year, since its incorporation
or registration, has not exceed-
ed �100 crore instead of the
existing �25 crore," he said.

Besides, investments by
listed companies with a net
worth of �100 crore or turnover
of �250 crore into an eligible
startup would also be exempt-
ed from the Section 56(2)(viib),
beyond the Rs 25 crore limit.

“Considerations of shares
received by eligible startups
for shares issued or proposed to
be issued by all investors shall
be exempt up to an aggregate
limit of �25 crore,” he added.

Also, investments into eli-
gible startups by non-residents,
alternate investment funds -
category I - shall also be exempt
under this section beyond the
limit of �25 crores. Further, an
entrepreneur will also be eligi-
ble for exemption if it is a pri-
vate limited company recog-
nised by the DPIIT, and is not
investing in specified asset
classes. However, for being eli-
gible for exemption under
Section 56(2)(viib), a startup
should not be investing in
immovable property, transport

vehicles above Rs 10 Lakh,
loans and advances, capital
contribution to other entities
and some other assets except in
the ordinary course of its busi-
ness.

To avail these concessions,
eligible startups will only have
to file a duly signed self-decla-
ration with the DPIIT for avail-
ing exemption.

The department would
then transmit these declarations
to Central Board of Direct
Taxes (CBDT). Further, there is
no requirement of making any
application for exemption
under this section and there will
be no case-to-case examination
of startups.

The valuation of shares is
also no more a criterion for
exemption of investments into
eligible startups under Section
56 of Income Tax Act.

Section 56(2)(viib) of the
Income Tax Act provides that
the amount raised by a startup
in excess of its fair market
value would be deemed as
income from other sources and
would be taxed at 30 per cent.

Touted as an anti-abuse
measure, this section was intro-
duced in 2012. It is dubbed as
angel tax due to its impact on
investments made by angel
investors in startup ventures.

Commenting on the move,
Padmaja Ruparel, Co-Founder,
Indian Angel Network (IAN),
said this will unshackle angel
investing and bring in domes-
tic monies for startups.
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Lack of employees' physical activi-
ty and stress are top lifestyle risk

factors identified by employers in
India, according to a study.

Besides, other major concerns are
obesity, followed by poor financial
well-being and tobacco use, said the
India Health and Wellbeing Study by
Willis Towers Watson.

According to the study, combating
employee stress appears to be a key
focus area for employers in India.

“A vast majority, 80 per cent of the
organisations, have taken at least one
action to manage employee stress
and mental health in 2018 and 89 per
cent selected 'identify and manage
stress and behavioural health issues
across the workforce' as a top priori-
ty,” the report by the global advisory,
broking and solutions company said
Tuesday.

The lack of employees physical
activity (62 per cent) and stress (55 per
cent) are the top lifestyle risk factors
identified by employers in India, the
study said.

The other top concerns were obe-
sity (43 per cent), followed by poor
financial wellbeing (27 per cent) and
tobacco use (25 per cent), it added.

According to the study, 66 per cent
employers have already developed or
are developing a stress or mental
health strategy for their employees and
an additional 17 per cent are consid-
ering it for 2021.

The key steps already taken by
organisations to manage employee
stress and mental health include pro-
viding flexible working options (68 per

cent), followed by offering on-site
stress management interventions (46
per cent), promoting the employee
assistance programmes (40 per cent),
offering stress management and
resilience training (38 per cent) and
employee education and training (38
per cent).

“It is immensely encouraging to
observe this increased focus on
employee health and wellness.
However, to translate this into all-
round wellbeing, enhanced produc-
tivity and ultimately improved finan-
cial performance, companies must
develop a coherent and holistic health
and wellness strategy encompassing all
four aspects- physical, emotional,
financial, and family," said Rohit Jain,
head of India, Willis Towers Watson.

“The number of employers recog-
nising the role of family in the over-
all well-being of an employee and in
turn their productivity, is noteworthy.
It is heartening to see that almost one
in four organisations are beginning to
engage the employees family in one
way or another," Jain added.

The study also said although
tobacco use was identified as one of
the top-five lifestyle concerns by 25 per
cent of the companies, only 8 per cent
currently offer tobacco cessation pro-
grammes and additional 15 per cent
are considering that following suite in
2021.

It further said that 44 per cent of
the organisations have taken at least
one action on tobacco use in 2018.

The study was conducted during
June-August 2018 and polled over 100
organisations and senior HR leaders
from multiple sectors. 

Script Open High Low LTP
SUZLON 3.49 3.58 3.42 3.52
JPASSOCIAT 5.01 5.10 4.96 5.01
EMAMILTD 365.90 417.70 358.00 407.60
RCOM 6.29 6.29 5.96 6.02
KSCL 466.00 474.00 399.00 421.45
YESBANK 215.00 217.95 211.30 212.45
RELINFRA 124.45 125.40 121.00 122.20
RELCAPITAL 154.70 154.70 148.75 151.50
DHFL 128.80 130.40 125.25 126.75
IBULHSGFIN 613.50 626.10 610.00 614.50
SBIN 260.50 267.25 260.50 262.50
DIVISLAB 1564.55 1616.00 1525.05 1588.50
RELIANCE 1219.20 1239.70 1211.30 1216.35
ASHOKLEY 80.20 81.20 78.55 79.25
TCS 1971.75 1971.75 1895.00 1904.85
GRAPHITE 414.90 421.95 398.35 403.25
TATAMOTORS 164.80 165.80 161.10 163.50
CGPOWER 28.85 29.40 28.00 28.80
TATASTEEL 468.00 480.55 465.25 471.15
AXISBANK 694.95 705.05 688.65 693.20
ICICIBANK 340.30 350.40 339.85 343.35
DRREDDY 2588.70 2607.50 2507.00 2535.60
DLF 157.80 166.75 157.80 163.55
JETAIRWAYS 233.70 236.70 230.25 231.45
INFY 738.90 739.30 723.00 725.15
PCJEWELLER 67.90 68.85 66.30 67.25
RPOWER 11.55 11.70 10.70 10.85
AMBUJACEM 198.10 202.70 197.20 200.10
HEG 2118.00 2178.35 2078.15 2092.75
ZEEL 436.70 450.50 432.95 446.10
VEDL 148.00 154.30 148.00 153.00
JSLHISAR 77.20 83.30 77.00 79.70
SUNPHARMA 417.85 422.40 413.00 414.35
M&M 625.00 642.00 625.00 632.20

BANKBARODA 99.95 104.15 99.25 102.15
LT 1245.00 1268.00 1245.00 1255.75
STRTECH 219.10 234.70 219.10 231.95
JINDALSTEL 140.80 144.80 139.75 141.25
DISHTV 35.20 35.50 33.65 34.15
PNB 69.10 71.50 69.10 69.90
MARUTI 6849.95 6913.90 6778.40 6805.75
WELCORP 90.45 100.60 90.45 97.70
BANKINDIA 78.75 83.55 78.75 81.15
ITC 274.15 278.75 274.00 275.10
PFC 103.70 108.60 103.65 107.25
JUBLFOOD 1343.90 1368.00 1324.00 1339.35
MINDTREE 878.90 893.20 858.95 887.10
SUNTV 555.00 563.00 537.20 557.55
ADANIPOWER 37.25 39.10 36.65 36.85
ONGC 137.50 140.25 137.50 139.00
RECLTD 119.00 125.95 119.00 124.60
SPICEJET 74.75 77.00 74.10 76.60
BAJFINANCE 2551.25 2605.05 2550.00 2559.30
BHARTIARTL 301.20 313.20 301.05 304.25
JSWSTEEL 263.00 271.50 261.10 266.40
IOC 125.10 128.05 124.95 125.70
SAIL 44.95 46.75 44.30 46.15
GRASIM 703.00 723.35 697.20 716.20
L&TFH 119.05 125.50 119.05 122.70
DBL 464.25 476.00 457.50 460.35
INFRATEL 317.00 328.50 315.25 319.65
NATIONALUM 49.00 51.20 48.70 50.85
TECHM 805.00 808.30 790.00 792.50
WIPRO 373.70 374.90 361.90 366.05
JUBILANT 716.05 755.00 716.05 739.10
HINDPETRO 212.00 217.60 211.80 214.80
BRITANNIA 2907.50 2974.75 2842.55 2875.95
IDEA 30.55 31.20 30.05 30.35
STAR 408.95 412.00 401.35 402.90
MOTHERSUMI 130.00 135.15 129.75 131.30
BOMDYEING 101.70 109.40 101.50 104.85
INDUSINDBK 1512.45 1520.00 1472.10 1482.05
NCC 82.40 83.90 81.00 82.35
CANBK 213.65 221.20 213.65 215.20
IDBI 42.05 44.40 42.05 42.55
RADICO 376.60 384.45 365.10 369.85
AARTIIND 1374.75 1420.00 1310.00 1326.95
TEJASNET 120.00 133.85 115.25 126.85
IBVENTURES 267.50 274.00 256.90 262.20
WOCKPHARMA 390.25 401.50 388.85 392.25
HINDUNILVR 1753.00 1758.95 1730.50 1738.75
OIL 175.00 178.55 174.50 177.35
NTPC 137.80 137.80 132.60 133.40
HAVELLS 685.60 695.85 673.00 677.10
GMRINFRA 14.90 15.80 14.90 15.50
EDELWEISS 135.50 142.70 135.50 141.15
IRB 111.00 115.80 110.40 112.65
VIPIND 410.00 418.85 406.05 408.65

BPCL 327.50 338.70 326.55 334.40
UNIONBANK 68.00 70.55 67.70 68.60
AJANTPHARM 969.25 973.90 945.95 953.10
LTTS 1473.00 1488.90 1412.70 1417.10
HINDALCO 184.50 189.20 184.50 186.50
VENKYS 2060.10 2223.25 2060.10 2102.85
CIPLA 550.00 550.00 536.40 539.20
COALINDIA 215.25 218.85 213.80 214.45
HDFC 1878.85 1883.70 1846.50 1851.25
PRESTIGE 211.00 221.70 208.10 212.75
ESCORTS 628.15 650.40 628.15 636.35
FSL 41.70 42.60 40.95 41.15
ITI 90.00 93.15 89.30 91.85
INDIANB 209.40 219.40 209.40 214.95
OBEROIRLTY 494.85 514.45 479.95 482.65
AUROPHARMA 715.50 721.00 707.25 708.95
BEML 762.50 778.15 750.00 755.75
DMART 1440.00 1454.80 1417.40 1429.40
BIOCON 607.05 620.20 605.90 615.85
TITAN 1030.00 1048.95 1020.00 1029.15
EQUITAS 112.00 112.80 110.40 110.90
LUPIN 772.30 773.55 761.00 763.25
GAIL 317.00 325.70 315.00 319.60
LICHSGFIN 444.05 455.80 442.60 448.60
ASIANPAINT 1376.00 1397.00 1372.00 1378.95
GODREJAGRO 482.85 486.00 477.55 478.45
HDFCBANK 2091.00 2108.70 2078.15 2084.30
TATAELXSI 856.80 862.45 849.10 856.40
TVSMOTOR 474.90 479.90 470.00 473.80
INFIBEAM 37.50 37.85 36.55 36.90
INTELLECT 152.05 157.65 152.05 152.95
SUNTECK 333.35 343.20 332.00 338.35
NIITTECH 1278.00 1290.25 1272.60 1278.50
JISLJALEQS 54.50 55.25 53.75 54.65
APOLLOTYRE 203.10 208.85 201.05 202.50
HEROMOTOCO 2700.00 2715.00 2634.20 2643.15
ORIENTBANK 79.90 83.45 79.90 80.80
MANAPPURAM 105.35 108.50 105.35 106.75
M&MFIN 370.00 380.65 369.90 374.55
PAGEIND 22010.10 22427.05 21207.05 21496.30
GRUH 240.15 249.00 239.90 243.75
EXIDEIND 206.25 208.50 204.70 205.20
GNFC 240.00 248.95 237.95 246.90
SPARC 156.25 161.80 155.55 157.05
RAIN 89.80 93.70 89.00 91.65
UBL 1341.45 1355.05 1331.60 1345.90
CADILAHC 310.00 314.80 310.00 312.35
BEL 75.95 77.00 75.15 75.85
IBREALEST 73.50 73.75 71.60 72.65
KEC 237.50 244.00 236.10 239.25
GLENMARK 579.05 591.85 575.00 579.00
GUJFLUORO 865.35 865.35 852.00 862.30
MMTC 25.30 26.40 25.15 25.55
ABFRL 211.00 217.90 203.60 215.20
SIEMENS 940.00 959.00 933.70 945.45
UJJIVAN 263.90 272.30 263.90 269.45
MCX 654.00 674.00 643.50 664.70
BHEL 61.10 62.75 61.00 62.05
FEDERALBNK 80.50 80.75 79.30 79.40
RBLBANK 546.20 554.80 543.10 545.85
DABUR 422.55 427.45 417.80 420.95
SRTRANSFIN 1006.00 1022.15 998.05 1002.45
BATAINDIA 1268.00 1277.95 1257.15 1260.95
TATAMTRDVR 84.30 86.20 83.95 84.95
IDFCFIRSTB 43.00 43.95 42.85 43.50
NBCC 50.50 51.30 50.10 50.60
BAJAJELEC 434.80 438.95 379.00 432.45
FORCEMOT 1305.60 1344.00 1302.30 1332.05
APOLLOHOSP 1110.00 1145.25 1110.00 1118.55
ACC 1332.00 1365.00 1326.15 1353.80
DELTACORP 227.55 233.50 227.00 228.55
MPHASIS 1035.45 1052.65 1035.45 1044.25
INDIGO 1099.50 1121.00 1091.50 1101.75
PHILIPCARB 139.05 142.60 139.05 140.15
NESTLEIND 10548.95 10719.95 10356.45 10520.10
SREINFRA 25.70 26.75 25.35 26.00
PIDILITIND 1075.00 1092.05 1052.00 1058.85
TAKE 102.60 102.65 98.15 99.90
INOXLEISUR 268.75 282.30 268.75 272.55
JAICORPLTD 87.65 89.55 87.10 87.85
HEXAWARE 352.50 356.10 350.70 353.90
ENGINERSIN 106.50 108.95 106.35 107.15
GODREJCP 661.20 679.15 661.20 669.30
ADANIPORTS 347.00 348.80 337.60 339.70
RCF 51.50 52.20 51.15 51.30
INDIACEM 82.60 84.85 82.40 83.05
NATCOPHARM* 579.50 580.00 565.00 570.35
EIHOTEL 189.05 189.35 183.15 183.95
OMAXE 211.00 211.00 208.70 208.75
BANDHANBNK 467.10 479.40 461.00 475.95
BALKRISIND 818.20 840.55 815.00 816.90
ABCAPITAL 82.00 82.30 80.20 80.45
BHARATFORG 458.00 465.70 452.00 457.90
BLISSGVS 146.85 154.50 145.35 151.40
MAHINDCIE 216.25 223.00 216.00 217.75
ZENSARTECH 205.45 222.60 203.55 214.00
JKTYRE 86.05 86.85 84.55 85.00
BAJAJFINSV 5875.00 6026.50 5875.00 5954.15
TATACHEM 556.50 572.00 556.45 565.05
HDFCLIFE 352.00 354.75 346.25 348.20
PVR 1438.95 1504.95 1433.00 1493.95
ICICIGI 897.00 922.00 895.25 916.95
SHANKARA 467.00 468.95 454.40 468.95
IPCALAB 810.00 815.00 788.00 800.55
RALLIS 148.85 156.40 148.85 152.25
EICHERMOT 20245.00 20420.00 20185.00 20353.70
TRIDENT 59.25 60.70 59.10 59.30
POWERGRID 181.30 182.90 179.00 179.55
KOTAKBANK 1277.95 1287.40 1272.05 1278.05

BAJAJ-AUTO 2795.00 2828.05 2771.55 2782.65
GICHSGFIN 231.45 235.10 227.70 228.55
CONCOR 494.55 497.55 485.40 489.70
HCLTECH 1045.00 1051.25 1036.00 1039.30
PEL 2170.00 2198.00 2151.00 2173.05
TATAPOWER 64.65 67.15 64.65 65.85
VOLTAS 520.80 529.05 516.25 524.25
FCONSUMER 44.75 45.05 43.95 44.55
CEATLTD 1054.70 1071.00 1040.55 1053.50
JUSTDIAL 472.10 478.00 469.00 472.30
CENTURYTEX 716.00 728.75 712.10 715.25
PNCINFRA 135.50 157.00 132.45 143.05
REPCOHOME 310.00 324.00 310.00 315.25
ENDURANCE 1262.35 1349.90 1235.40 1327.95
BBTC 1176.00 1207.00 1176.00 1198.95
AVANTI 320.90 324.30 317.50 319.75
MANPASAND 76.50 79.00 75.05 76.50
COLPAL 1232.00 1258.55 1231.20 1247.05
IGL 285.70 286.85 280.90 282.10
SOUTHBANK 12.90 12.99 12.84 12.88
UPL 820.00 824.55 813.05 815.45
RAYMOND 682.00 694.50 682.00 684.30
HUDCO 37.45 38.65 37.45 38.25
OFSS 3500.00 3628.00 3401.35 3468.90
UFLEX 188.85 194.85 181.00 185.55
CUMMINSIND 665.00 676.55 663.65 667.05
MEGH 50.75 51.60 49.85 50.25
GODREJPROP 710.40 725.00 702.30 705.85
TATAGLOBAL 182.25 188.70 181.80 184.75
GRANULES 87.00 89.95 85.70 87.30
NOCIL 117.20 121.35 117.15 119.20
ALBK 41.15 42.55 40.80 41.60
HSCL 96.00 98.00 94.60 95.35
DCBBANK 171.95 176.40 171.50 173.65
IFCI 11.94 12.13 11.85 11.97
HINDCOPPER 43.25 45.30 43.10 44.25
ULTRACEMCO 3446.80 3504.05 3412.70 3470.50
WHIRLPOOL 1297.10 1335.25 1297.10 1311.70
KTKBANK 110.90 114.30 110.55 112.05
CANFINHOME 249.30 252.50 240.40 242.30
COROMANDEL 447.70 450.95 440.90 447.50
GSFC 86.00 88.70 86.00 87.35
MFSL 390.15 395.15 380.25 385.70
KAJARIACER 496.25 514.40 496.25 508.90
PERSISTENT* 644.60 651.95 638.00 641.40
JSL 30.40 31.40 30.20 30.60
ADANITRANS 218.55 224.95 217.80 219.15
MGL 864.10 877.50 864.05 867.55
CHENNPETRO 205.00 209.20 201.40 202.75
VGUARD 185.00 189.60 185.00 186.80
LINDEINDIA 425.05 436.60 425.00 432.95
TEAMLEASE 2920.00 3201.40 2920.00 3109.55
GODFRYPHLP 876.00 897.45 865.00 876.30
GALAXYSURF 906.15 1070.00 905.25 1017.30
SRF 2185.00 2223.70 2170.05 2178.75
MERCK 3102.50 3115.80 2920.00 2994.30
DEEPAKFERT 116.15 122.85 116.10 119.00
CHOLAFIN 1156.20 1175.60 1152.55 1162.20
COFFEEDAY 276.55 282.85 276.55 280.80
NMDC 92.00 93.40 91.70 92.85
TORNTPOWER 232.60 237.90 232.35 232.95
MUTHOOTFIN 520.15 527.70 516.95 520.30
ICICIPRULI 304.60 305.95 299.75 300.65
GUJALKALI 427.90 432.80 418.00 418.95
VBL 794.00 802.05 784.00 786.75
INDHOTEL 135.20 138.15 134.50 137.40
TATACOMM 502.00 511.00 499.75 508.15
HSIL 215.90 227.90 215.90 221.35
SUVEN 223.20 227.45 220.10 221.55
SHARDACROP 320.40 381.20 320.40 357.85
FORTIS 134.15 135.85 134.10 135.25
HFCL 21.20 21.40 21.05 21.10
JAMNAAUTO 49.30 51.75 49.10 50.15
LTI 1732.20 1752.00 1725.85 1731.85
EIDPARRY 181.70 188.00 181.15 185.25
PETRONET 216.40 218.55 213.45 214.65
MARICO 338.00 339.20 333.65 335.50
AEGISLOG 180.80 182.05 176.00 176.95
IBULISL 221.95 225.65 213.75 215.20
JMFINANCIL 74.00 75.50 73.50 74.30
JSWENERGY 64.50 66.85 64.30 65.75
GREENPLY 129.35 130.50 128.00 129.50
SOBHA 446.20 456.45 438.25 441.40
J&KBANK 38.90 39.30 38.70 38.95
RAJESHEXPO 560.50 574.65 555.00 560.05
SWANENERGY 96.20 99.55 96.10 96.95
CYIENT* 612.75 620.80 605.65 607.70
SYNDIBANK 30.80 31.95 30.80 31.35
NAUKRI 1650.00 1653.00 1600.05 1617.05
HINDZINC 244.40 250.00 243.60 248.00
SONATSOFTW 326.40 336.95 325.50 334.35
BERGEPAINT 285.00 293.05 285.00 290.75
TV18BRDCST 30.85 31.85 30.80 31.55
NETWORK18 32.00 33.25 31.00 33.00
SUPREMEIND 1001.70 1059.00 988.00 1032.85
TATAMETALI 570.50 591.80 558.00 574.05
MINDAIND 275.00 289.00 271.50 286.80
QUESS 635.85 649.30 634.50 640.40
JYOTHYLAB 173.95 178.45 173.60 174.20
WESTLIFE 348.70 351.00 340.00 344.20
IDFC 35.00 35.50 34.70 34.95
DCMSHRIRAM 345.65 356.25 343.80 349.85
KRBL 303.70 318.60 303.70 310.85
FINCABLES 360.00 378.05 360.00 362.40
FRETAIL 434.50 434.50 423.00 425.10
PARAGMILK 198.35 203.90 198.35 202.25
TORNTPHARM 1758.25 1777.20 1757.35 1765.15
GODREJIND 471.85 482.35 471.20 472.95
CASTROLIND 148.15 150.85 147.10 147.85

SCI 34.90 36.35 34.70 35.70
MRF 54424.00 55216.65 53901.45 54320.55
LUXIND 1122.00 1142.65 1096.00 1110.75
WELSPUNIND 47.00 48.65 46.30 47.40
MRPL 62.90 64.00 62.15 63.00
ADANIGREEN 30.70 31.50 30.55 30.70
GHCL 211.05 219.70 209.60 213.00
RNAM 155.00 155.00 149.30 152.05
ABB 1233.25 1253.20 1231.25 1241.90
NHPC 23.35 23.70 23.35 23.40
KEI 308.45 314.90 306.00 309.20
VINATIORGA 1612.00 1622.10 1587.00 1607.90
DENABANK 10.54 11.04 10.51 10.83
NAVKARCORP 38.65 39.60 37.05 37.30
LALPATHLAB 1038.35 1038.75 1014.00 1028.50
CROMPTON 192.00 198.75 192.00 195.20
VIJAYABANK 38.65 40.40 38.35 39.70
THYROCARE 500.05 556.70 500.05 539.40
CARERATING 955.70 960.00 950.00 959.15
AMARAJABAT 739.70 740.80 736.10 737.55
BHARATFIN 946.00 950.80 918.70 925.05
VMART 2439.80 2527.65 2428.75 2456.55
REDINGTON 83.55 84.30 80.15 81.80
BOSCHLTD 17879.55 17879.55 17601.00 17757.45
NAVINFLUOR 599.75 607.95 588.70 601.35
NBVENTURES 100.20 101.95 99.15 101.05
LEMONTREE 73.95 74.30 72.90 73.20
BAJAJHLDNG 3015.30 3121.65 3015.30 3083.15
JINDALSAW 75.40 77.55 75.25 75.85
ASTERDM 157.50 160.00 153.05 159.35
RAMCOCEM 602.20 609.80 599.35 607.00
PNBHOUSING 880.65 889.50 864.70 869.15
TIMETECHNO 84.75 87.25 83.80 84.40
TATAINVEST 835.00 841.70 829.00 834.20
JBCHEPHARM 310.15 323.45 308.65 320.20
SBILIFE 567.00 571.70 561.60 563.80
JKLAKSHMI 300.00 311.00 298.25 310.05
ISEC 199.00 201.00 194.00 195.60
CENTRUM 31.55 32.50 31.10 31.70
PFIZER 2898.70 2967.90 2886.35 2907.45
MOIL 144.10 146.80 142.80 144.60
GSPL 151.10 157.00 151.10 154.45
GESHIP 259.55 270.50 259.50 269.20
SHK 150.05 152.40 140.65 142.85
FINOLEXIND 459.75 462.50 449.00 451.20
SUNDRMFAST 500.00 509.50 496.45 500.15
ESSELPRO 109.15 122.00 105.95 114.80
TRENT 325.20 334.35 324.85 332.30
ASHOKA 109.55 111.70 106.80 108.85
TATACOFFEE 81.10 82.15 81.00 81.65
ADVENZYMES 161.50 161.80 157.40 159.55
GUJGAS 117.00 118.35 116.25 116.75
NILKAMAL 1250.30 1282.85 1236.05 1245.50
GREAVESCOT 117.05 119.25 117.00 118.50
SUPRAJIT 191.00 191.00 182.00 186.10
CHAMBLFERT 161.10 161.60 158.95 159.95
PIIND 885.70 885.70 864.00 873.80
THOMASCOOK 210.40 215.95 209.50 211.00
ALKEM 1850.00 1856.55 1834.50 1843.75
SHILPAMED 343.70 352.00 335.00 341.75
MOTILALOFS 579.75 579.75 569.70 572.10
TIINDIA 344.25 352.85 343.25 347.25
MAHABANK 12.35 12.41 12.16 12.27
AUBANK 575.30 575.30 562.95 565.80
COCHINSHIP 336.00 341.40 333.00 340.15
KANSAINER 434.35 446.05 428.85 430.10
BDL 244.95 252.45 242.05 246.65
MAGMA 85.65 89.80 83.50 89.15
GICRE 216.00 217.50 213.05 215.35
SHREECEM 15201.00 15400.00 15201.00 15344.20
WABAG 270.40 275.50 270.00 272.70
SADBHAV 165.30 169.15 165.00 166.20
BAJAJCON 346.05 353.00 346.05 347.30
LAKSHVILAS 56.70 56.70 55.35 55.85
ALLCARGO 100.05 103.15 100.05 101.10
SCHNEIDER 83.15 87.30 83.15 86.95
EVEREADY 202.00 203.90 198.00 199.85
HERITGFOOD 436.45 464.45 434.70 442.50
BASF 1225.30 1244.50 1200.00 1201.55
HEIDELBERG 148.60 151.85 147.95 149.15
DEEPAKNI 215.20 218.00 213.35 214.65
THERMAX 962.70 984.65 962.70 970.75
HAL 623.00 625.00 612.15 617.80
TTKPRESTIG 7840.00 7910.60 7762.70 7814.65
BLUESTARCO 564.55 579.50 560.30 567.10
CUB 178.80 180.20 178.00 178.35

GAYAPROJ 150.50 155.00 146.20 150.00
PTC 73.85 74.75 73.40 74.05
PRSMJOHNSN 71.60 71.60 68.00 68.20
CENTRALBK 28.65 28.95 28.40 28.65
ITDCEM 101.65 103.15 100.00 100.25
IFBIND 764.95 781.40 727.50 739.70
DBCORP 177.50 181.95 176.10 178.30
AIAENG 1634.15 1658.90 1625.00 1642.55
GLAXO 1339.00 1362.30 1336.00 1346.70
MONSANTO 2597.00 2675.00 2552.00 2653.90
BALMLAWRIE 162.60 167.30 161.00 165.50
TVTODAY 340.00 340.00 318.05 325.15
INOXWIND 61.60 63.40 60.50 60.95
APLAPOLLO 1082.00 1121.00 1082.00 1109.20
APLLTD 550.30 550.45 537.40 538.60
NLCINDIA 62.30 63.60 61.70 62.10
ASTRAZEN 1758.95 1777.70 1740.00 1747.30
VTL 979.00 989.60 958.20 977.05
LAXMIMACH 5309.00 5469.90 5309.00 5420.50
TNPL 190.20 196.25 189.60 190.65
UCOBANK 16.90 17.30 16.75 17.10
IEX 161.25 164.45 161.25 164.10
SYNGENE 598.95 598.95 591.70 594.00
GSKCONS 7280.00 7340.00 7265.20 7282.70
PHOENIXLTD 576.45 602.00 570.25 596.65
ABBOTINDIA 7350.00 7371.75 7226.00 7260.95
SANOFI 5949.25 6042.40 5860.00 5928.20
ASTRAL 1107.20 1121.50 1105.85 1115.60
SKFINDIA 1989.25 1992.00 1955.95 1968.00
CENTURYPLY 162.40 164.00 160.00 160.65
IOB 12.15 12.52 12.05 12.46
MINDACORP 125.45 131.50 125.45 128.50
HATSUN 660.05 669.00 660.00 660.00
GPPL 78.85 80.00 78.85 79.40
FDC 151.10 154.95 148.20 151.15
JKCEMENT 710.25 712.60 690.35 697.90
DCAL 187.00 188.50 186.30 187.15
NH 187.50 199.90 187.50 198.90
ANDHRABANK 23.20 23.60 23.05 23.40
BIRLACORPN 442.40 455.30 442.40 448.50
GRINDWELL 512.00 524.80 511.00 513.15
SJVN 24.75 24.95 24.50 24.55
CORPBANK 24.25 24.75 24.20 24.45
CAPPL 331.00 334.60 322.20 324.75
KNRCON 206.35 206.80 200.60 202.80
MHRIL 188.25 188.60 185.10 186.20
SHOPERSTOP 519.00 519.00 490.00 494.05
DHANUKA 389.00 390.90 380.00 382.25
CRISIL 1566.80 1578.00 1530.00 1572.30
NESCO 433.55 437.00 428.00 429.70
MAHLOG 438.80 449.15 432.00 435.10
KALPATPOWR 332.00 333.25 327.40 331.60
FORBESCO 1829.10 1892.95 1829.10 1843.00
ATUL 3371.55 3454.40 3371.55 3402.10
SYMPHONY 1185.00 1193.00 1160.05 1173.05
GET&D 281.85 284.05 276.00 277.80
RELAXO 750.80 757.85 750.00 750.25
MAHLIFE 378.70 386.00 370.00 372.55
3MINDIA 22058.75 22250.00 21810.05 21877.90
AKZOINDIA 1651.00 1663.00 1630.10 1647.00
SOMANYCERA 307.80 315.00 305.15 310.55
GILLETTE 6428.00 6499.60 6388.00 6462.20
SCHAEFFLER 5282.25 5283.50 5205.35 5260.60
CCL 263.55 269.65 262.85 264.05
GULFOILLUB 850.00 880.00 849.75 869.05
HIMATSEIDE 165.80 168.00 161.25 166.00
CARBORUNIV 347.10 349.55 345.00 346.40
FLFL 428.15 430.90 421.00 425.20
JAGRAN 94.80 94.95 93.00 93.80
BAYERCROP 4287.90 4372.00 4287.90 4309.40
GDL 100.00 100.05 98.35 99.15
ECLERX 1001.25 1002.40 987.00 989.70
PGHH 9876.20 9990.25 9876.20 9920.90
ISGEC 5039.90 5039.90 4851.00 4853.10
GMDCLTD 73.30 75.45 73.20 74.75
TIMKEN 514.15 532.00 508.70 518.10
SUDARSCHEM 309.10 314.05 309.10 310.40
CERA 2190.15 2190.15 2151.00 2158.65
ITDC 244.10 251.95 244.05 245.70
ZYDUSWELL 1263.60 1264.95 1240.00 1252.35
KIOCL 124.00 126.00 116.90 123.40
ASAHIINDIA 253.00 253.00 250.00 250.20
TVSSRICHAK 2224.00 2260.15 2206.00 2247.20
SOLARINDS 939.00 959.40 937.00 946.25
MAXINDIA 76.70 76.95 75.00 76.35
NIACL 171.50 171.50 169.00 170.00
ERIS 615.85 623.15 615.80 616.95
RATNAMANI 850.70 868.05 850.70 860.75
KPRMILL 531.00 535.00 526.95 533.50
WABCOINDIA 5881.90 5928.15 5881.90 5898.95
ORIENTCEM 67.00 67.85 65.05 65.50
ELGIEQUIP 241.70 244.40 239.45 243.10
INDOSTAR 319.15 324.20 315.00 317.90
LAOPALA 202.35 202.35 195.70 198.10
NAVNETEDUL 103.05 103.25 101.55 101.55
SUNCLAYLTD 2350.00 2378.00 2327.00 2339.60
GEPIL 760.05 769.95 750.10 757.15
BLUEDART 3110.65 3110.65 2970.10 3009.75
STARCEMENT 97.30 99.00 96.90 98.90
APARINDS 618.25 627.30 615.05 622.65
HONAUT 21652.65 21652.65 21451.00 21482.65
LAURUSLABS 328.20 334.30 328.20 331.55
SUPPETRO 204.80 207.10 202.00 205.00
JCHAC 1724.35 1737.00 1682.05 1719.00
SFL 1318.00 1345.00 1291.05 1291.05
SHRIRAMCIT 1521.70 1535.40 1515.70 1535.25
TIFHL 430.20 440.00 430.00 436.45
TRITURBINE 100.45 102.90 100.10 101.40
SIS 761.50 762.45 750.00 750.00
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY 50 10636.70 10722.85 10585.65 10604.35 -36.60
VEDL 148.10 154.40 147.85 152.95 4.95
GRASIM 702.50 724.00 697.20 721.00 21.15
BPCL 326.00 338.80 325.55 336.75 9.00
ZEEL 440.00 451.00 433.00 448.00 9.05
JSWSTEEL 262.60 271.75 261.00 266.55 4.65
LT 1245.00 1270.00 1245.00 1263.90 19.40
M&M 627.00 642.00 625.25 634.25 9.55
ONGC 137.20 140.35 137.20 139.05 1.95
BAJAJFINSV 5886.50 6030.00 5862.35 5960.00 74.85
TATAMOTORS 164.00 165.95 161.55 164.90 2.00
EICHERMOT 20200.00 20464.55 20121.00 20399.05 243.85
ICICIBANK 339.10 350.40 339.10 342.70 3.95
HINDALCO 185.10 189.25 184.10 186.60 2.05
SBIN 260.90 267.50 260.30 262.75 2.80
TATASTEEL 465.40 480.60 465.40 469.95 4.40
ULTRACEMCO 3410.15 3504.95 3410.15 3460.00 30.75
GAIL 317.00 325.75 316.45 320.15 2.70
HINDPETRO 211.55 217.70 211.55 214.40 1.75
INFRATEL 315.00 324.85 315.00 319.40 2.35
BHARTIARTL 303.90 313.50 301.55 304.60 2.05
BAJFINANCE 2551.00 2606.95 2545.00 2565.00 15.55
IOC 125.00 128.15 125.00 125.60 0.65
ITC 274.00 279.20 274.00 275.95 1.25
KOTAKBANK 1277.00 1285.25 1271.85 1279.25 2.20
TITAN 1030.45 1049.80 1025.30 1028.85 1.50
ASIANPAINT 1372.05 1396.95 1371.00 1380.00 -0.05
YESBANK 215.10 218.10 211.55 213.50 -0.05
AXISBANK 693.30 705.40 689.65 691.70 -1.60
SUNPHARMA 417.15 422.40 412.35 413.70 -0.95
HCLTECH 1048.00 1051.20 1036.35 1043.55 -2.75
COALINDIA 215.25 218.95 213.55 214.60 -0.55
HDFCBANK 2089.70 2108.15 2078.20 2083.45 -6.45
CIPLA 544.80 545.00 536.75 539.45 -1.70
RELIANCE 1218.00 1239.70 1211.20 1215.60 -4.50
MARUTI 6855.00 6915.90 6771.00 6815.00 -27.70
BAJAJ-AUTO 2801.00 2825.00 2777.50 2779.30 -14.20
UPL 821.00 824.45 812.00 817.50 -4.35
HINDUNILVR 1750.00 1759.60 1730.45 1740.70 -11.20
POWERGRID 180.25 183.00 178.90 179.05 -1.70
DRREDDY 2583.95 2610.00 2505.10 2537.00 -28.55
HDFC 1870.00 1888.50 1844.25 1849.25 -25.60
TECHM 807.00 809.00 788.85 792.35 -11.10
IBULHSGFIN 617.00 626.60 609.25 614.90 -8.60
HEROMOTOCO 2687.00 2713.20 2628.90 2636.90 -46.65
INFY 739.10 740.55 721.30 724.00 -17.05
NTPC 137.10 137.90 132.45 134.10 -3.35
ADANIPORTS 347.50 348.50 337.55 338.65 -8.65
INDUSINDBK 1512.00 1520.90 1471.10 1474.70 -42.30
TCS 1970.00 1971.00 1892.00 1907.60 -62.70
WIPRO 372.55 375.40 362.20 363.35 -12.25
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SCRIP OPEN HIgh LOW LTP CHANGE
NIFTY NEXT 50 25310.65 25556.90 25307.10 25337.50 41.05
DLF 157.90 166.90 157.60 162.90 6.90
SAIL 44.65 46.80 44.55 46.25 1.80
BANKBARODA 99.80 104.30 99.30 102.35 3.20
SUNTV 545.00 563.45 537.20 557.60 12.10
OIL 174.80 178.60 174.30 177.55 3.80
HINDZINC 243.60 250.50 243.20 249.00 4.70
COLPAL 1230.00 1259.50 1230.00 1253.80 22.35
MOTHERSUMI 130.00 135.20 129.70 131.95 2.25
GODREJCP 661.15 679.25 661.15 670.00 11.35
BHEL 61.10 62.80 61.10 62.15 1.00
ICICIGI 900.00 924.00 896.00 915.00 13.30
ABB 1230.00 1256.05 1225.10 1246.60 18.10
ACC 1330.00 1366.00 1329.00 1351.00 19.30
BIOCON 608.40 620.70 605.20 613.35 7.50
BANDHANBNK 466.00 479.80 458.00 473.75 5.40
BEL 75.50 77.00 75.15 76.10 0.80
AMBUJACEM 198.60 202.80 196.65 199.95 1.95
LICHSGFIN 443.90 455.80 443.50 447.75 3.85
MCDOWELL-N 505.25 522.00 505.25 513.70 4.35
NMDC 92.05 93.45 91.65 92.65 0.50
SHREECEM 15369.95 15431.05 15179.25 15335.00 62.90
L&TFH 122.15 125.55 121.90 122.40 0.50
GICRE 215.15 218.80 213.30 216.35 0.80
BOSCHLTD 17770.00 17910.55 17564.25 17780.00 62.95
PGHH 9849.95 9990.00 9835.70 9855.00 33.40
SRTRANSFIN 1004.00 1023.20 996.25 1006.00 3.10
ASHOKLEY 80.00 81.20 78.50 79.25 0.05
SIEMENS 939.25 959.90 935.70 944.25 0.15
NHPC 23.40 23.75 23.40 23.40 0.00
CADILAHC 312.00 315.10 310.50 311.80 0.00
PEL 2185.95 2199.85 2164.05 2174.55 -2.20
DABUR 420.00 427.40 417.70 421.20 -1.15
INDIGO 1096.10 1122.95 1091.50 1102.50 -3.65
DMART 1440.00 1457.90 1420.00 1431.00 -5.05
MRF 54480.15 55403.95 53858.35 54152.00 -308.15
PETRONET 215.55 218.80 214.20 214.30 -1.25
CONCOR 488.00 498.30 484.90 488.55 -4.95
HDFCLIFE 351.70 354.00 346.05 347.00 -3.60
MARICO 337.90 339.25 333.50 334.90 -3.65
BRITANNIA 2910.20 2975.95 2851.00 2880.00 -31.70
LUPIN 776.00 776.00 761.10 762.20 -8.70
SBILIFE 573.65 573.65 560.90 561.05 -6.40
ABCAPITAL 81.30 82.35 80.30 80.55 -0.95
NIACL 170.70 171.40 169.10 169.30 -2.15
IDEA 30.45 31.20 29.85 30.25 -0.40
ICICIPRULI 303.00 306.35 299.00 299.50 -4.00
AUROPHARMA 717.50 721.35 706.00 706.80 -9.95
HAVELLS 686.00 695.60 672.40 674.35 -12.25
OFSS 3521.50 3535.15 3469.85 3470.80 -64.30
PIDILITIND 1079.90 1093.00 1052.15 1055.80 -23.95
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Sixteen US States have sued
US President Donald Trump

over his plan to declare a
national emergency to get
funding for his controversial
wall along the border with
Mexico, saying he has veered
the country toward a constitu-
tional crisis of his own making. 

The lawsuit came after
Trump on Friday declared that
he would spend billions of
dollars more on border barri-
ers than Congress had granted
him.

The National Emergencies
Act allows the President to
declare a national emergency
and unlock a stash of funds by
invoking certain statutory
authority.   

The coalition of 16 states in
their lawsuit alleged that the
Trump administration’s emer-
gency declaration and diversion
of funds is unconstitutional and
otherwise unlawful. 

The states include
California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii,
Illinois, Maine, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New

York, Oregon and Virginia.
The suit, filed in Federal

District Court in San Francisco,
argues that the president does
not have the power to divert
funds for constructing a wall
along the Mexican border
because it is Congress that
controls spending.

“President Trump has
veered the country toward a
constitutional crisis of his own
making. For years, President
Trump has repeatedly stated his
intention to build a wall across
the United States-Mexico bor-
der,” reads the suit.

The dispute stems from
steps Trump said he would take
after lawmakers granted him
only USD 1.375 billion for
new border barriers, legislation

he signed last week to avoid
another government shutdown.
The fund is far short of the
USD 5.7 billion Trump had ini-
tially requested.  

Trump asserted the power
to tap three additional pots of
money on his own: USD 600
million from a Treasury
Department asset forfeiture
fund for law enforcement pri-
orities; about USD 2.5 billion
from a military antidrug
account, most of which would
first be siphoned from other
military programs the
Pentagon has yet to identify,
and USD 3.6 billion in military
construction funds he said he
could redirect by invoking an
emergency-powers statute.

Trump declared the
national emergency to fulfil his
2016 presidential campaign
promise to “build a wall” on the
US-Mexico border, which he
calls “a major entry point for
criminals, gang members, and
illicit narcotics”.

The lawsuit file on Monday
seeks to block the Trump
administration’s emergency
declaration, the unauthorised
construction of the border
wall, and any illegal diversion

of Congressionally-appropri-
ated funds, a media release said.

The states allege that the
Trump administration’s action
exceeds the power of the exec-
utive office, violates the US
Constitution and federal
statutes, and would illegally and
unconstitutionally divert fed-
eral funds appropriated by
Congress for other purposes.

The lawsuit seeks declara-
tory and injunctive relief to
block the emergency declara-
tion, the construction of the
wall, and any illegal diversion
of congressionally-appropriat-
ed funds.

White House officials said
they believe they can unlock an
additional USD 6.6 billion
through the emergency decla-
ration and other budget
maneuvers. The White House
believes the money would allow
the administration to build at
least 234 miles of the border
wall.

“President Trump is man-
ufacturing a crisis and declar-
ing a made-up ‘national emer-
gency’ in order to seize power
and undermine the
Constitution,” said California
Governor Gavin Newsom.
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The suicide bomber who
carried out last week’s

attack that killed 27 members
of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards
was a Pakistani national, the
elite force said on Tuesday.

“The suicide bomber was
named Hafez Mohammad-Ali
and was from Pakistan,” said
Brigadier General Mohammad
Pakpour, commander of the
Guards’ ground forces, quoted
by the force’s Sepah news
agency.

The February 13 suicide
bombing killed 27
Revolutionary Guards on a
bus in the volatile southeastern
province of Sistan-Baluchistan
which borders Pakistan.

The general said the probe
into the attack had made head-
way after the model of the
explosives-packed car that
exploded next to the bus had
been identified.

“Two days ago the first
clue, a woman, was identified

and arrested, and through this
woman, we reached others,”
Pakpour said.

Apart from the suicide
bomber, one of the suspected
accomplices was also Pakistani,
he said.

Pakpour said the attack
had originally been planned for
February 11 to coincide with
celebrations for the 40th
anniversary of Iran’s Islamic
revolution.

But had security forces
had been “fully prepared” on
that day, he said.

A jihadist group, Jaish al-
Adl (Army of Justice), which
Tehran says operates mostly
out of bases in Pakistan,
claimed responsibility for the
attack. Iran has Pakistan’s Army
and intelligence agency of shel-
tering the jehadi. 
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A“new day” is coming in
Latin America and the

days of socialist dictatorships
are over, US President Donald
Trump has said as he issued a
dire warning to the Venezuelan
military to abandon their sup-
port for President Nicolas
Maduro or “lose everything”.

Speaking at Florida
International University in
Miami, Trump said the US
stood behind the people of
Venezuela who are standing for
freedom and democracy.

The Venezuelan military
could play a decisive role in
ending the months-long polit-
ical crisis, but has largely
remained loyal to Maduro.

Venezuela has also lurched
into an economic crisis that has
left the country suffering from
hyperinflation and shortages of
food and medicine.

“We want to restore
Venezuelan democracy, and
we believe that the Venezuelan
military and its leadership have
a vital role to play in this
process. If you choose this
path, you have the opportuni-

ty to help forge a safe and pros-
perous future for all the people
of Venezuela,” Trump said.

He said more than 50
countries around the world
have recognised the rightful
government of Venezuela.

“The Venezuelan people
have spoken and the world has
heard their voice. They are
turning the page on Socialism
and Dictatorship; and there will
be no going back!” he said.

“For decades, the socialist
dictatorships of Cuba and
Venezuela have propped each
other up in a very corrupt bar-
gain. Venezuela gave Cuba oil.
In return, Cuba gave Venezuela
a police State run directly from
Havana,” Trump told a cheer-
ing crowd mostly of
Venezuelan and Cuban immi-
grants in Miami on Monday.

“But this is a much differ-
ent day, and those days are
over. The ugly alliance between
the two dictatorships is coming
to a rapid end. A new future is
beginning,” he said.

Noting that the US seek a
peaceful transition of power in
Venezuela, Trump, however,
said that all options were open.
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The president of the EU
Commission Jean-Claude

Juncker will host British Prime
Minister Theresa May on
Wednesday for talks on the
Brexit crisis.

Juncker’s spokesman
Margaritis Schinas told
reporters that the pair would
meet at the European Union’s
headquarters at 6:30pm (1730
GMT). The news Tuesday
came a day after Britain’s min-
ister for Brexit talks Stephen
Barclay and Attorney General
Geoffrey Cox met EU nego-
tiator Michel Barnier.

Barclay’s office said they
had “held a productive meet-
ing... On resolving the out-
standing issue of the back-

stop,” holding up a divorce
deal.

The backstop is a clause in
the withdrawal arrangement
that keeps Britain in the EU
customs union until a way is
found to ensure there is no
return to a hard border
between Northern Ireland and
Ireland. May hopes that if Cox
is able to tell British MPs that
the backstop would not be
permanent under an updated
deal it might pass a sceptical
House of Commons.

But the EU spokesman
reiterated that the other 27 EU
member states will not rene-
gotiate the divorce accord,
which they signed with May in
November. “We cannot accept
a time limit to the backstop or
a unilateral exit clause,” Schinas
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Avisit by a North Korean
delegation to a Vietnamese

city on a popular train route
from China has sparked
fevered speculation that Kim
Jong Un could travel by rail —
or road — for his summit with
US President Donald Trump.

The US and North Korea
have dispatched several teams

to Vietnam ahead of the sum-
mit in Hanoi on February 27-
28, though officials have
remained tight-lipped on their
movements and meetings.

On Tuesday, a Vietnamese
source with knowledge of plan-
ning for high-level diplomatic
meetings told AFP that sever-
al North Korean officials had
visited the China border area
on Monday.

���� +@�5)

The UN’s human rights chief
said on Tuesday she is con-

cerned about the condition of
some 200 families trapped in
the last remaining area held by
the Islamic State group in east-
ern Syria, where they are mixed
with hundreds of militants.

In Idlib, government forces
shelled a bakery killing at least
four people, including chil-
dren, in the town of Khan
Sheikhoun in Idlib, a war mon-
itor said.
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Around 80 graves have been
daubed with swastikas at a

Jewish cemetery in eastern
France, local officials said,
hours ahead of nationwide
marches on Tuesday against a
rise in anti-Semitic attacks.

The damage was discov-
ered on Tuesday morning at a
cemetery in the village of
Quatzenheim, close to the bor-
der with Germany in the Alsace
region, a statement from the
regional security office said.
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Senator Bernie Sanders on
Tuesday launched his sec-

ond bid for the White House,
taking direct aim at Donald
Trump in an announcement
that calls the US president a
“pathological liar.” Sanders, 77,
joins an already crowded field
of candidates seeking to win the
Democratic nomination and
take on President Donald
Trump in 2020.

He made the announce-
ment in a radio interview with
a station from his home state of
Vermont.

“I wanted to let the people
of the state of Vermont know
about this first,” Sanders said on
Vermont Public Radio.
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The biggest gain for the health-
care sector from 2018 was the
launch of the Pradhan Mantri

Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY), which
the Government claims will create
over a lakh new jobs in India’s $62 bil-
lion hospital sector alone. According
to the IBEF, India also increased its
doctor count to 841,104 in 2017. Apart
from increased health consciousness,
the burden of lifestyle diseases and ris-
ing incomes, healthcare will contin-
ue to see increased demand. 

But healthcare personnel need not
all be specialists in technical fields.
There are various administrative and
management roles that the ordinary
graduate can train themselves  to fill.
Given below is a list of some of the
most sought-after careers in this
booming industry.
�Assistant medical superintendents/
deputy medical superintendents:
They ensure high standards of patient
care and work to deliver on service
quality standards along with defining
and implementing performance para-
metres for doctors. They are experts
in implementing and adhering to
Standard Operative Procedures (SOP)
in all clinical specialties, conducting
regular medical audits on an ongoing
basis and many others. They work to
ensure that proper SOP are in place
for the efficient admission, care & dis-
charge of patients.
�Hospital operations/administra-
tors: They are responsible for safe-
guarding smooth operation of a hos-
pital, hospital system or healthcare
organisation. As the backbone of
healthcare systems, healthcare admin-

istrators take on the responsibilities of
supervising vast expanses of medical
personnel. They work behind the
scenes to make all types of health care
facilities work as efficiently as possi-
ble and too can work on hiring doc-
tors too, developing budgets, coming
up with new policies and patient ser-
vices to name a few.
�Bio-medical waste management
expert: The Ministry of Essential &
Climate Change raised the BMW
Rules on March 28 2016, through a
gazette notification that every health
care facility is mandated to segregate
and dispose of bio-medical waste as
per these rules. There is an imminent
need to increase awareness and train-
ing/capacity Building of the different
category of health functionary in the
safe disposal of bio-medical waste
from the Hospital and Health Centre.

�Patient safety & quality man-
agement coordinators: This position
guides staff within the hospital and
seeks to improve the quality of patient
care through assurance and innova-
tion in partnership with local teams.
This helps in the process to improve

the reduction of medical errors and
other factors that contribute to acci-
dental patient outcomes. The patient
safety and quality coordinator, togeth-
er with senior clinical and operational
managers, is responsible for the imple-

mentation of patient safety and qual-
ity improvement initiatives.
�Managers/assistant managers at
third-party administrators (TPAs):
They function as an intermediary
between the insurance provider and

the insured. One can join as a man-
agers and or assistant manager after
pursuing a Healthcare Management
degree. These specialists work with
medical records, coding and billing
professionals, and insurance compa-
nies to ensure that the plan benefits
are properly applied.
�District programme managers:
This category of professionals is des-
ignated to the monitoring and plan-
ning of district health strategies, as in
the National Rural Health Mission.
�Consultants in international and
national NGOs: NGO’s working in
the health sector is another favoured
destination.
�Training coordinators: They are
responsible for training, mapping out
training plans, designing and devel-
oping training programmes. Hospital
and healthcare management, being a
specialised field, choosing the right
institute to learn best practices is very
important at the outset to remain rel-
evant in an ever-changing dynamic
employment scenario.
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The Indian Institute of Technology
Gandhinagar aims to become the princi-

pal resource centre for sustainable develop-
ment in India with the launch of Dr Kiran C
Patel Centre for Sustainable Development,
which will advance local and global solutions
through cutting-edge interdisciplinary
research.

It will develop a national and global net-
work of leading experts and researchers on
sustainability and undertake research on
water, pollution, waste management, energy,
natural resources and climate change. The
centre will research sustainability and relat-
ed challenges of high societal importance and
promote cost-effective and sustainable solu-

tions through its strong outreach and tech-
nology-transfer programmes. 

The programme launched on January 30,
2019 and has been set up with an endowment
from philanthropist Dr Kiran C Patel, a car-
diologist based in Florida. The centre will also
undertake technology transfer of sustainable
solutions to NGOs, local Governments and
industry and collaborate with policy makers
and industry to identify and solve sustain-
ability challenges.

Speaking about this, Prof Sudhir K Jain,
Director, IIT Gandhinagar, said: “The pro-
gramme is a gift will enable the faculty and
students to work on developing practical solu-
tions to sustainability challenges through an
integration of advanced research, tradition-
al knowledge and field understanding.”
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The Amity
U n i v e r s i t y ,

Haryana (AUH) and
NEC Technologies
India (NECTI) have
announced  the launch
of a joint training pro-
gramme in Japanese
language, culture and
Japanese business
practices for Amity
University students. 

The NEC Japanese
Language Academy

(NJLA), the language
and intercultural train-
ing academy of
NECTI, will facilitate
the training pro-
gramme. Over 200 stu-
dents are expected to
be trained under this
programme. This
training programme
will be open to all stu-
dents. The university
will offer intensive
diploma and certifi-
cate courses. Trained
students will also be
given access to intern-

ship opportunities
Speaking on the

occasion, Piyush Sinha,
Deputy MD, NECTI
said: “We are delighted
to partner with Amity
for training students.
The programme will
offer an edge to stu-
dents by training them
in Japanese language
and culture while
applying to Japanese
MNCs in India. The
training will also help
students be competi-
tive on a global stage.”
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The University School of

Mass Communication
(USMC) of IP University  in col-
laboration with   Indian Council
of  Social Science Research
(ICSSR) has started a workshop
starting from February 19 on
Research Methodology for Phd
Students in Communication
Studies at the Dwarka campus.

Inaugurating the work-
shop, Professor Anup Singh
Beniwal, Dean , USMC said: “In
a globalised world, the role of
research in an academic insti-
tution is significant for its sus-
tainability and development,
and it is imperative to have

knowledge driven growth based
on innovation. The quest of
knowledge is the pre - requisite
for research.

Dr  Raziff Jamaluddin, fac-
ulty member of  Department of
Hotel Management and
Tourism Science, Malaysia gave
light on role of research in
these fields. Around three dozen
scholars coming from various
universities of the country are
activelty participating in this
workshop. The workshop is
designed to impart knowledge
on research methodology in the
context of  qualitative and quan-
titative  methods.
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Manav Rachna

International Institute of
Research and Studies is invit-
ing applications for B.Arch. -
Bachelor of Architecture  pro-
gramme for the session 2019-
20. 

Duration: Five years 
Eligibility: Class XII pass

with atleast 50 per cent aggre-
grate marks. Candidates with
10+3 Diploma (any stream)
recognised by Central/State
Governments with
Mathematics as a compulso-
ry subject and obtained 50 per
cent in aggregate marks can
also apply. International
Baccalaureate Diploma after
ten years of schooling, with
Physics,  Chemistr y and
Mathematics as subject of
examination with 50 per cent
marks and also at least 50 per
cent aggregate marks are also
eligible to apply.

How to apply: Log on to
apply.manavrachna.edu.in.

Last date to apply: April
17, 2019.
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Manav Rachna

International Institute of
Research and Studies is  invit-
ing applications from
Bachelor of Visual Arts pro-
gramme for the session 2019-
20. 

Duration: Four years 
Eligibility: Class XII pass

with at least 50 per cent marks
in aggregate in 5 subjects
including English as compul-
sory subject along with 4 sub-
jects with the highest score
out of the remaining sub-
jects.

How to apply: Log on to
apply.manavrachna.edu.in.

Last date to apply: April
17, 2019.
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Lakshya Bhartee Institute
of International Hotel
Management invites appli-
cants for Under Graduate
Programmes and  Post
Graduates Programmes in

Hotel Management. 
Duration: Three years for
BSc , Two years for Msc.  

Eligibility: Class XII pass
from a recognised central/
state board. 

How to apply: Log on to
www.lbiihm.com.

Last date to apply: March
8, 2019. 
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Delhi Paramedical and
management Institute (DPMI)
announces the commence-
ment of admissions for its one
year full time Diploma in
Front Office Operations
(DFO), Food & Beverage
(DFB), and House Keeping
(DHK).

Duration: One year. 
Eligibility: Class XII pass

from a recognised board. 
How to apply: Log on to

www.dpmiindia.com.
Last date to apply: March

13, 2019. 
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Management Institute (IMI)
Delhi,  is inviting admission
application for  its meticu-
lously structured and research
oriented FPM/E-FPM pro-
grams.

The Fellow Programmes
— FPM & Executive Fellow
Programme — E-FPM have
been designed to provide a
holistic and enabling research
eco-system for scholars. The
program structure focuses on
preparing the candidates,
through a rigorous and well-
crafted path that helps them
achieve excellence in career
trajectories.

Last date to apply: March
18, 2019. 

The Civil Services Exams are the
coveted choices in most Indian

families. And when it
comes to preparation for the Civil
Services Exam, aspirants are
always up-heel giving in their
best shot to learning and under-
standing the syllabus and its in-
depth explanations.

But a mere understanding of
the curriculum does never suffice
the purpose of excelling in the
Civil Services Examination. You
must be familiar with the pattern
and style of questions asked in the
actual exams and all the tricks that
will help you eliminate the
chances of negative marking.
There is always a solution to mas-
ter your preparation and for Civil
Services Examination, Mock Tests
are the key! 

With UPSC Prelims Exam
coming up, it is crucial to under-
stand why should you take these

Prelims Mock Tests, at first place?
�Understanding & learning the
pattern of UPSC Civil Services
Prelims Exam: Civil Services
Exam, being one of the most
competitive examinations, comes
with a round of speculations
revolving around the examination
pattern, difficulty level of the
questions and others. And being
the most unpredictable exam, stu-
dents must solve as many Test
Series as possible to cover almost
every probable question which can
be asked by UPSC. 
�Boost up the confidence level:
Solving a good number of Mock
Tests help students not only cover
the entire syllabus and important
topics efficiently while under-
standing the pattern, but also
boost up the confidence level to go
for the final quest as the Test Series
are always designed in strict regard
to that of UPSC Civil Services

Exam. 
�Assessing oneself: The team of
experts at Chanakya IAS Academy,
comprehensively designs the Test
Series, each year, in close associ-
ation with successful candidates,
toppers, and retired bureaucrats.
They do so to make sure that no
important point goes missing and
a student gets to answer all the
most relevant questions, which
could be covered in the Civil
Services Examination. Our idea is
to provide students with a fair
chance to assess themselves on
basis of their academic preparation
and mental readiness, as, this is not
just the exam of knowledge, but
mental ability and overall per-
sonality.”Since, assessing oneself for
a highly competitive examina-
tion is must to be done at regular
intervals, Mock Tests are the only
best sources to asses yourself on
the most relevant questions and

topics, which hold high probabil-
ity of being asked in the actual
Civil Services Prelims Exam.
�Practising your way to perfec-
tion: If you look at the trends for
the past ten years, competition has
increased way beyond expecta-
tions and is thus affecting the suc-
cess rate even for the serious can-
didates. Now when you don’t have
an assurance of success, it is obvi-
ous that mastering the syllabus to
the needful depths is the only way
out! Practising this knowledge is
of utmost importance to syn-
chronise your preparation with the
expectations of your examiner.

A series of right mock tests
and regular solving of the same
will help you master this knowl-
edge in all the needful dimensions,
resulting in an improved perfor-
mance for the actual exams! It is
believed that more the encounter
you have with a subject, better are
the chances of remembering its
elements and information.
�Mocks are the ultimate confi-
dence booster: Trust and confi-
dence on one’s dedication & efforts
are certain elements that always
compliment the preparation for
exams like the Civil Services
Examination. And what will
increase your confidence more
than perfecting the preparation in
the right way? Mock Tests are an
ultimate confidence booster and
solving multiple tests will also help
you enhance your concentration.
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seconds to scan through most resumes,
a relevant certification inserted at the
right place, can make your resume
stand out from the rest. 

Certifications tell your prospective
employer that you are prepared for a job
in an all-round manner. They also indi-
cate to your peers that you take your job
role seriously. They act as a signal of your
competency in roles where basic and
practical skills are required for  the evolv-
ing technology industry.  IT certifications
signify that you are well-versed with
practically demonstrable skills and will
take incorporate emerging technologi-
cal scenarios in your accounting.
�For beginners, a core IT certification,
such as CompTia's A+, that covers all the
pillars of a digital organisation such as
devices, networking, cybersecurity, soft-
ware and operating system, irrespective
of platform, lets people know that you
are skilled enough to troubleshoot
across technologies and is the very first
step to gaining a foothold in the newage
technical support space. With time,
mainstream computer systems will come
to include mobile devices as well. Hence,
Android, iOS along with Linux may be
required knowledge for helpdesks of
tomorrow. 
�For workforce who have a couple of
year's experience in IT, intermediate IT
certifications in networking (Such as
CompTIA Network+) or cyber securi-
ty certifications (such as CompTIA
Security +) helps prepare them for crit-
ical threats, protection against which is
so important for retaining the compet-
itive edge in today's cutthroat world of
business. Cyber-security certifications in
particular, arm you with the new ver-
sions of  threats and vulnerabilities in the
interconnected world of business. Such

certifications open your eyes to a world
of possibilities with fairly specialised
knowledge of complex systems and
processes. 
�For seasoned professionals, certifica-
tions on emerging technology or a new
aspect of an established field of practice
lets your employer know that you're
eager and willing to improve, are proac-
tive and ambitious. Almost all the jobs
of near future will concentrate on AI
(Artificial Intelligence), IoT (Internet of
Things) and Cybersecurity.
Cybersecurity for instance as a career
path  Pentest+ and CySA+ help you pre-
pare for critical skills such as VAPT
(Vulnerability Analysis — Penetration
Testing), Cyber forensics and incident
response.
�Employers, too, are benefitted by their
corporate certification training decision
by providing greater job fulfillment
and satisfaction. Human Resources
(HR) earns points for employee engage-
ment and aids map careers and devel-
opment. However, employers need to
monitor progress of trainings and some
might even have to micro-manage in
order to achieve the desired benefits of

the module.
�Finally, obtaining relevant certifications
show your current and future employ-
ers your quality of continuously wanti-
ng to improve yourself. You must always
be ready to do research before selecting
the right certification that can help you
get the objectives you want. 

After a basic computer IT course
certification, experts recommend that
you work in an IT organisation for at
least nine months, implementing,
installing, maintaining, troubleshooting
and configuring simple to mid-level
complex networks and computer sys-
tems before you move into more spe-
cialised fields such as cyber-security.

Enterprise technology certifications
are incomplete without knowledge of
how complex servers and routers man-
age information, communication,
transmission and encryption.
Certifications are cheaper to get than
full-fledged degrees, offer greater flexi-
bility in terms of both learning content
and outcomes and look good on your
CV too!
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The result of
C o m p a n i e s

Secretaries Foundation
Programme held in
December 2018 is
scheduled to be
declared at 11 am on
Thursday, February 21,
on the institution’s web-
site — www.ici.edu.

The result along
with the subject-wise
break-up of marks will
be available on the web-
site immediately after
the declaration. 
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The University of
Southampton, in collabora-
tion with the UK
Department for
International Development
has announced three
Commonwealth Shared
Scholarships for September
2019 session. These scholar-
ships are available exclusively
to permanent residents of
Commonwealth countries,
including India, who want to
pursue select Masters at the
university. The scholarship
aims to support talented stu-
dents from these countries,
who would not otherwise be
able to study a Masters pro-
gramme in the UK.

It cover full-tuitions fees,
approved airfare from their
home country to the UK and
return at the end of the pro-
gramme, a monthly stipend
of £1,084 for living
allowance and a study travel
grant towards the costs of
study-related travel within
the UK or oversea, as well as
baggage allowance, up to an
annual approved limit, when
returning home. 

The scholarships are
available for nine courses:
MSc Applied Geographical
Information Systems and
Remote Sensing; MSc
Demography; MSc Diabetes
Best Practice; MSc
Education; MSc
Electrochemistry and Battery

Technologies;
MSc Gerontology; MSc

Global Health; MSc
Leadership and Management
in Health and Social Care
and MSc Sustainability. 

Applicants must be con-
sidering submitting a fresh
application to any of the
above mentioned degree
programme stating they wish
to be considered for a
Commonwealth Shared
Scholarship.

Eligibility: Should hold
a first degree of at least
upper second class standard
or a second class degree and
a relevant postgraduate qual-
ification (usually a Master’s
degree). Moreover, the appli-
cant must not have studied
or worked for at least one
academic year in a high
income country. Also, the
applicant must be unable to
afford to study in the UK
without this scholarship. All
the applicants need to
receive an unconditional
offer from the University in
order to be eligible. Before
applying, they also need to
meet the English language
requirements.

How to apply: The stu-
dents are required to com-
plete the Commonwealth
Shared Scholarship applica-
tion through the
Commonwealth Scholarship
Commission’s System:
http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply
/shared-scholarships/.

Application deadline:
The last date to apply for the
scholarships is March 14,
2019.
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In every business, daily journals,
ledgers, bank reconciliation state-
ments, profit & loss statements and

income and balance sheets present an
unbiased picture of the financial posi-
tion of an organisation. They tell the
true position with regard to its liabili-
ties, cash sources, viability of manage-
rial and investor decisions and com-
pliance with taxation and corporate
laws.

Accounting helps a business, ven-
ture or a nation plan, control and exe-
cute their budgets and expenditures,
forecast revenues or turnovers, pur-
chase new assets or take on new lia-
bilities, monitor financial health, take
decisions with regard to personnel hir-
ing or recruitment and regulate growth
in the economy. Considering the vital
importance of accounting work to
trade, commerce and Government, is
it any wonder that accounting jobs
never lose their significance. 

According to payscale.com, the
salary for an accountant, not being a
Chartered Accountant, could be
�4,87,303 a year. There is steady and
assured growth for an accountant over
the progression of the career.
Experience affects accountant salaries
markedly. The highest growth can
take place during the middle to late
career milestones. In a related survey
of those working in accounts on the
same platform, it was found that an
overwhelming 100% gave their pro-
fession 5 out of 5 stars. While women
made up for only 5% of those in the
profession, males made an abnormal-
ly high 80%.

Most accountants become record-
keepers, especially at the entry-level.
However, they are supposed to check
and maintain calculations, create sales
and cash flow reports, administer pay-
rolls, prepare balance sheets, carry out
billing activity, manage budgets and
inventory. At a mid to senior level, they
may also be expected to file taxes or go
through historical reports to create
turnover forecasts. Sometimes, internal
audits may be needed to identify trou-
ble areas in performance. An account-
ing staff must also monitor whether
office personnel are adhering to com-
pany policies and relevant statutes. It
takes skill for the accountant to prepare
management reports. 

Ordinarily, Commerce graduates
with a diploma or certification in spe-
cialised accounting practices may start
working as an accountant. 

Internships as an accountant help
in cementing working knowledge and
adding authority to your resume.
Knowledge of application software
such as Quickbooks, Tally or Microsoft
Excel is indispensable to reconcile
new age imperatives with existing
competencies. Accounting work is sel-
dom understood by solo entrepre-
neurs and small businesses and so the
accountant must be a self-starter.
However, in other organisations, he
may be required to work as part of a
team and collaboration must also be
part of your skillset.

Accountants, today, may require
additional competencies because of the
expansion of digitisation to every
sphere of business. The SAP is one of
the most widely used enterprise appli-
cation programmes being used in
industry and to obtain veracity and
genuineness of training.

Over time, an accountant may
grow into the roles of Finance Manager,
Account Manager, Financial Controller,
Chartered Accountant, Chief Financial
Officer or a Finance Director.
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A well-conceived study plan
and regular mock tests would help
you streamline your preparation to
progressive perfection 

With NTA’s decision to
conduct the JEE Main
exams twice a year from

2019, many aspirants have an
added advantage. The first phase
of the JEE Main 2019 concluded
on January 12. The students who
are not sure of getting a better rank
also has a second chance in April
(April 6-20). Registrations have
already started and will go on till
March 7, 20 19.

The Common Rank List for
JEE Main 2019 will be available in
the first week of May after the dec-
laration of the results of the April
exam. The better of the scores of
candidates who have appeared in
both JEE Main January and April
will be considered for the ranking
purposes while the scores of the
candidates who have appeared for
just one exam will be used as it is.
The common rank lists will denote
the all India and category ranks of
the candidates in addition to the
details of the candidates and marks
obtained. The JEE Main rank will
be the basis for admissions to the
NITs, IIITs and GFTIs

For those who missed out on
the first attempt or want to
improve their ranking to qualify
for JEE Advanced, here is a better
chance to revise their preparations.
Attempting the first Main exam,
should be considered as a mock
test which is helpful in under-

standing the weak areas for
detailed analysis and preparations. 

�	����	����D�������!��	�
Identify the chapters whose

questions were difficult to solve.
Consult teachers and faculty for
clearing doubts. This not only
helps in clearing the weak con-
cepts, but also helps in managing
the time in all aspects for better
outcomes. Allocate adequate time
to each subject such that due
attention is paid to each topic.
Allocate extra hours every week for
the difficult subjects and doubt

clearing sessions. Discipline is the
key to follow the time table. Keep
one hour in a week for self analy-
sis and correction. A well-con-
ceived study plan and regular
mock tests would help you stream-
line your preparation to progres-
sive perfection. 

�	�����	���	�������
Board exams and the second

attempt to JEE Main being close-
ly scheduled, preparations for both
these needs to be planned metic-
ulously. However, the challenge
remains about how to focus and go

about it to emerge victorious in
both the exams. This is the phase
when you must not only focus on
scoring good marks, but also per-
fect the art of simultaneous prepa-
ration for two major exams of your
life — Boards and JEE Main.

There are certain sub-topics in
various subjects which generally
get more weightage in the Boards
because the questions are subjec-
tive type. There are also some top-
ics which are part of JEE Main but
not part of the JEE Advanced exam
which some students tend to
ignore during their preparation.
For example, in physics the chap-
ters on electronic devices and
communications systems are part
of JEE Main and the Board exam
but not part of the JEE Advanced
Exam. Students should carefully
study these chapters along with the
questions from the sample papers
so that they can comfortably han-
dle descriptive questions from
these chapters. 

����	���
Though good number of prob-

lem solving is essential but having
it done with the concept clarity
accelerates success as the exam
may not have a fixed pattern.
Though it is good to solve ques-
tions,  but focus more on making
the concepts transparent.

Cracking JEE requires great
strength and hold in analytical
skills with a great emphasis on crit-
ical thinking. It is thus imperative
to understand the application of
the concept as well.
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Tennis star Novak Djokovic,
record-breaking gymnast
Simone Biles, golfing legend

Tiger Woods and the World Cup
champion French football team
bagged the top honours at the 2019
Laureus World Sports Awards here.

Djokovic fought off tough com-
petition from the likes of Kylian
Mbappe, Eliud Kipchoge and LeBron
James to win the Laureus 'World
Sportsman of the Year Award' on
Monday night.

Djokovic, who won the last
three Grand Slams including the
Australian Open last month, after
returning from elbow surgery,
equalled the great Usain Bolt by win-
ning the top Laureus award for the
fourth time. Roger Federer has won
it a record five times.

"Last year was an incredible
season for me, returning from injury
to win Wimbledon and the US
Open is something I'll remember for-
ever. I am delighted and I would like
to thank the Laureus Academy for
their support," said the Serbian.

The Laureus World Sports
Academy - made up of 68 global
sporting legends - volunteered their
time to vote for the winners in each

shortlisted category which recognis-
es sporting achievement in 2018.

The Awards were hosted by
actor James Marsden and featured
entertainment from Grammy-nom-
inated singer-songwriter Jorja Smith.

Gymnast  Simone Biles was
crowned 'Sportswoman of the Year'
after her record-breaking perfor-
mance at the World Championships,
in which she won four gold, one sil-
ver and one bronze medal.

Biles, who also won the same
Award in 2017, made history last year
by becoming the first woman to win
four all-around world champi-
onships. At just 21, she now has a
record 14 career world titles.

FIFA World Cup winners France
became the first national football
team to win a second Team of the
Year Award, fighting off competition
from the world-leading teams across
a range of sports including Mercedes

AMG Petronas F1, Golden State
Warriors and Real Madrid. French
coach Didier Deschamps was in
Monaco to accept the award on
behalf of the team.

Japan's first Grand Slam tennis
star Naomi Osaka received the
'Breakthrough of the Year Award' for
her victory in the US Open, where
she defeated five-time Laureus Award
winner Serena Williams.

Osaka, 21, who is now number

one in the world after recently win-
ning the Australian Open, makes his-
tory as Japan's first  Award winner.

Golfing star Woods won his
third Laureus Award, after winning
the 'Sportsman of the Year' accolade
in 2000 and 2001.

The American, who was not pre-
sent, won the 'World Comeback of
the Year' Award for winning the Tour
Championship, his first win in 1,876
days. Indian wrestler Vinesh Phogat

was nominated in this category and
she attended the ceremony.

The 17-year-old American
snowboarding sensation Chloe Kim,
who became the youngest woman to
win a Winter Olympics snowboard-
ing gold medal at the Pyeongchang
Games, won the 'Action
Sportsperson of the Year' Award.

Slovak alpine skier Henrieta
Farkasova and her guide Natalia
Subrtova won the 'Sportsperson of
the Year with a Disability' Award.
They have become the most decorat-
ed Winter Paralympian pair in
Pyeongchang with four gold medals
in vision-impaired Downhill, Giant
Slalom, Super Combined and Super-
G, plus silver in Slalom.

Yuwa, a sport for development
organisation that works in the rural
region of Jharkhand in northern
India, received the Laureus Sport for
Good Award for their life-changing
work in using football to improve the
lives of young girls from disadvan-
taged communities.

The Laureus Academy recog-
nised marathon world record break-
er Eliud Kipchoge with the
Exceptional Achievement Award.

Kipchoge, who ran the fastest
time ever in a marathon in Berlin
with a time of 2 hours 1 min 39 sec-
onds, broke the previous record by
a massive 1 min 18 seconds.

Legendary football manager
Arsene Wenger received the Lifetime
Achievement Award for his contri-
bution to football during his 22 years
as manager of Arsenal.

Wenger received a guard of
honour at the ceremony from leg-
endary Arsenal captain Cesc
Fabregas and football legends
Alessandro Del Piero, Luis Figo,
Fabio Capello, Didier Deschamps,
Cafu and Alex Scott.

Skiing great Lindsey Vonn's
incredible career was recognised by
the Academy with the Spirit of Sport
Award. 
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Defending champions
Chennai Super Kings will

take on Royal Challengers
Bangalore in the opening
encounter of the 12th Indian
Premier League for which a
provisional two-week schedule
was announced by the BCCI on
Tuesday.

The opening game has
been scheduled for March 23 in
Chennai, the BCCI announced
in its schedule comprising 17
games.

The IPL will be off to an
earlier-than-usual start this
year owing to the general elec-
tions, dates of which are yet to
be announced. Any change in
the provisional itinerary —
from March 23 to April 5
—will be revised accordingly.

"These are still subject to

the announcement of the Lok
Sabha 2019 election dates.
Once these have been released,
the BCCI will address any
issues with the first two weeks
and will also prepare a sched-
ule for the remainder of the
season working with the local
authorities around the polling
dates," read an official state-
ment from the IPL.

On March 24, Kolkata
Knight Riders wil l  host
Sunrisers Hyderabad in the
afternoon encounter of a dou-
ble header in which Mumbai
Indians will take on Delhi
Capitals in Mumbai.

Rajasthan Royals and Kings
XI Punjab will meet each other
in Jaipur to complete the first
round of games.

A total of 17 matches will
be played during this two-
week phase across the 8 home

venues of the respective
franchises.

All teams will play a
minimum of four games
with Delhi Capitals and
RCB competing in five

matches each during this time.
Every side will play a minimum
of two home and two away
matches except for Delhi and
RCB. While Delhi will compete
in three home games (against
Chennai Super Kings on March
26th, Kolkata Knight Riders on
30th and SRH on 4th April),
RCB will play an equal number
of away encounters.

While the weekends will
have double-headers but the
schedule doesn't  clarify
whether the BCCI will contin-
ue with the usual 4pm (after-
noon) and 8 pm (evening) for-
mat or there will be a change in
timing.
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Alastair Cook believes
England can end decades

of World Cup disappointment
with a triumph on home soil
this year.

England has never won the
men's World Cup, but with 100
days to go until the start of the
latest edition, a team cap-
tained by Eoin Morgan is top
of the 50-over world rankings.

Former England skipper
Cook, who retired from inter-
national cricket last year as the
country's highest Test run-
scorer and most-capped play-
er, said there were several rea-
sons why Morgan's men could
go one better than the England
teams that lost in the 1979,
1987 and 1992 finals.

"They're a very settled side,
they've got 15 players pretty
much nailed on for that squad,"
Cook said at a World Cup
event in London on Tuesday.

"Everyone knows their
role, they're very comfortable
in their role, they've got a lot
of strength in depth, they seem
to have a lot of options covered
and they're an exciting team to
watch.

"They are a brilliant one-
day side."

Cook never played in a
World Cup, with the left-hand-
ed opening batsman dramati-
cally dropped from the squad
that then failed to beat a fellow
Test nation while suffering a
group-stage exit at the 2015
edition in Australia and New
Zealand.

But Cook said a change of
attitude lay behind England's
rise up the one-day rankings
since that dismal display.

"Probably over the years
we've really concentrated on
Test cricket as a nation. Over
the last three or four years
we've really given the one-day

cricket its due," he said.

B��"P��	������	P
It was a point emphasised

by former England spinner
Graeme Swann, who said: "I
just think England are picking
the right team these days.

"They're picking one-day
specialists and the sky's the
limit.

"When they bat, people
like Jason Roy, Jonny Bairstow,
they think that (scoring) 400 is
feasible rather than an impos-
sible dream. I think England
have finally picked a very
aggressive team as well, with
Eoin Morgan, who's a brilliant
captain.

"They've got a team that is
putting them in firm con-
tention to win this World
Cup," insisted Swann, who
added "I never thought we
(England) would win it deep
down when I was there."

Swann was a member of
the only England men's side to
have won a major global tro-

phy — the 2010 World
Twenty20 in the Caribbean —
and sees parallels between that
team and Morgan's men.

"The only world trophy I
thought we had a genuine
chance of winning was the
World Twenty20 in the West
Indies that we did,  because we
were ahead of the curve there.

"We picked a team of spe-
cialists, people like Craig
Kieswetter, Michael Lumb —
and I think that's what England
have finally started doing in the
one-day game as well." 

But Swann warned that
England would face several
tough opponents in their quest
for World Cup glory.

"You can never write off
India, they are an exceptional
one-day team, Virat is a bril-
liant captain, brilliant player."

As for champions
Australia, Swann said: "The
Aussies are like Germany in
the football — you can never
write them off at a World
Cup." 
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